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No. 76-811 REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
v. BAKKE

This case presents the Court, for the second time,
with an issue of some moment under the Fourteenth
Amendment.

See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 312 (1974).

The issue arises from Petitioner's operation of a special
admissions program for members of certain minority groups
at the Medical School of the University of California at
Davis.

According to Respondent, that program resulted in

the Medical School's refusal, on the basis of his race, to
admit him in both 1973 and 1974.
I .

The medical school of the University of California
at Davis opened in 1968 with an entering class of 50
students.

.

In 1970, the size of the entering class was

~
9oub~9

to 100 students, a level at which it remains.

No

admissions program for disadvantaged or minority students
existed when the school opened, and the first class
contained no blacks, no Mexican-Americans, no American
Indians, and three Asians.

Over the next two years, the

medical school faculty devised a special admissions program
to increase the representation of "disadvantaged" students
1

in each medical school class.

The special program

consisted of a separate admissions system operating in
coordination with the regular admissions process.

2.

Under the regular admissions procedure, a
candidate could submit his application to the medical
school beginning in July of the academic year preceding the
year for which admission is sought.

(R. 149) .

Because of

2

the large number of applications, the admissions
committee screened each one to select some candidates for
further consideration.

Candidates whose overall

undergraduate grade point averages fell below 2.5 on a
scale of 4.0 were summarily rejected (R. 63).

About one

out of six applicants was invited for a personal
interview (R. 63) .

Following the interviews, each

candidate was rated on a scale of 1 to 100 by the
interviewers and four other members of the admissions
committee.

The rating embraced the interviewers'

summaries, the candidate's overall grade point average,
grade point average in science courses, and scores on the
Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT) , letters of
recommendation, extracurricular activities, and other
biographical data.

(R.62).

The ratings were added

together to arrive at each candidate's "benchmark" score.
Since five committee members rated each candidate in 1973,
a perfect score was 500; in 1974, six members rated each
candidate, so that a perfect score was 600.

The full

committee then reviewed the file and scores of each

3.

applicant and made offers of admission on a "rolling"
3

basis.

The chairman was responsible for placing

names on the waiting list.

They were not placed in strict

numerical order; instead, the chairman had discretion to
include persons with "special skills."

Ibid.

The special admissions program operated with a
separate committee, a majority of whom were members of
minority groups.

(R. 163, 194).

On the 1973 application

form, candidates were asked to indicate whether they wished
to be considered as "economically and/or educationally
disadvantaged" applicants; on the 1974 form the question
was whether they wished to be considered as members of a
"minority group," which the medical school apparently
viewed as "Blacks," "Chicanos," "Asians," and "American
Indians."

(R. 65-66, 146, 197, 203-205, 216-218).

If these

questions were answered affirmatively, the application was
forwarded to the special admissions committee.

No formal

definition of "disadvantage" was ever produced (R.
163-164), but the chairman of the special committee
screened each application to see whether it reflected
4

economic deprivation.
hurdle, the applications

Having passed this initial

4.

were then rated by the special committee in a fashion
similar to that used by the general admissions committee,
except that special candidates did not have to meet the 2.5
grade point average cut-off applied to regular applicants.
About one-fifth of the total number of special applicants
were invited for interviews in 1973 and 1974.

5

Following each interview, the special committee assigned
each special applicant a benchmark score.

The special

committee then presented its top choices to the general
admissions committee.

The latter did not rate the special

candidates against the general applicants (R. 388) , but
could reject recommended special candidates for failure to
meet course requirements or other specific deficiencies (R.
171-172) .

The special committee continued to recommend

special applicants until a number prescribed by faculty
vote were admitted.

While the overall class size was still

50, the prescribed number was eight; in 1973 and 1974, when
the class size had doubled to 100, the prescribed number of
special admissions also doubled, to 16.

(R. 164, 168).

From the year of the increase in class size
1971 -- through 1974, the special program resulted in the
admission of 23 black students, 30 Mexican-Americans, and
11 Asians, for a total of 64 minority students.

Over the

5.

same period, the regular admissions program produced one
black, six Mexican-Americans, and 37 Asians, for a total of
6

44 minority students.

Although disadvantaged whites

applied to the special program in large numbers, see note
4, supra, none received an offer of admission through that
process.

Indeed, in 1974, at least, the special committee

explicitly considered only "disadvantaged" special
applicants who were members of one of the designated
minority groups.

(R. 171).

Allan Bakke is a white male who applied to the
Davis Medical School in both 1973 and 1974.

In both years

Bakke's application was considered by the general admission
program, and he received an interview.

His 1973 interview

was with Dr. Theodore H. West, who considered Bakke "a very
desirable applicant to [the] medical school."

(R.225).

Despite a strong benchmark score of 468 out of 500, Bakke
was rejected.

His application had come late in the year,

and no applicants in the general admissions process with
scores below 470 were accepted after Bakke's application
was completed.

(R. 69) •

There were four special

admissions slots unfilled at that time, however, for which
Bakke was not considered.

(R. 70) •

rejection, Bakke wrote to Dr. George

After his 1973

6.

H. Lowrey, Associate Dean and Chairman of the Admissions
Committee, protesting that the special admissions program
operated as a racial and ethnic quota.

(R.

259) .

Bakke's 1974 application was completed early in
the year.

(R. 70) .

His student interviewer gave him an

overall rating of 94, finding him "friendly, well tempered,
conscientious and delightful to speak with."

(R. 229).

His faculty interviewer was, by coincidence, the same Dr.
Lowrey to whom he had written in protest of the special
admissions program.

Dr. Lowrey found Bakke "rather limited

in his . approach" to the problems of the medical profession
and found disturbing Bakke's "very definite opinions which
were based more on his personal viewpoints than upon a
study of the total problem."

(R. 226).

Dr. Lowrey gave

Bakke the lowest of his six ratings, an 86; his total was
549 out of 600.
rejected.

(R. 230).

Again, Bakke's application was

In neither year did the chairman of the

admissions committee, Dr. Lowery, exercise his discretion
to place Bakke on the waiting list.

(R. 64) •

In both

years, applicants were admitted under the special program
with gradepoint averages, MCAT scores, and benchmark scores
significantly lower than Bakke's.

7

After the second rejection, Bakke filed the
instant suit in the Superior Court of California.

8

7
He sought mandatory, injunctive, and declaratory relief
compelling his admission to the Medical School.

He alleged

that the Medical School's special admissions program
operated to exclude him from the school on the basis of his
race, in violation of his rights under the Equal Protection
9

Clause to the Constitution of the United States,
10
Article I, § 21 of the California constitution, and
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
11
§2000d. The University cross-complained for a
declaration that its special admissions program was
lawful.

The trial court found that the special program

operated as a racial quota, because minority applicants in
the special program were rated only against one another

(R.

338), and 16 places in the class of 100 were reserved for
them (R. 295-296).

Declaring that Bakke was entitled to

have his application considered without regard to his race,
the trial court held the challenged program violative of
the federal Constitution, the state constitution and Title

VI.

The court refused to order his admission, however,

holding that he had failed to carry his burden of proving
that he would have been admitted but for the existence of
the special program.
Bakke appealed from the portion of the trial court
judgment denying him admission, and the University appealed

8.
from the decision that its special admissions program was
unlawful and that Bakke was entitled to have his
application considered without regard to race.

The Supreme

Court of California transferred the case directly from the
trial court, "because of the importance of the issues
involved."

18 Cal. 3d 34, 39 (1976).

The supreme court

accepted the findings of the trial court with respect to
12
the University's program.

Because the special

admissions program involved a racial classification, the
supreme court held itself bound to apply the test of strict
scrutiny.

18 Cal. 3d at 49.

It then turned to the goals

the University presented as justifying the program.

First,

the University argued that the special program was
necessary to help integrate the school and the medical
profession.

Ibid. at 52.

Second, the special program was

said to increase the number of physicians willing to serve
minority communities which are "desperately short of
physicians."

Ibid.

Third, the University claimed that the

program would produce more doctors having an interest in
and a rapport with members of minority groups.
53.

Ibid. at

The court rejected the third goal as unsubstantiated,

but assumed arguendo that the first two were "compelling"
enough to satisfy that aspect of the strict scrutiny test.
Ibid.

9.

The court next proceeded to consider whether the
special admissions program was the "least intrusive" means
of achieving those "compelling" goals.

It held that the

goal of increasing minority admissions could be achieved in
ways that did not involve direct consideration of race -placing greater emphasis on "disadvantage" in the
admissions process, instituting aggressive recruitment
policies, or increasing the size of the medical school
classes or the number of schools.

Ibid. at 54-55.

The

court also found that the goal of increasing the number of
physicians serving minority communities would be served
less intrusively - and perhaps more efficiently - by
securing directly from the applicants commitments to
practice in such areas and by establishing more courses
aimed at the needs of their inhabitants.

Ibid.

at 56-57.

Concluding that the special program did not serve
compelling interests in the least intrusive fashion, the
court held the program violative of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

The

court did not pass on the other grounds relied upon by the
trial court.
Turning to Bakke's appeal, the court ruled that
since Bakke had established that the University had
discriminated against him on the basis of his race, the

10.
burden of proof shifted to the University to demonstrate
that he would not have been admitted even in the absence of
13
the special admissions program .•
Ibid. at 63.

The

court analogized Bakke's situation to that of a plaintiff
under Title VII to the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
§§2000e-2000e-17, see, e.g., Franks v. Bowman
Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747, 772 (1976).

Ibid.

On

this basis, the court initially ordered a remand for the
purpose of determining whether, under the newly allocated
burden of proof, Bakke would have been admitted to either
the 1973 or the 1974 entering class in the absence of the
special admissions program.
Stay, at 48.

Appendix A to Application for

In its petition for rehearing below, however,

the University conceded its inability to carry that
burden.

(Appendix B to Application for Stay at

14
19).

The supreme court thereupon amended its

opinion to direct that the trial court enter judgment
ordering Bakke's admission to the medical school.

18 Cal.

3d at 64. That order was stayed pending review in this
Court.

429 U.S. 953 (1976).

We granted certiorari to

consider the important constitutional issue.

429 U.S. 1090

(1977). For the reasons stated in this memorandum, I would
affirm.

11.
II

Petitioner does not deny that race-related
decisions by faculties and administrations of state
universities are judicially reviewable.

See,

~.9_.,

Missouri ex rel Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938);
Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v.
Painter, 339

u.s.

629

(1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State

Regents, 339

u.s.

637

(1950).

For his part, Respondent

does not argue that all racial classifications are per se
invalid.

That, too, would appear to be an untenable

position.
U.S. 81

See,

~.9_.,

Hirabayashi v. United States, 320

(1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214

(1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333, 334 (1968) (Black,
Harlan, & Stewart, JJ., concurring); United Jewish Orgs. v.
Carey,

u.s.

, 97 S. Ct. 996

(1977).

The parties do clash, however, over the degree of
scrutiny to be applied to the special admissions program.
Petitioner argues that the court below erred in applying
strict scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause.

That

level of review, asserts Petitioner, ought to be reserved
for classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular
minorities."
304

u.s.

See

United States v. Carolene Products Co.,

144, 152 n. 4 (1938).

Respondent, on the other

hand, insists that strict scrutiny was properly applied by

12.
court below.

He contends that the California court

correctly rejected the notion that the degree of judicial
scrutiny accorded a particular racial classification hinges
upon plaintiff's membership in a discrete and insular
minority and duly recognized that the "rights established
[by the Fourteenth Amendment] are personal rights."
Shell~

v. Kraemer, 334

u.s.

1, 22 (1948).

En route to this crucial battle over the proper
scope of judicial revew, the parties fight a sharp
preliminary action over the proper characterization of the
special admissions program.

Petitioner prefers to see it

as establishing a "goal" of minority representation in the
medical school. Respondent, echoing the courts below,
15

labels it a racial quota.
This semantic distinction is beside the point:
the special admissions program undeniably amounts to a
racial classification.

To the extent that there existed a

pool of at least minimally qualified minority applicants to
fill the 16 special admissions seats, white applicants
could compete only for 84 seats in the entering class,
rather than the 100 open to minority applicants.

Whether

this limitation is described as a quota or a goal, it is a
16
line drawn on the basis of race.

13.
III
The guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment extend
to all persons, regardless of color.

We have said that the

"rights created by the first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment are, by its terms, guaranteed to the individual.
They are personal rights."
22 (1948) .

Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 1,

The guarantee of equal protection cannot mean

one thing when applied to one individual and something else
when applied to a person of another color.

If both are not

entitled to the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless, Petitioner argues that the court
below erred in applying strict scrutiny to the special
admissions program because while males, such as Respondent,
are not a "discrete and insular minority" requiring
extraordinary political process.
Products Co., 304

u.s.

United States v. Carolene

144, 152-153 n. 4 (1938).

This

rationale, however, has never governed our decisions
invalidating racial distinctions.
Board of Education, 347

u.s.

See, e.g., Brown v.

483 (1954).

Nor has this

Court held that discreteness and insularity constitute
necessary preconditions to close scrutiny of otherwise
sensitive classifications.

16a
See, e.g., Skinner v.

Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942); Carrington v. Rash, 380
U.S. 89, 94-97 (1965).

Indeed, classifications based on

14.
gender elecit heightened scrutiny, e.g., Frontiero v.
Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 691-692 (1965) (Powell, J.,
concurring), and there can be no contention that women are
a "minority" group.

Discreteness and insularity may be

among the proper criteria in deciding whether or not to add
new sorts of classifications to the list of "suspect"
categories.

See, e.g., San Antonio Indep. School Dist. v.

Rodriguez, 411

u.s. 1, 28 (1973) (wealth); Graham v.

Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v.
Mitchell, 400

u.s. 112, 295 n. 14 (1970) (Stewart,

J.,

concurring in part and dissenting in part) (persons between
ages 18 and 21).

Racial classifications, however, are

odious without regard to that additional characteristic.
We declared as much in the first cases to recognize racial
distinctions as suspect:
"Distinctions between citizens solely because of
their ancestry are by their very nature odious to
a free people whose institutions are founded upon
the doctrone of equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at
100.
"
• [A]ll legal restrictions which curtail the
rights of a single racial group are immediately
suspect. That is not to say that all such
restrictions are unconstitutional. It is to say
that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.

At this juncture, we must recognize the validity of those
broad pronouncements.

!!J

We conclude that racial and ethnic

distinctions of any sort are inherently suspect and thus
call for close judicial examination.

15.
This perception of racial and ethnic distinctions can be
traced to the interplay of our nation's constitutional and
demographic history.

This Court's initial view of the

Fourteenth Amendment was that its "one pervading purpose"
was "the freedom of the slave race, the security from
establishment of that freedom, and the protection of the
newly-made freeman and citizen from the oppressions of
those who had formerly exercised dominion over him."
Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall.

(83 U.S.) 36, 67-72.

The

Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[v]irtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial
18
reactionism."

It was relegated to decades of

19
relative desuetude, although the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment, after a short germinal period,
flourished as a cornerstore in the Court's defense of
property and liberty of contract.
Kansas, 123

u.s.

u.s.

See,~·~·'

Mugler v.

623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v. Lousiana, 165

578 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198

u.s.

45 (1905).

In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's "one pervading
purpose," Slaughter-House Cases, supra, at 71, was
displaced.
(1896) .

See, e.g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537

It was only as the overarching dominance of

substantive due process came to a close, see,
v. New York, 291

u.s.

~·~·,

Nebbia

502 (1934); West Coast Hotel v.

16.
Parrish, 300 U.S. 379 (1937), that the Equal Protection
Clause began to attain some measure of vitality,
Carolene Products, 304
Oklahoma, 316

u.s.

u.s.

see,~-~·,

at 152-53 n. 4; Skinner v.

535 (1942); Korematsu, supra.

By the time of the renaissance of equal
protection, it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority.

During the dormancy of the Equal

Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
20
minorities.

21
Each had to struggle - and to

22
some extent struggles still - to overcome the
prejudices not of a monolithic majority, but of a
"majority" composed of various minority groups whose only
shared characteristic was willingness to disadvantage other
23
groups.

As the Nation filled with the stock of

many lands, the reach of the Equal Protection Clause was
gradually extended to all groups seeking protection from
official discrimination.

See Strauder, supra, at 308

(exclusion of "all naturalized Celtic Irishmen" from juries
would violate equal protection); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118

u.s.

356 (1886)

(Chinese); Truax v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33, 41

(1915) (Austrian resident alien); Korematsu, supra
(Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas
(1954) (Mexican-Americans) •

347

u.s.

475

The Fourteenth Amendment

17.
recognizes no special wards.

"These provisions," said the

Court in Yick Wo. v. Hopkins, 118

u.s.

at 369, "are

universal in their application, to all persons within the
territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences
of race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of
equal laws."
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment conceived of

its primary function as one of

bridging the vast distance between members of the former
slave race and the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases,
supra, the Amendment itself was framed in universal terms,
without reference to color or condition of prior
servitude.

As this Court recently remarked, in

interpreting the 1866 Civil Rights Act to extend to claims
of racial discrimination against white persons, "the 39th
Congress was intent upon establishing in federal law a
broader principle than would have been necessary to meet
the particular and immediate plight of the newly freed
Negro slaves."

McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427

U.S. 273, 296 (1976).

And that legislation was

specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all
persons," not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights
under the law.

See Runyon v. McCrary, 427

u.s.

160,

17.
recognizes no special wards.

"These provisions," said the

Court in Yick Wo. v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. at 369, "are
universal in their application, to all persons within the
territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences
of race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of
equal laws."
Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment conceived of

its primary function as one of

bridging the vast distance between members of the former
slave race and the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases,
supra, the Amendment itself was framed in universal terms,
without reference to color or condition of prior
servitude.

As this Court recently remarked, in

interpreting the 1866 Civil Rights Act to extend to claims
of racial discrimination against white persons, "the 39th
Congress was intent upon establishing in federal law a
broader principle than would have been necessary to meet
the particular and immediate plight of the newly freed
Negro slaves."

McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427

U.S. 273, 296 (1976).

And that legislation was

specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all
persons," not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights
under the law.

See Runyon v. McCrary, 427

u.s.

160,

'

.

18.
92-202 (1976) (White, J., dissenting).

It is not unlikely

that among the Framers were many who would have applauded a
reading of the Equal Protection Clause which states a
principle of universal application and is responsive to the
racial, ethnic and cultural diversity of the nation.
See, e.g., Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 1056

~·

(1866) (remarks of Representative Niblack): id., 2891-2892

A-

(remarks of Senator Corness): id., 40th Cong., 2d Sess 883
(1868) (remarks of Senator Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment
"protect[s] classes from class legislation").

See also

Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation
Decision, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the past thirty years, this Court has been
embarked upon the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal
Protection Clause so as to guarantee "the protection of
equal laws," Yick Wo., supra, at 369, in a nation
confronting a legacy of slavery and racial discrimination.
See,~-~·'

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948): Brown v.

Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954): Gomillion v.
Lightfoot, 364

u.s.

U.S. 28 4 (197 6) .

339 (1960): Hills v. Gautreaux, 425

The milestone dec is ions in this area,

because they arose in response to the continued exclusion
of Negroes from the workings of American society, could be
characterized as involving discrimination by the "majority"

19.
white race against the Negro minority.

But they need not

be read as depending upon that characterization for their
results.

It suffices to say that "[o]ver the years, this

Court consistently repudiated (d)istinctions between
citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious
to a free people whose institutions are founded upon the
doctrine of equality.'"

Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. at 11

(1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320 U.S. at 100.
Petitioner urges us to adopt a cramped view of the
Equal Protection Clause and hold that discrimination
against members of the white "majority" can never by
suspect.

The clock cannot be turned back to 1868, Brown

v. Board of Education, supra, at 492; accord Loving v.
Virginia, supra, at 9.

It is too late in the day to argue

that the Equal Protection Clause recognizes special wards
and that others are not entitled to the same degree of
protection.

"The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed

solely against discrimination due to a 'two-class theory' that is, based upon differences between "white" and
Negro."

Hernandez, supra, at 478. Once the bright line of

a "two-class theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment is
abandoned, the difficulties entailed in varying the level
of judicial review to the "preferential" character of the
classification are likely to be intractable.

The concepts

20.

of "majority" and "minority" necessarily reflect temporary
judgments and political arrangements.

As we observed

above, the white "majority" itself is composed of various
minority groups, each of which can lay claim to a history
of prior discriminatory at the hands of the state and
24

private individuals.

Presumably, not all of these

groups will receive favorable treatment, and corresponding
judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race
and nationality, for then the only "majority" left will be
a new minority of White Anglo-Saxon Protestants.
We can perceive no principled basis for deciding which
groups will merit "heightened judicial solicitude" and
which will not.

Presumably, courts would be asked to

evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups.

Those whose societal

injury exceeds some instinctual level of tolerability would
then be entitled to the enactment of preferential
classifications at the expense of individuals belonging to
other groups.

Those classifications would be free from

exacting strict judicial scrutiny.

As these preferences

began to have their desired effect, and the effects of past
discrimination were undone, new judicial rankings would be
necessary.

The kind of sociological and political

analysis necessary to produce such rankings simply does not
. d.1c1a
. 1 competence. 24
. w1t
. h.1n t h e JU
1 1e

21.

addition to the inability of our courts to recognize some
groups as "deserving" except by reference to the most
personal and chimerical judgments, there are problems of
justice connected with the idea of preference itself.
First, it may not always be clear that a so-called
preference is in fact benign.

Courts may be asked to

validate burdens imposed upon individual members of
particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest.

See United Jewish Organizations, supra at

1013-1014 (Brennan, J., concurring in part).

Nothing in

the Constitution supports the notion that individuals may
be asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the
greater good of their ethnic groups.

Second, preferential

programs may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that
certain groups are unable to achieve success without
special protection based on a factor having no relationship
to actual individual worth.
U.S. at 343.

See

De~unis

v. Odegaard, 416

Finally, there is no warrant in the

Constitution for forcing innocent persons in Respondent's
position to bear the burdens of redressing grievances not
of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal
Protection Clause to these transitory considerations,

22.

we would be holding, as a constitutional principle, that
judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on ethnic
background may vary with the ebb and flow of political
forces.

Disparate constitutional treatment of

classifications all based on the same factor, racial and
ethnic background, well may serve to exacerbate racial and
ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviate them.
Jewish Org. v. Carey,
(1977)

u.s.

(Brennan, J., concurring).

United

, 97 S. Ct. 996, 1014
Also, the mutability of

a constitutional principle based upon shifting political
and social judgments undermines the chances for consistent
application of the Constitution from one generation to the
next, an important indication of its coherent
25

interpretation.

In expounding the Constitution,

the Court's role is to discern "principles sufficiently
absolute to give them roots throughout the community and
continuity over significant periods of time, and the
pragmatic political judgments of a particular time and
place."

A. Cox, The Role of the Supreme Court in American

Government 114 (1976) •
If it is the individual who is entitled to
judicial protection against classifications touching upon
his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions
impinge upon personal rights, rather than the individual

23.
only because of his membership in a particular group, then
constitutional standards may be applied consistently.
Political judgments regarding the necessity for the
particular classification may be weighed in the
constitutional balance, Korematsu, supra, but the
standard of justification will remain constant.

This is as

it should be, since those political judgments are the
product of rough compromises struck by contending groups
26
within the majoritarian process.

When they touch

upon an individual's ethnic background, he is entitled to
judicial determination that the burden he is asked to bear
on that generally offensive basis is precisely tailored to
serve a substantial governmental interest.

The

Constitution guarantees that right to every person
regardless of ethnic background.

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334

U.S. 1, 22 (1948): Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305

u.s.

337, 351 (1938).
B.
Petitioner contends that this Court on several

occasions has approved preferential classifications based
on race and ethnic background, without applying strict
scrutiny.

Most of the cases upon which Petitioner relies

are drawn from three areas:

school desegregation,

employment discrimination, and sex discrimination.

Each of

24.
the cases cited by Petitioner, however, presented a
situation radically different from the facts of this case.
The school desegregation cases, in which courts
have formulated or approved remedies for adjudicated
findings of constitutional violation, e.g., Swann v.
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402
(1971): Green v. County School Board, 391
simply are inapposite.

u.s.

u.s.

1

430 (1968),

In such cases, racial

classifications are designed as remedies for the
28
vindication of constitutional rights.

There can be

no suspicion of a political judgment as to the existence of
injury, the extent of the harm, and the proper scope of the
remedy, for all are judicially determined under
constitutional mandate.

Classifications fashioned as

remedies for constitutional violations could be deemed
"strictly scrutinized" and of "compelling" importance in
that sense. Here, no judicial determination of
constitutional violation exists as a predicate for the
formulation of remedial classifications.

Hence, to

analogize the classification involved here to a remedy in a
desegregation case and suggest that it is therefore
judicially "approved" is to likena remedy to a right in and
29
of itself.

See Pasadena City Board of Education

v. Spangler, 427

u.s.

424 (1976).

25.
The employment discrimination cases are also
inapposite.

For example, in Franks v. Bowman

Transportation Co., 424

u.s.

747 (1975), we approved a

retroactive award of seniority to a class of Negro truck
drivers who had been the victims of past discrimination.
While this relief imposed some burdens on other employees,
it was held necessary "'to make [the victims] whole for
injuries suffered on account of unlawful employment
discrimination'".

Ibid. at 771, quoting Albemarle Paper Co.

v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 418 (1975).

The courts of appeal

have fashioned quotas and other racial preferences as
remedies for constitutional or statutory violations
resulting

in defined, race-based injuries to members of

the classes held entitled to the preference.

~.~.,

Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission, 482
F.2d 1333 (2d Cir. 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d
315, modified on rehearing en bane, 452 F.2d 327 (8th Cir.
30
1972).

Such preferences have also been upheld

where an impartial legislative or administrative body
charged with the responsibility made determinations of past
discrimination and needed remedies.

~.g.,

Contractors

Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor,
442 F.2d 159 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 854
31
(1971); Associated General Contractors of

26.
Massachusets, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st Cir.
1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v.
Morgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1966).

Where the preferential

classification is not tailored as a remedy for a proven
constitutional or statutory violation, proper analysis
32
requires the application of strict scrutiny.
~·~·'Associated

See,

General Contractors of Massachusetts, Inc.

v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9, 17 (1st Cir. 1973), cert.
denied, 416 u.s. 957 (1974).
Petitioner derives little support from the fact
that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed
to compensate women for past discrimination, are not
regarded as "suspect."
u.s.

!.g.,

Califano v.

, 97 s.ct. 1192, 1194 (1977).

Webst~£,

Neither are

classifications that disadvantage women, see

~.g.,

Craig v.

Bowen, 427 u.s. 190, 211 n.* (1976) (Powell, J. concurring);
Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 691-92
(1973) (Powell, J., concurring).

The parallel Petitioner

wishes to draw therefore lacks force.

If the distinction

is not "suspect" when it harms the target group, it is
difficult to see why it should become so when that group is
favored.
Moreover, gender-based distinctions are less
likely to create the analytical and practical problems

27.
present in preferential schemes premised on racial or
ethnic criteria ..

With respect to gender there are only

two possible classifications.

The incidence of the burdens

imposed by preferential classifications is clear.

There

are no rival groups who can claim that they, too, are
entitled to preferential treatment.

Class-wide questions

as to the group suffering previous injury and groups which
fairly can be burdened are relatively simple for reviewing
courts.

See,

~·~·,

Califano v. Golfarb, 430 U.S. 199,

212-217 (1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S. 636, 645
(1975).

Our consideration of the problems connected with

sorting out those same questions in the context of racial
and ethnic preferences, supra, demonstrates that courts
will be unable to police political judgments touching on
those factors in a similar fashion.

Attempts to separate

competing claims will confound judicial ingenuity.
Consensus as to the existence of injury and the fairness of
imposing burdens will be lacking.

The inflammatory

potential of racial and ethnic classifications, then, is
significantly greater and the problem of judicial
competence significantly less tractable.

Hence, racial and

ethnic distinctions are rightfully regarded with an odium
not shared by gender classifications.

28.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563
(1974), in support of the proposition that discrimination
favoring racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial
approval without the inquiry ordinarily accorded to of
"suspect" classifications.In Lau, we held that the failure
of the San Francisco school system to provide remedial
English instruction for some 1800 students of oriental
ancestry who spoke no English whatsoever amounted to a
violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C.

§

2000d and the regulations promulgated thereunder

by the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) .

Those regulations required the

availability of remedial instruction where inability to
understand English excludes children of foreign ancestry
from participation in the educational program.
568.

Ibid. at

Because we found that the students in Lau were denied

a meaningful opportunity to participate in the educational
program," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning of a
remedial order.
Lau furnishes Petitioner with little support.
The decision was premised on a violation of Title IV and
the HEW regulations.

Resting solely on the statute, which

had been construed by the responsible administrative agency
to reach methods of school administration "which have the

29.

effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination," 414
U.S., at 568, we stated:

"Under these state-imposed

standards there is no equality of treatment merely by
providing students with the same facilities, textbooks,
teachers and curriculum; for students who do not understand
English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education."

Ibid., at 566.

Thus, Lau is not unlike the

employment discrimination and executive order cases
previously discussed.

And the "preference" approved in

that case did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit - "meaningful participation in the educational
program" - to anyone else.

No other student was deprived

by that preference of the ability to participate in San
Franciso's school system.

Indeed, because the others

understood English, they were assumed to be participating.
The preference was necessary to prevent the denial of a
like benefit to the Chinese-speaking children .•
Here there has been no determination by the
legislature or the administrative agency responsible for
policing civil rights laws that the University maintained a
discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of Petitioner's special admissions
program is quite different from the program in Lau.

It

prefers the designated minority groups only at the expense

30.
of other individuals who are totally foreclosed from
competition for the 16 special admissions seats in every
medical school class.

Because of that foreclosure, some

individuals are excluded from enjoyment of a benefit admission to the medical school - they would otherwise
receive.

When a classification denies an individual

opportunities or benefits enjoyed by others solely because
of his race or ethnic background, it must be regarded as
suspect.

u.s.

~.~.,McLaurin

v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339

637,641-42 (1950).
33a
Finally, Petitioner contends that our

recent decision in United Jewish Organizations of
Williamsburgh v. Carey,

u.s.

, 97 S.Ct. 996 (1977),

indicates our willingness to approve racial classifications
designed to benefit certain minorities, without
denominating the classifications as "suspect."

In United

Jewish Organizations, the State of New York redrew its
reapportionment plan in order to meet the objections of the
United States Department of Justice under section 5 of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42

u.s.c.

§

1973c. Specifically,

voting districts were redrawn in order to enhance the
electoral power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have
been the victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original
reapportionment plan.

Although the revised reapportionment

31.

plan to some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was
no showing that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution
of any individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of
any racial or ethnic group in the legislature as a whole.
97 S.Ct. at 1008-1009; ibid. at 1016-1017 (Stewart, J.,
concurring).

United Jewish Organizations, like

~au,

is

viewed properly as a case in which the remedy for an
administrative finding of discrimination encompassed
measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's
ability to participate was improved without excluding
individuals belonging to any other group from enjoyment of
the relevant opportunity - meaningful participation in the
electoral process.
Petitioner's special admissions program is a
racial classification.

It earmarks a certain number of

seats in each medical school class for persons of
designated racial and ethnic characteristics and excludes
others.

For this reason it is suspect and must be closely

scrutinized.
IV

We have held that in "order to justify the use of
a suspect classification, a State must show that its
purpose or interest is both constitutionally permissible
and substantial, and that its use of the classification is

32.
34
'necessary . • . to the accomplishment' of its
purpose or the safeguarding of its interest".

In re

Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722-723 (1973) (footnotes
omitted).

The special admissions program purports to serve

four purposes:

(1) "reducing the historic deficit of

traditionally disfavored minorities in medical schools and
the medical profession," Br. for Petitioner at 32; (2)
countering the effects of societal discrimination;

35

(3) obtaining the educational benefits that flow from an
ethnically diverse student body;

( 4) increasing the

likelihood that greater number of physicians will decide to
practice in communities currently underserved.

36

we

must decide which, if any, of these purposes are
substantial enough to support the use of a suspect
classification.
A

To the extent that increasing the representation
of certain ethnic groups is considered a goal in and of
itself, it must be rejected not as insubstantial, but as
constitutionally impermissible.

Preferring members of one

ethnic group for no reason other than such membership is
discrimination for its own sake.
forbids.

~.g.,

That the Constitution

McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184 (1964);

Brown v. Board of Education,

supr~,

483, 495 (1954).

33.
B

Certainly the state legitimately can set out to
counter the disabling effects that racial and ethnic
discrimination have had upon its various citizens.

The

legitimacy of this purpose is manifest in, for example, the
school desegregation cases.
Education, 349

u.s.

~.g.,

294 (1955).

Brown v. Board of

In those cases, the state

actually was required to redress the wrongs worked by
racial discrimination.

The present inquiry is whether the

goal of remedying "societal discrimination" is substantial
enough to support the burdens imposed by the special
admissions program on persons in Respondent's position. The
answer must be negative.
Certain measures the medical school could take to
counter the effects of past discrimination with respect to
particular ethnic groups would result in no corresponding
deprivation of opportunities or benefits to other
individuals.

For example, programs for aggressive

recruitment of individuals belonging to particular groups
and programs of remedial instruction available to all would
fall into the same category as the program we approved in
Lau v. Nichols.

The same opportunities for enjoyment of

the relevant benefit are extended to all.

37

We have never approved, however, a
classification that aids persons

34.
perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at the
expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of
adjudicated, legislative, or administrative findings of
constitutional or statutory violations.
Jewish Organizations,

u.s.

See,

~.g.,

United

, 97 St. Ct. at 1005;

South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 308 (1966).

After

such findings have been made, the governmental interest in
preferring members of the injured groups at the expense of
others is incontrovertibly substantial:
of the victims must be vindicated.

the legal rights

Furthermore, the extent

of the injury and the consequent remedy will have been
judicially or legislatively defined, so that the remedy
will work the least harm possible to other innocent persons
competing for the benefit.

38

Without such findings

of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot be
said that the government has any greater interest in
helping one individual than in refraining from harming
another.
A public university is not in a position to make
such findings.

Its mission is education, not the

formulation of broad social policy or the adjudication of
particular claims of illegality.

For the reasons stated in

Part III of this opinion, isolated segments of vast
governmental structures are ill equipped to make such

35.
decisions, at least in the absence of legislative mandates
and legislatively determined criteria.
Sun Wong, 426

u.s.

88

(1976).

Cf. Hampton v. Mow

Compare note 33, supra.

Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons the faculty of
the Davis Medical School perceived as victims of "societal
discrimination" is not substantial enough to support the
consequent casting of burdens upon persons like Respondent,
who carry no responsibility for whatever vaguely defined
harm the beneficiaries of the special admissions program
have suffered.

To hold otherwise would be to convert a

remedy for violations of legal rights into a right that
institutions throughout the nation can grant at their
pleasure.

That is a step we have never approved.

Cf.

Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424
39

(1976) .

c
Improving the delivery of health care services to
communities currently underserved certainly is a
permissible goal.

If a state does detect severe shortages
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of physicians in some communities, its interest in

36.
upgrading the health care of its citizens might be termed
substantial.

Even assuming the substantiality of this

interest, however, brief consideration of the special
admissions program is sufficient to indicate that the
program certainly is not necessary to promote the interest;
indeed, the program has not been shown to promote the
interest at all.

This relationship is discussed more fully

below, see pp. 38-39.

It suffices to note here that the

patent lack of connection between the challenged programs
and the purported goal obviates any need for a decision as
to the goal's substantiality.
D

Attainment of diverse student bodies in
institutions of higher education is constitutionally
permissible.

Indeed,

First Amendment values are enhanced

by circumscribing academic freedom to select students only
to the extent necessary to meet the requirements of the
Fourteenth Amendment.
v.

See,

~·g~,

Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938).

Missouri ex rel. Gaines
As we noted in Keyishian

v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 603 (1967):

42

Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding
academic freedom which is of transcendent value to
all of us and not merely to the teachers
concerned. That freedom is therefore a special
concern of the First Amendment • • • • The Nation's
future depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues,
[rather than through any kind of authoritative
selection.' United States v. Associated Press, 52
F. Supp. 362, 372.

37.
A university promotes the First Amendment values of a
"multitude of tounges" by obtaining a diverse student
body.

For that reason, the discretion to select the

students it thinks will contribute the most to the "robust
exchange" and the broadening of others' educational
horizons is one of the essential elements of academic
freedom.
" . . • It is the business of a university to
provide that atmosphere which is most conducive to
speculation, experiment and creation. It is an
atmosphere in which there prevail "the four
essential freedoms" of a university - to determine
for itself on academic grounds who may teach, what
may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study.' The Open Universities in
South Africa."

Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354

u.s.

234, 263 (1957)

(Frankfurter, J., concurring).
The importance of preserving the universities'
right to define the elements they believe crucial to the
creation of a vital and fertile atmosphere for study and
discovery and to obtain those elements in the way they
think best, can hardly be overstated.

The universities

fashion our future; they shape the next generation's
leaders - in all fields of endeavor - in a forge of
controversy, speculation, probing, and reflection.

To fire

that forge, intellectual conflict and divergence of outlook
must provide the spark.

Deprive the universities of that

spark, and their product may emerge untempered and

38.

brittle.

That could prove disastrous for a generation

forced to contend with a world in which time and space
seemingly have been compressed, making leisurely
contemplation and gradual discovery of solutions to an
increasing number of critical problems impossible.

For

this reason the prescript of the First Amendment forbidding
interference with academic freedom except to the extent
necessary to protect other constitutional rights, must be
scrupulously observed.
It is undeniable that students from different
parts of the country, those with special artistic talents,
and those with unusual work experience all contribute
something unique to the life of a university.

In like

manner, an individual of a particular ethnic background
brings experiences, outlooks, and ideas to a university
that cannot be duplicated by persons who do not share the
same background.

43a
Ethnic diversity, then, is one

element in a range of factors a university could consider in
attempting to assure the presence of a provocative and
stimulating group of students. Because of the unique First
Amendment values connected both with the university's
decision on which factors best serve educational interests
and with the resulting diversity itself, a institution of
higher learning has a substantial interest in the selection

39.
of a heterogeneous student body.

Ethnic diversity in one

element of that heterogeneity.

v
The identification of a substantial governmental
interest will not justify resort to a suspect
classification, unless the classification is necessary to
promote that interest.
721-22.

In re Griffiths, supra, 413 U.S. at

Consideration of the challenged special admissions

program reveals that it is not necessary either to the
attainment of a diverse student body at the Davis Medical
School or to the improvement of health care in underserved
California communities.

A
Assuming that the improvement of health care
services in underserved areas is a sufficiently substantial
enough interest to support the use of a suspect
classification, there is virtually no evidence in the
record indicating that the special admissions program
needed to promote thatinterest.

is

The court below addressed

this failure to demonstrate any significant relation
between this goal and the challenged classification:

40.
The University concedes it cannot assure that
minority doctors who entered under the program,
all of whom express an "interest" in practicing in
a disadvantaged community, will actually do so.
It may be correct to assume that some of them will
carry out this intention, and that it is more
likely they will practice in minority communities
than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow,
Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political
Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U.
Chi. L. Rev. 653, 688.) Nevertheless, there are
more precise and reliable ways to identify
applicants who are genuinely interested in the
medical problems of minorities than by race. An
applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated
his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a
community is his primary professional goal would
be more likely to contribute to alleviation of the
medical shortage than one who is chosen entirely
on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short,
there is [sic] no empirical data to demonstrate
that any one race is more selfessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more
selfishly acquisitive. 18 Cal. 3d at 56.

Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of
demonstrating that it must prefer members of a particular
ethnic group over other individuals in order to promote
better health care delivery to deprived citizens.

Indeed,

Petitioner has not even shown that its preferential
classification is likely to have a significant effect on
the problem.
B

To the extent that individuals from the preferred
ethnic groups would - by virtue of their lower grades and
MCAT scores - go unrepresented in the medical
44
school, the reservation of a specified number of

41.
seats in each class for the exclusive benefit of such
individuals can be said to aid in the attainment of a more
diverse student body.

But it is not necessary to the

achievement of that goal.
721-22.

In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. at

It is inconceivable that when a university sets

out to attract students with other sorts of desirable
characteristics - musical ability, demonstrated leadership
capacity, unusual geographic origin, etc. - it must set
aside a prescribed number of seats for each characteristic
and insulate applicants with the desired qualification from
competition with all other candidates.

45

An eastern

college may prefer an Iowa farmboy over an otherwise
comparably qualified -

indeed, over an otherwise superior -

applicant from an eastern city because the Iowan will bring
something novel to the college; the characteristics of the
eastern applicant may already be represented in
46
abundance.

In making this decision, however, the

college need not establish a separate admissions track for
Iowan's farmboys.

It can consider geography as one factor

weighing in the Idahoan's favor when he is compared against
all other applicants competing for all available
seats.

47

The Davis special admissions program goes farther
than that.

It tells applicants who are not Negro, Asian,

or "Chicano" that they are totally excluded from a specific

42.

percentage of the seats in the class.

No matter how strong

their qualifications, quantitative and extracurricular,
including their own potential for contribution to
educational diversity, they never have the chance to
compete with applicants from the preferred groups for the
special admissions seats.

Applicants from the preferred

groups, however, have the opportunity to compete for every
seat in the class.
A rigid preference scheme is inconsistent with the
goal of securing a diverse student body.

A particular

school may wish to increase the representation of certain
minority groups, but the promotion of diversity would seem
to require an overall assessment of the qualities presented
by the entire applicant pool in light of the special needs
of the educational institution.

A black or native American

applicant may be regarded as a potential contributor to
diversity, but a focus on the characteristics of the
particular applicant may lead to the judgment that his or
her presence will not significantly advance overall
diversity.

Similarly, a member of the erstwhile "majority"

may exhibit qualities, e.g., a history of overcoming
disadvantage, ability to communicate with the poor, etc.,
which are more likely to promote educational pluralism than
the backgrounds of some "minority" applicants.

43.
If ethnic background is to be considered as one element in
the composition of a diverse student body, then it can be
treated as any other category of desirable
characteristics:

it is a "plus" in the applicant's file,

but it does not insulate him from comparison with all other
candidates for the available seats.

In this way, all

elements of diversity - geography, alumni ties, artistic
talents, unusual work experience, etc. - are placed on the
same footing, although not necessarily accorded the same
weight.

Provided that each seat in the class is

potentially open to all appliants, regardless of race, use
of these criteria does not offend the Equal Protection
Clause.
Individual comparison is an important right of
48

each applicant.

It means that the candidate who

loses out on the last available seat to an applicant
receiving a preference on the basis of ethnic background
was not foreclosed totally from consideration simply
because he was not the right color or had the wrong
surname.

It meansonly that his combined qualifications,

which may have included similarly non-objective factors,
did not outweigh those of the other candidate.

His

qualifications, however, received the same consideration,
and he had the opportunity to demonstrate his superiority,

44.
all things considered.

He was not limited to consideration

for fewer seats simply because of his ethnic background.
It simply is not necessary to impose that
additional burden.

Petitioner, as a public university,

must offer the same individualized consideration to all
applicants, regardless of ethnic background.
McCrary, 427 U.S. 160 (1976).

Cf. Runyon v.

This leaves Petitioner with

wide freedom to gauge on a case-by-case basis the
educational promise and relative qualifications of each
applicant. Cf. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. at 725.
Our approval of such a policy does not presage a
sub rosa return to the restrictive educational quotas of
the earlier half of this century.

See generally Kramer,

What Lowell Said, The American Hebrew 394 (1923):
Steinberg, How Jewish Quotas Began, Commentary 67
(September, 1971).

The ethnic preference considered here

would be one shown, in good faith, to members of a group
which otherwise would be only insignificantly represented
or totally unrepresented.

In this respect, it does not

differ from the preference a university attaches to any
other rare attribute - extraordinary musical talent,
unusual geographic origins - thought to enhance the
synergistic effects of educational diversity.

It is not a

preference accorded individuals belonging to groups already

45.
significantly represented as a means of limiting the
admission of "undesirable" candidates.

If a plaintiff can

show that a university actually is maintaining a sub rosa
exclusionary policy, a violation of equal protection would
be established.

This would be the case where a university

is not giving individualized consideration to each
application, but has set out to assign a specific number of
seats to members of a particular group, irrespective of the
desirable qualities exhibited by applicants belonging to
other groups.

Cf. Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202

49
(1965);

United Jewish Organizations,

u.s.

97 S.Ct. at 1010 (opinion of White, J.), 1016 (Brennan, J.,
concurring in part), 1017 (Stewart, J., concurring in the
judgment).

Precisely what would have to be shown in order

to establish a prima facie case need not be detailed here.

IV
The rights created by the Fourteenth Amendment are
individual rights. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 22
(1948).

When a state's distribution of benefits or

imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a person's
skin or on his ancestry, he is entitled to a showing that
the challenged classification is necessary to promote a
substantial state interest.

Because Petitioner has failed

46.

to carry that heavy burden, the judgment of the Supreme
Court of California is
Affirmed
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FOOTNOTES
1.

Material distributed to applicants for the

class entering in 1973 described the special admissions
program as follows:
A special subcommittee of the Admissions
Committee, made up of faculty and medical students
from minority groups, evaluates applications from
economically and/or educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds. The applicant may designate on the
application form that he or she requests such an
evaluation. Ethnic minorities are not
categorically considered under the Task Force
program unless they are from disadvantaged
backgrounds. Our goals are (1) a short range goal
in the identification and recruitment of potential
candidates for admission to medical school in the
near future, and (2) our long range goal is to
stimulate career interest in health professions
among junior high and high school students.
After receiving all pertinent information
selected applicants will receive a letter inviting
them to our School of Medicine in Davis for an
interview. The interviews are conducted by at
least one faculty member and one student member of
the Task Force Committee. Recommendations are
then made to the Admissions Committee of the
medical school. Some of the Task Force Faculty
are also members of the Admissions Committee.
Long-range goals will be approached by meeting
with counselors and students of schools with large
minority populations, as well as with local youth
and adult community groups.
Applictions for financial aid are available
only after the applicant has been accepted and can
only be awarded after registration. Financial aid
is available to students in the form of
scholarships and loans. In addition to the
Regents' Scholarships and the President's
Scholarship programs, the medical school
participates in the Health Professions Scholarship
Program, which makes funds available to students
who otherwise might not be able to pursue a
medical education. Other scholarships and awards
are available to students who meet special
eligibility qualifications. Medical students are
also eligible to particulate in the Federally
Insured Student Loan Program and the American
Medical Association Education and Research
Foundation Loan Program.
Applications for Admissions are available from:
Admissions Office
School of Medicine
University of California
Davis, California 95616
(R.

195).

N-2
The letter distributed the following year was virtually
identical, except that the third paragraph was omitted.
2.

For the 1973 entering class of 100 seats, the

David medical school received 2464 applications.

(R. 117)

For the 1974 entering class, 3737 applications were
s u bm i t ted •
3.

(R • 2 8 9 ) •
That is, applications were considered and

acted upon as they were received, so that the process of
filling the class went on over a period of months, with
later applications being considered against those still on
file from earlier in the year.

(R.

64).

4.The chairman normally checked to see if, among
other things, the applicant had been granted a waiver of
the school's application fee, which required a means test;
whether the applicant had worked during college or
interrupted his education to support himself or his family;
and whether the applicant was a member of a minority group.
(R. 65-66).
5.

For the class entering in 1973, the total

number of special applicants was 297, of whom 73 were white
In 1974, 628 persons applied to the special committee, of
whom 172 were white (R. 133-134).
6.

The following table provides a year-by-year

comparison of minority admissions at the Davis Medical
School:
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(Rl 216-218).

Sixteen persons were admitted under the

special program in 1974, ibid., but one Asian withdrew
before the start of classes, and the vacancy was filled by
a candidate from the general admissions waiting list.
Reply to Brief of Amici Curiae in Opposition to Certiorari
at 5 n. 4.
7.

The following table compares Bakke's grades

and MCAT Scores with the average scores of regular
admittees and of special admittees in both 1973 and 1974
(R. 210, 223):
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Applicants admitted under the special program also
had benchmark scores significantly lower than many
students, including Bakke, rejected under the general
admissions program, even though the special rating system
apparently gave credit for overcoming "disadvantage."

(R.

181, 388) •

8.

Prior to the actual filing of the suit, Bakke

discussed his intentions with Peter C. Storandt, Assistant
to the Dean of Admissions at the Davis Medical School.
259-269).

(R.

Storandt expressed sympathy for Bakke's position

and offered advice on litigation strategy.

Several amici

imply that these discussions render Bakke's suit
"collusive."

There is no indication, however, that

Storandt's views were those of the medical school or that
anyone else at the school even was aware of Storandt's
correspondence and conversations with Bakke.

Storandt is

no longer with the University .
9.

II

.

[N]or shall any State . . . deny to any

person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws."
10.

"No special privileges or immunities shall

ever be granted which may not be altered, revoked, or
repealed by the Legislature; nor shall any citizen, or
class of citizens, be granted privileges, or immunities
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which, upon the same terms, shall not be granted to all
citizens."
This section was recently repealed and its
provisions added to Article I, §7 of the state constitution.
11.

Section 2000d provides that no person shall,

on the ground of race, color or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance.
12.

Indeed, the University did not challenge the

finding that applicants who were not members of a minority
group were excluded from consideration in the special
admissions process.
13.
the decision.

18 Cal. 3d at 44.

Petitioner has not challenged this aspect of
The issue of the proper placement of the

burden of proof, then, is not before us.
14.

Several amici suggest that Bakke lacks

standing, arguing that he never showed that his injury exclusion from the medical school - will be redressed by a
favorable decision,

and that the Petitioner "fabricated"

jurisdiction by conceding its inability to meet its burden
of proof. Petitioner does not object to Bakke's standing,
but inasmuch as this charge concerns our jurisdiction under
Article III, we take note of it and reject it.

N-6
First, there appears to be no reason to question the
Petitioner's concession.

Once the burden of proof was

shifted to Petitioner, the fact that 20 applicants were
placed on the 1974 waiting list, while Bakke was not, lost
much significance.

The Petitioner would have had to show

that at least 16 of them had made no other arrangement and
would have accepted admission had the special admissions
slots been thrown open.
been problematic.
not make the

Such a showing well might have

Petitioner's concession that it could

requi ~ ed

showing was not an attempt to

stipulate to a conclusion of law or to disguise actual
facts of record.

See Swift & Co. v. Hocking Valley Ry.

Co • , 2 4 3 u . S • 2 81 (191 7 ) •
Second, even if Bakke had been unable to prove
that he would have been admitted in the absence of the
special program, it would not follow that he lacked
standing.

The constitutional element of standing is

plaintiff's demonstration of any injury to himself that is
likely to be redressed by favorable decision of his claim.
Warth v. Seldin, 422

u.s.

490, 498 (1975).

The trial court

found such an injury, apart from failure to be

admitted~

in the University's decision not to permit Bakke to compete
for all 100 places in the class, simply because of his
race.

He prayed for and received an order that he be
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reconsidered without regard to race.

(R.

323)

Hence the

constitutional requirements of Article III clearly were
met.

The question of Respondent's admission vel

no~

is

merely one of relief. - See alse-uzze-±1 --\Lw-F r i.-day, 547 F , 2d

Nor is it fatal to Bakke's standing that he was
not a "disadvantaged" applicant.

Despite the program's

purported emphasis on disadvantage, it was obviously a
minority enrollment program with a secondary disadvantage
element.

White disadvantaged students were never

considered under the special program, and the University
acknowledges that its goal in devising the program was to
increase minority enrollment.
14.

In 1973, there was 297 applicants in the

special program, of whom 73 were white.

In 1974, there was

628 special applications of whom 172 were white.
133-134) •

(R.

Even assuming that half of the "minority"

applicants were not even minimally qualified - and no
description of the minimum acceptable qualifications for
special applicants is provided - there were sufficient
numbers of "minority" applicants to insure that whites for
all practical purposes were excluded from competition for
the 16 special admissions seats.

R
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15.

Petitioner appears to define "quota" as a

requirement which must be met but can never be exceeded,
regardless of the quality of the minority applicants.
Petitioner declares that there is no "floor" below which
the number of specially admitted students will not be
allowed to fall completely unqualified students will not be
admitted simply to meet a "quota.

Neither is there a

"ceiling" on the total number of minority students
admitted, since an unlimited number could be admitted
through the general admissions process.

On this basis, the

special admissions program does not meet Petitioner's
definition of a quota.
Respondent points out that the court below found and Petitioner does not deny - that white applicants could
not compete for the 16 places allotted to the special
admissions program.

18 Cal. 3d at 44.

This reservation of

places for minority applicants fits Respondent's definition
of a quota.
16.

Moreover, the University's special admissions

program involves a purposeful use of racial criteria.

This

is not a situation in which the classification on its face
is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact.

In that situation, plaintiff must establish the

intent to discriminate.

Village of Arlington Heights v.

N-9

u.s.

Metropolitan Housting Devel. Corp., 429

252, 264-65

(1977); Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 242 (1976); see
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118

u.s.

356 (1886).

Here, the

classification is not neutral on its face; the choice to
restrict competition by whites is evident.
16a.

Footnote 4 of Carolene Products, the

founctainhead of the "discrete and insular" current, was
never cited by this Court in that connection until 1970.
Oregon v. Mitchell, 400

u.s.

112, 295 n. 14 (1970) Stewart,

J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

It has

been relied upon in a holding of the Court only in one
class of cases, those involving aliens.
Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971).

E.g., Graham v.
Prior citations to

footnote 4 generally concerned the "preferred" position of
First Amendment freedoms.

See, e.g., Everson v. Board of

Education, 330 U.S. 1, 62 n. 61 (1947)
dissenting).

But see Kovacs v.

(Rutledge, J.,

Coo~,

336 U.S. 77, 90-9]

(1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
17.

The term "racial discrimination" must be

understood in a broad sense.

It embraces distinctions

based on ethnic background, as well as on purely racial
characteristics.

See,

Hernandez v. Texas, 347

~.g.,

u.s.

Hirabayshi, 320 U.S., at 100;
475, 477-78

(1954).

See

generally G. Gunther, Constitutional Law 753 (9th ed. 1975).
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18.

Tussman & tenBroek, The Equal Protection of

the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 381 (1949).
19.
200, 208

Ibid. at 341.

(1927)

See Buck v. Bel!, 274 U.S.

(describing equal protection as "the usual

last resort of constitutional arguments").

Of the two

prominent examples of equal protection scrutiny of racial
distinctions in the nineteenth century, only one involved
the Negro race.

u.s.

303

(1880)

Compare Strauder v. West Virginia, 100
(exclusion of Negroes from juries), with

Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356

(1886) (denial to Chinese

of licenses to operate laundries in wooden buildings.) And
in Strauder, the Court opined that laws disadvantaging
"Celtic Irishmen" would violate equal protection.
at 308.

100 U.S.

The two major examples of the application of the

Equal Protection Clause to racial distinctions during the
ascendancy of substantive due process were Nixon v.
Herndon, 273 U.S. 536 (1927), and Nixon v. Condon, 286 U.S.
73 (1932).

Both involved direct statutory prohibitions on

the right of Negroes to vote in primary elections.

Cases

striking down racial distinctions when state action was not
so blatantly directed at rights guaranteed by the Civil War
amendments generally relied on substantive due process.
See,~.~.,

Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917): Harmon

v. Tyler, 273 U.S. 668
281

u.s.

704

(1930).

(1927): City of Richmond v. Deans,

N-11.

20.
(1960).

M. Jones, American Immigration 177-246

Between 1820 and 1870, approximately

seven-and-a-half million immigrants arrived in the United
States, and more than 90% carne from the British Isles, the
Low Countries, Scandanavia, and France.

P. Roberts, The

New Immigration 362 (1912); G. Stephenson, A History of
American Immigration 1820-1924, at 9 (1926).

After 1870,

the ethnic composition of immigration began to change, and
the rate of entry increased dramatically.

Over the next

forty years, nearly twenty-one million immigrants arrived;
in the decade between 1891 and 1900, more than half of
3,687,564 immigrants carne from Southeastern Europe; from
1901 to 1910 nearly 66% of 8,795,386 were Southeastern
Europeans.

P. Roberts, supra.

In the period from 1881 to

1910, 1,562,000 Jews entered the country.
supra, at 73.

G. Stephenson,

While in 1880 there had been 80,000 Jews in

New York City, there were one-and-a-quarter million by
1910.

N. Glazer & P. Moynihan, Beyond the Melting Pot,

138-139 (1963).

In 1907, 81% of all immigrants arrived

from Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Montenegro,
Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Spain, Syria, and Turkey.
G. Stepenson,

~upra

at 9.

This wave of "new" immigrants prompted agitation
for restrictions.

"The old immigrants were portrayed as
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hardy pioneers who had helped develop the united States and
had become an integral part of the nation, while the new
immigrants were viewed as latecomers who had migrated to
cash in on American prosperity and had failed to assimilate
with the older population."

R. Divine, American

Immigration Policy 1924-1952, at 4-5

(1957).

This

agitation increased from 1890 until 1924, when President
Harding signed the first bill in American history
explicitly restricting European immigration.

Ibid. at 2-5.

See generally J. Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955).
21.

J. Higham, supra; G. Abbott, The Immigrant

and the Community (1917); P. Roberts, The New Immigration
66-73, 86-91, 248-261 (1912); E. Fenton, Immigrants and
Unions:

A Case Study 561-562 (1975).

22.
Members of various religious and ethnic groups,
primarily but not exclusively of eastern, and
middle and southern European ancestry, such as
Jews, Catholics, Italians, Greeks and Slavic
groups continued to be excluded from executive,
middle-management and other job levels because of
discriminaton based upon their religion and/or
national origin."
41 C.F.R. § 60-50.l(b).
23. E.g., P. Roberts, The New Immigration 75
(1912); G. Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community 270-71
(1917).

See also note 22 supra.
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24.

Mr. Justice Douglas ably discerned some of the

problems involved in singling out certain groups for
preferential constitutional treatment:

'

'
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DeFunis v. Odegaard, 446

u.s.

337-340 (1974) (Douglas, J.,

dissenting) (footnotes omitted) .

See Developments in the

Law-=_!gual Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1119-20
(1969) •
25. The first Mr. Justice White (later Chief

Justice) admonished his brethren as to this danger in one
of this Court's three "self-inflicted wounds," C. Hughes,
The Supreme Court of the United States 50 (1928):
The conservation and orderly development of our
constitution rests on our acceptance of the
results of the past and their use as lights to
guide our steps in the future. Teach the lesson
that settled principles may be overthrown at any
time, and confusion and turmoil must ultimately
result. In the discharge of its function of
interpreting the Constitution, this court
exercises an august power. It sits removed from
the contentions of political parties and the
animosities of factions. It seems to me that the
accomplishment of its lofty mission can only be
secured by the stability of its teachings and the
sanctity which surrounds them. If the permanancy
of its conclusions is to depend upon the personal
opinions of those who, from time to time, may make
up its membership, it will inevitably become a
theatre of political strife, and its action will
be without coherence or consistency.
Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157
(1895)

(White, J., dissenting).

Common Law 127

(1881)~

Higher Education:
Judicial Role, 42
26.
(1956)~

u.s.

429, 650-651

See also 0. Holmes, The

Sandalow, Racial Preferences in

Political Responsibility and the

u.

Chi. L. Rev. 653, 675 (1975).

R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory

Posner, The DeFunis Case and the Constitutionality

of Preferential Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev.
1,

27~

cf. Stewart, The Reformation of American

Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 1683-85 & nn. 64-67
(1975) and sources cited therein.
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28.

Petitioner cites three court of appeals cases

allegedly deviating from this general rule in school
desegregation cases:

Offermann v. Nitkowski,. 378 F.2d 22

(ed Cir. 1967}; Wanner v. County School

Boar~,

357 F.2d 452

(4th Cir. 1966}; Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale,
348 F.2d 261 (1st Cir. 1965}.

Of these, Wanner involved a

school system held to have been de jure segregated and
under injunctive orders prohibiting further segregation;
racial districting was necessary.

357 F.2d at 454.

Cf.

United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. farey. ___
u.s.

, 97 s.ct. 996

(1977}.

In Barksdale and Offermann,

courts did approve voluntary districting designed to
eliminate de facto segregation.

In neither, however, was

there any showing that the school board planned extensive
pupil transportation that might threaten liberty or privacy
interests.

See Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 u.s.

189, 240-250

(1973} (Powell, J., concurring in part and

dissenting in part}.

TAN 29-30.

More importantly, the

educators' decision that integrated schools enhance the
students' educational experience is one they legitimately
may make.

See Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of

Education, 402 u.s. 1, 16 (1971}; TAN 40-41 (Part IV., C
below} .
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29.

Cf. Dixon, The Supreme Court and Equality:

Legislative Classifications, Desegregation, and Reverse
Discrimination, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 494, 542, 560-562 (1977).
30.

The principal exception is Porcelli v.

Titu~,

431 F.2d 1254 (3d Cir. 1970) (per curiam), cert. denied, 402
U.S. 944

(1971).

In Porcelli, the Newark, New Jersey,

Board of Education abolished a system of oral and
written tests for promotion to principal and vice
principal.

It substituted ad hoc recommendations of the

school superintendent, who to some extent relied on race in
The Third Circuit approved

making his recommendations.

the purpose of integrating school administrations and
refused to find any Fourteenth Amendment violation.
The lack of analysis in Porcelli makes it
difficult to discern the court's ratio decidendi.
primary reliance was on

u.s.

~rown

Its

v. Board of Education, 349

294 (1955), in which there had been a holding of

de jure segregation.

The court may have been upholding the

purely educational decision to present students with a
racially diverse faculty.

See 431 F.2d at 1257 (semble).

At this juncture, we cannot speculate as to the holding of
the case.
31.

Contractors Association was the first court

of appeals decision to uphold administratively required
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preferential hiring under Executive Order 11246, 30 Fed.
Reg. 12319, as amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303 {1967), Fed.
Reg. 12985 {1969), and the implementing regulations
thereunder, 44 C.F.R. §60-1 et seq., promulgated by the
Secretary of Labor.

Those regulations require contractors

with more than 50 employees and a government contract
valued at $50,000 or more to develop an affirmative action
plan for each of its establishments, including goals and
timetables for the hiring of persons belonging to
"underutilized" minority groups.

41 C.F.R. §§60-2, 60-60.9.

While the legality of neither the Executive Order
itself, see generally Note, The Philadelphia Plan:
in the Dynamics of Executive Power, 39

u.

A Study

Chi. L. Rev. 723

{1972), nor the Secretary's regulations is before us, we
note that every decision upholding the requirement of
preferential hiring under the authority of the Executive
Order has emphasized the existence of previous
discrimination by the parties involved as a predicate for
the imposition of a preferential remedy.

Contractors

Association, supra; Southern Illinois Builders Ass'n v.
Ogilvie, 471 F.2d 680 {7th Cir. 1972); Joyce v. McCrane,
320 F.Supp. 1284 {D.N.J. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College District, 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N.E. 2d 907,
cert. denied, 396

u.s.

10004 {1970).

See also Rosetti
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Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408 F.2d 1039, 1041 (7th Cir.
1975);

Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts,

Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st Cir. 1973),
denied, 416 U.S. 957

£ert~

(1974); Northeast Const. Co. v.

Romney, 485 F.2d 752, 754, 761 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
32.

This holding does not affect administrative

actions, such as consent decrees under Title VII,

~,g.,

EEOC v. AT&T, 556 F.2d 167, 180 (3d Cir. 1977), or approval
of reapportionment plans under §5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c.

In such cases, there has been

detailed legislative consideration of the various indicia
of previous constitutional or statutory violations,
South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 308-310

~.g.,

(1966)

(§5), and particular administrative bodies have been
charged with monitoring various activities in order to
detect such violations and oversee appropriate remedies.
Compare note 40, infra.
Furthermore, we are not here presented with an
occasion to review legislation by Congress pursuant to its
powers under §2 of the Thirteenth Amendment and §5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment to remedy the effects of prior
societal discrimination.

Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S.

641 (1966); Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409
(1968).

We have previously recognized the special
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competence of the legislature to make findings with respect
to the effects of past discrimination and its discretionary
authority to take measures to correct that legacy.

See

generally Sandalow, supra note 26, at
33. Petitioner cites our decision in Morton v.
Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974),

for the proposition that the

state may prefer members of traditionally disadvantaged
groups.

In Mancari, we approved a hiring preference for

qualified Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We

observed in that case, however, that the legal status of
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of the Department of the
Interior is sui generis.

Ibid. at 554.

Indeed, we found

that the preference was not racial at all, but "an
employment criterion reasonably designed to further the
cause of Indian self-government and to make the BIA more
responsive to groups [,] • . . whose lives are govered by
the BIA in a unique fashion."

Ibid.

N-2]

34.

The state interest component of strict

scrutiny has been denominated in various ways.
Dunn v. Blumstein, 405

See,

~.g.,

u.s. 330, 343 (1972) ("important,"

"substantial"): Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 375
(1971) ("compelling"): Loving v. _virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11
(1967)

("overriding"): McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184,

196 (1964) ("overriding").

No particular significance

attaches to these "variations in diction."
Griffiths, 413
35.

In re

u.s. 717, 722 n. 9 (1973).
A number of distinct sub-goals may fall under

the rubric of "compensation for past discrimination."

For

example, preferring Negro applicants may compensate for
harm done them personally, or it may serve to place them at
social levels they might have attained but for
discrimination against their forebears.

Greenawalt,
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Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign" Racial Preference in Law
School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559, 581-586 (1975).
Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it serves
as a form of reparation by the "majority" to a victimized
group as a whole.
Reparations (1973).

B. Bittker, The Case for Black
That justification for ethnic

preference has been subjected to much criticism.

~.g.,

Greenwalt, supra at 581; Posner, The DeFunis Case and The
Constitutionality Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct.
Rev. 1, 16-17 & n. 33.

Finally, it could be argued that

ethnic preferences "compensate" the group by providing
examples of success whom other members of the group will
emulate, thereby advancing the group's interest and
society's interest in encouraging new generations to
overcome, in a peaceful fashion, the barriers and
frustrations of the past ••

Redish, Preferential Law School

Admissions and the Equal Protection Clause:

An Analysis of

the Competing Arguments, 22 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 343, 391
(1974).

For purposes of our analysis, the sub-goals need

not be considered separately.
36.

A fifth goal, which the university does not

articulate, would be the attempt to arrive at a fair
appraisal of each individual's academic promise - an
appraisal supposedly rendered impossible without recourse
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to racial or ethnic considerations, owing to some cultural
bias in nominally neutral predictive factors such as grades
and test scores.

To the extent that race and ethnic

background are
considered only to cure inaccuracies in predicting academic
promise, there really is no "preference" at all.

Nothing

in this record, however, suggests that MCAT scores, grade
point averages, or any of the other factors considered by
the Davis Medical School were culturally biased.
Furthermore, if race or ethnic background is used solely to
arrive at an unbiased prediction of an individual's
promise, the reservation of fixed numbers of special
admissions seats in each class would be inexplicable.
Any university, of course, may utilize the
criteria that in its judgment best evaluate candidates in
an unbiased fashion.

In addition to curing inaccuracies

caused by culturally biased tests, a university might wish
to allow for low scores and grades that understate the
potential of an applicant who had to overcome a severe
disadvantage - economic deprivation, physical handicap, or
ethnic prejudice.

But when such allowance is limited to

members of particular ethnic groups, as in the Davis
special admissions program, it is obvious that the
university is not seeking merely to devise an unbiased

N-24

predictor of success.

Instead, it is using a racial or

ethnic preference in an attempt to further one of the goals
noted in the text.
37.

See 45 C.F.R.

§

80.5(j)

(regulations of the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare):
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38.

See,

~.g.,

Vulcan Society v. Civil Service

Commissioners, 490 F.2d 387, 398 (2d Cir. 1973)

(approving

quota "only because no other method was available for
afforming appropriate relief"); Bridgeport Guardians, Inc.
v. Civil Service Commission, 482 F.2d 1333, 1341 (2d Cir.
1973)

(disapproving imposition of quota where impact upon

other employees too harsh and likely to exacerbate racial
attitudes); Pennsylvania v. O'Neill, 473 F.2d 1029, 1031
(3d Cir. 1973) (disapproving quota in promotion procedures
where no evidence of record supported findings as to extent
of injury to be remedied); Castro v. Beeche!, 459 F.2d 725,
737 (4th Cir. 1972)

(terming compensatory ethnic remedy

"crude" and one to be applied "with sensitivity and
restraint"); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d 328 (approving
compensatory racial remedy that accommodates conflicting
rights).
39.
Equality:

See also, Dixon, The Supreme Court and

Legislative Classification, Desegregation, and

Reverse Discrimination, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 494, 542,
560-562 (1977); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the
Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Racial
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 18-19.
40.

Petitioner protests that this view produces

the "worse than irrational" result that only institutions
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that have shown a propensity to abuse racial
classifications in the past will be permitted to use racial
criteria.

This objection overlooks the fact that such

institutions will be applying racial classifications either
under the aegis of a court approving a remedy for
violations of legal rights, or as a response to legislative
criteria addressed to the existence of such violations.
See United Jewish Organizations,

~upra.

Institutions

guilty of past discrimination have no greater warrant
"volutarily" to prefer members of one race over those of
another than do institutions with no history of
discrimnation.
4].

The only evidence in the record with respect

to such shortages is a newspaper article.

R. 473.

42. Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education, Selective Admissions in Higher Education 8-9
(1977) [hereinafter cited as Carnegie Council].

See also

Offermann v. Nitkowski, 478 F.2d 22 (2d Cir. 1967);
Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale, 348 F.2d 261
(1st Cir. 1965); Griswold, Some Observations on the DeFunis
Case, 75 Columb. L. Rev. 512 (1975).
43.

Manning, The Pursuit of Fairness in

Admissions to Higher Education, in Carnegie Council, supra
note 43, at 34-35.
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44.

In both 1973 and 1974, more Asian students

were admitted through regular admissions procedures at
Davis than through the special programs (13 versus 2 in
1973, 5 versus 3 in 1974)

In the previous three years, a

total of 23 Asians had been admitted via regular
admissions, seven through the special program.
132-134.

R.

Their inclusion as one of the special program's

preferred groups is somewhat puzzling even in light of the
Petitioner's professed goal amd demonstrate the irrational
results that can flow from "voluntary" efforts to aid
groups some perceive as "disadvantaged."
45.

One commentator, Manning,

supr~

note 43a, at

57, has observed that such a policy resembles the operation
of two segregated schools.

N-28.
46.

See, for example, the explanation of the

Harvard College Admissions program, Brief of Columbia
University et al as Amici Curiae at App. 1-4, which is set
out as an Appendix to this opinion.
47.

Carnegie Council, supra note 43, at 11-13;

Manning, supra note 43a, at 48-62.
.
43 a, at 58-59, has
't consideratlon
erml
dure that P
possible proc~ right:
described one
d thls
yet safeguar
of racer
48.

Manning, supra note

N-29

N-30

49.

In Swain, this Court held a prosecutor's

discretionary use of peremptory challenges to exclude all
Negroes from a particular jury in a particular case was
immune to equal protection challenge, even assuming that
the prosecutor's purpose was to exclude them only because
of their race.

The Court reasoned that a venireman's race

or ethnic background may be probative of relative bias in
the particular case.

Ibid. at 220-221.

On this basis, the

Court indulged in a presumption "that the prosecutor is
using the state's challenge to obtain a fair and impartial
jury to try the case before the court.

The presumption is

not overcome and the prosecutor therefore subjected to
examination by allegations that in the case at hand all
Negroes were removed because they were Negroes."
222.

Ibid. at

The Court warned, however, that a different case

might be presented by a showing of systematic exclusion of
Negroes, unrelated to trial purposes:

N-31

Universities, like the prosecutor in Swain, may
make individualized decisions, in which ethnic background
plays a part, under a presumption of legality and
legitimate educational purpose.

So long as the university

proceeds on an individualized, case-by-case basis, there is
no warrant for judicial interference in the academic
process.

If an applicant can establish

that the

institution does not adhere to a policy of individual
comparisons, and can show that a systematic exclusion of
certain groups results, the presumption of legality might
be overcome, creating the necessity of proving legitimate
educational purpose.

N-14
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~ M~~ORANDUM

TO THE CONFERENCE

~

·rt.P

I

J

Regents v. Bakke, No. 76-811

C--~ f~CJ

14.memorandi'!IPII
a... ow£ un /a:t
to the the

"

T~lo11D'iii881!Ho•

Conference ~
.

dealing with Title VI, and research in my own Chambers)
convince me that there is no easy or satisfactory
alternative to resolution of the constitutional issue.

problems in this case,
will "II

10H"~ to ~8 t i ve
A

<A• &¥ ' •

a

~ -

~

oi • .,. - - tile een" i - e
~

~. . 't7::;:t Jij e
'

~ ~,.._4..~.·

.....-i.
I

,u...., k..._,t..~~,,

~~~

~~

Preliminarily, several amici have suggested t
Bakke lacks standing.

They argue that he never showed that

his injury -- exclusion from the medical school -- will be
redressed by a favorable decision, and

that~etitioner

"fabricated" jurisdiction by conceding inability to meet
its burden of proof.
standing, but

iaa~M~ ~

jurisdiction under
it,. i-£

efd.r.r~fl

Petitioner does not challenge Bakke's

e

as this charge concerns our

Art~

0

III, we may have to take note of

~~~4!e~

First, there appears to be no reason to question

the~etitioner's concession.

Once the burden of proof was

2•

shifted to J'etitioner, the fact that 20 applicants were
placed on the 1974 waiting list, while Bakke was not, lost

~
muc~significance.

The jetitioner would have had to show

that at least 16 of them had made no other arrangements and
would have accepted admission if the special admissions
slots had been thrown open.

foe'r!.

.-

).

e~fte Mel5le~~ta-t:iEC'r Petitioner..' s
not make

~~

=-

•~umi.,.! we-~ "mi~ht

have,_-

concession that it could

~~

rQ~~i~e~

showing

"'\
stripn 1 at@- to -a- conelnr& ~g.

A-/t:~:: CQi>-'Ol~-~.
f-.gt :
243

.. ~

o~

Se;S·wift

la-w orr to d i S'i:Joltd rae

&

a'V'tnaJ

Co. v. Hocking Valley R. Co.,

u.s. 281 (1917).
Second, even if Bakke had been unable to prove

that he would have been admitted in the absence of the
special program, it would not follow that he lacked
standing.

The constitutional element of standing is

p~t :=.e=.:te::f

e:fty injury that

f:1:4'tu!il; to

"

~

be redressed by favorable decision e:E hi!! -ele:iHI.
1\

•

Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 498 (1975).
...--nLWUt'

such an

injury,A~~rom

Warth v.

-

The trial court foun

failure to admitted, in the

University's decision to exclude Bakke from competition for
all 100 places

~R

@'r!.Q

eis•e simply because of his race.

He

prayed for and received a judgment ordering that he be
reconsidered without regard to his race.
the constitutional requirements of
met.

Art~

Q

(R. 3 23)

Hence

III clearly were

The question of p'espondent's admission vel non is

'

.,

3.

merely one of relief.

See also Uzzell v. Friday, 547 F.2d

CA¥

801

(4~~ e t ~,

1977).

Nor is it fatal to Bakke's standing that he was

"

not a "disadvantaged" applicant.

Despite the program's

purported emphasis on disadvantage, it was a minority
enrollment program with economic disadvantage as a
secondary element.
considered.

White disadvantaged students were neve r

Moreover, the University acknowledges that it s

goal in devising the program was to increase minority
enrollment, not to enroll more disadvantaged students

~

se.

II

Petitioner does not deny that race-related
decisions by faculties and administrations of state
universities are judicially reviewable.

See , ..!...:.9.. • ,

Missouri ex rel , Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938);
Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v.
Painter, 339 U.S. 629

(1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State

Regents, 339 U.S. 637

(1950).

For his part, / Respondent

does not ar.gue that all racial classifications are
invalid.
position.

~r

se

That, too, would appear to be an untenable
See,~.,

Hirabayashi v. United States, 320

U.S. 81 (1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214
(1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333, 334 (1968) (Black,

74~~~~
1-LA-t- ...,., ~ ~ ~~ ~ V'..c., "">'-<• ···~~
~ Hw... ~r· .. "'-~~ d -~~ ...c-s,...c-. ~~

-"t

Harlan, L~wart, JJ., concurring); United Jewish Orgs. v. ~ ..
Carey, __

u.s. __ ,

.~

97 S. Ct. 996 (1977) ·.

The parties do

::::.::"= ~
~,

'

.4:J 6Re
l-Ac.~
8e~~ee of

QU~

·"

scrutiny to be applied to the special admissions program.
Petitioner argues that the court below erred in

.

al&~rtti~~~~~~£~
level of review,

~:Be~

for classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular
minorities."
304

u.s.

See

United States v. Carolene Products Co.,

144, 152 n. 4 (1938).

hand, insists that
court below.

~-~
~e

Respondent, on the other

scrutiny was properly applied by

He Jcontends that the California court
J

correctly rejected the notion that the degree of judicial
scrutiny accorded a particular racial classification hinges
upon plaintiff's membership in a discrete and insular
minority and duly recognized that the "rights established
[by the Fourteenth Amendment] are personal rights."
Shelley v. Kraemer, 334

u.s.

1, 22 (1948).

En route to .this crucial battle over the proper
scope of judicial revew, the parties fight a sharp
preliminary action over the proper characterization of the
special admissions program.

Petitioner prefers to see it

as establishing a "goal" of minority representation in the
medical school. Respondent, echoing the courts below,
1

labels it a racial quota ~

•

5.

This semantic distinction is beside the point:
~

the special admissions
racial classification.

program~undeniably a~&wa@a

~~
~----

To the extent that there existed a

pool of at least minimally qualified minority applicants to
fill the 16 special admissions seats, white applicants
could compete only for 84 seats in the entering class,
rather than the 100 open to minority applicants.

Whether

this limitation is described as a quota or a goal, it is a
2
line drawn on the basis of race.\/

J'

. ~;

III
The guarantees of the
to all persons, regardless of color.

Jf ~~4~...t..

~,.,...,ll_ ~~c • • ~
nth Amendment extend

~~:tt ! : :t

the

"rights created by tpe first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment are, by its terms, guaranteed to the individual.
They are personal rights."
22 (1948) •

e

Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 1,
~

The guarantee of equal protection cannot mean

one thing when applied to one individual and something else
when applied to a person of another color.

If both are not

entitled to the same protection, then it is not equal.

Nevertheless, ; 'etitioner argues that the court
below erred in applying strict scrutiny to the special

~

M~,A

admissions program because white males, such as ~~
~spondent,

~

are not a "discrete and insular minority" requiring
extraordinary protection from the majoritarian political

6.

process.

United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S.

144, 152-153, n. 4 (1938).

This rationale, however, has

never governed our decisions invalidating racial
distinctions.

See, _____...
e.g., Brown v. Board of Education, 347

U.S. 483 (1954).

Nor has this Court held that discreteness

~f-

and insularity constitute necessary preconditions to
scrutiny of otherwise sensitive classifications.

3

See, e.g., Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942);
Carrington v. Rash, 380

u.s. 89, 94-97

classifications
~

Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 691-692

-·~

~/J

(1965) (Powell, J., concurring), yet there can be no
contention th,at women are a "minority" group.;

..

·

"iZ~i:.oe£et!eAeos

~

r~
~8

e-J..e..-c:./..,..u. ~

iAe~~bt¥

may be among the proper criteria in deciding

~

whether or not to add new sorts of classifications to the
list of "suspect" categories.

See, e.g., San Antonio

Indep. School Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28
(197 3) (wealth) ; Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 3 7 2
(1971) (aliens); Oregon v. Mitchell, 400

u.s. 112, 295 n. 14

(1970) (Stewart, J., C<!>ncurring in part and 'dissenting in
part) (persons between ages 18 and 21) .

rj4- /acial

~

classifications .. J.ote\Oeoe'f .. are odious

without regard to these additional characteristics.

We

declared as much in the first caser to recognize racial
distinctions as suspect:

s ;c:t-

7.

"Distinctions between citizens solely because of
their ancestry are by their very nature odious to
a free people whose institutions are founded upon
the doctrone of equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at
100.

c:J/

" . . . [A]ll legal restrictions which curtail the
rights of a single racial group are immediately
suspect. That is not to say that all such
restrictions are unconstitutional.
It is to say
that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.

\)~
~

--

/1' 72..1. _.

-- g

~-

~~~~-~~ ~c:i7Zi1c.A

~= ~~e~~~the

~

pronouncements.

validity of those

"'

Racial and ethnic distinctions of

any sort are inherently suspect and thus ca11 J fo

~ ~k~.. ~
~ judicial examination.

This perception of racial and ethnic

~~k.ll ~
ca A lae t'r eee-0

t-e=-~..i. Rot..Q 1r QJ. a-'ll- @of

A

our nat ion ' s
~

constitutional and demographic history.

This Court's

r

initial view of the Fourteenth Amendment was that its "one
pervading purpose" was "the freedom of the slave race, the

9r:tp
..:·, ...
.--~-·

) .:-t""'

.·.

IAAt
security

~

+\~~
establishment of that freedom, and the

protection of the newly -made freeman and citizen from the
oppressions of those who had formerly exercised dominion
over him."

Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall.

36,

;J 1~~ Y?-,~)~

The Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[v]irtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial

4
reactionism."

I

I

It was relegated to decades of

L-t '~ i...l

'

J

altho~h

the Due Process Clause

A,

{

of the Fourteenth Amendment, after a short germinal period,
flourished as a cornerstone in the Court's defense of
property and liberty of contract.

See,~·~·,

Mugler v.

8.

Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 661 (1887); Allgeyer v. Lousiana, 165
U.S. 578 (1897); Lochner v. New York, 198

u.s.

45 (1905).

In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's "one pervading
purpose," Slaughter-House Cases, supra, at 71, was
displaced.
(1896).

See, e.g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537

It was only as the era of substantive due process

came to a close,

see,~,

Nebbia v. New York, 291

502 (1934); West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300

u.s.

u.s.

379

(1937) , that the Equal Protection Clause began to attain
some measure of vitality,

see,~,

Carolene Products,

supra; Skinner v. Oklahoma, supra; Korematsu, supra.
~

By e+te time of t:Re EeRai:e&aft'eQ e£

sqwa ~

~ ~Feeseeio~ it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority.

During the dormancy of the Equal

Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
minorities.

5

6

Each had to struggle - and to

7
some extent struggles still - to overcome the

prejudices not ..Qf a . monolithic majority, but of a

bf~ J' ~ .44 :.,£
"majority"

cm~posed

of various minority groupsAwAofiiie Citly

~ ~t/1~".4 .;._,A*'41•-f~~~- ~d
)\shared characteristic was a willingness to disadvantage
other groups.

8

-

As the nation filled with the stock
~

of many lands, the reach of the Equal Protection Clause was
gradually extended to all groups seeking protection from
official discrimination.

See Strauder, supra,

at

308 l~

Celtic
.... ,.~y

would violate equal protection); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118
U• S • 3 5 6 (18 8 6 ) (Ch in e s e ) ; Truax v . Ra i c g , 2 3 9 U. S . 3 3 , 41
(1915) (Austrian resident alien); Korematsu,
(Japanese); Hernandez v. Texas
(1954) (Mexican-Americans).

~upra

347 U.S. 475

The guarantees of the Equal

Protection Clause, said the Court in Yick Wo., "are
universal in their application, to all persons within the
territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences
of race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of
I

I

equal laws."

118

- •. ---

u.s. 1 at 369.

Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment conceived of

its primary function as one of

bridging the vast distance between members of the former
slave race and the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases,
supr~,

the Amendment itself was framed in universal terms,

without reference to color or condition of prior
servitude.

As this Court recently remarked, in
'•t

interpreting the 1866 Civil Rights Act to extend to claims
t•. , .. l.~

of racial discrimination against white persons, "the 39th
Congress was intent upon establishing in federal law a
broader principle than would have been necessary to meet
the particular and immediate plight of the newly freed
Negro slaves."

McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427

10.
U.S. 273, 296 (1976).

And that legislation was

specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all
persons," not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights
under the law.

See Runyon v. McCrary, 427 u.s. 160,

'•

j...~J-1
1 92-202 (1976) (White, J., dissenting). A .it is not unlikely
that among the Framers were many who would have applauded a
reading of the Equal Protection Clause which states a
principle of universal application and is responsive to the
racial, ethnic and cultural diversity of the nation.
-::::::
.....

See, e.g., Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. J l056
(1866) (remarks of Rep,r.esenta1iivl! Niblack); id., 2891-2892
(remarks of

Sen~

(1868) (remarks of

Corness);

Se~e~er
{)

l~.,

40th Cong., 2d Sess 1 883

Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment

"protect[s] classes from class legislation").
Bickel,~ Origi~l u=:standin~

-

D~cisio~.

_...,.

See also

and the Segre~tioll.,

69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).

Jo

Over the past eh h

~

years, this Court has been

embarked upon the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal
Protection Clause so as to guarantee "the protection of
equal laws," Yick Wo., supra, at 369, in a nation
~

confronting a legacy of slavery and racial discrimination.
See,~-~.,

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948); Brown v.

Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Gomillion v.
Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960); Hills v. Gautreaux, 425
U.S. 284 (1976).

The milestone decisions in this area,

•

11.
because they arose in response to the continued exclusion
of Negroes from the workings of American society, could be
characterized as involving discrimination by the "majority"
white race against the Negro minority.

But they need not

be read as depending upon that characterization for their
results.
/"

......_,__

:~
__

It suffices to say that "[o]ver the years, this

Court consistently repudiated (d)istinctions between
citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious

.......(

to a free people whose institutions are founded upon the
doctrine of eqhlality.'"
f

u.s.,

Loving v. Virginia, 388

u.s. 1 at

(1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320

•

100.

~~~~-~

Petitioner urges us to

adopt ~ a -s ram~ee

at 11

~

1

... ~""

view of the

Equal Protection Clause and hold that discrimination
against members of the white "majority" can never by
suspect.

'fn4...1-~~
The clock ~ however, cannot be turned back to

1868• Brown v. Board of Education, supra, at 492; accord;

Loving v. Virginia, supra, at 9.

~

It is too late
A

t~

the eay

to argue that the Equal Protection Clause recognizes

lM.~~

special wards and that others are not entitled to the same

"

degree of protection.

"The Fourteenth Amendment is not

directed solely against discrimination due to a 'two-class
theory' - that is, based upon differences between "white"
and Negro."

Hernandez, supra, at 478.

~· ·~

Once the.a;;r::•7ine of a "two-class theory" of

;:u.;t-~~
the Fourteenth Amendment is

aea~eei~d,

-r-.

,y~~~~

the difficulties

r
12.

a. tN.,...,...L. .. ~'

entailed in varying the level of judicial review to the

P.·~~..._
1\

.

....~

+-

a.-

~

a-~· ,t....e..,: 4 # ~.e4.R. ;y ~J-I,.....,..c:c.,J

.a-~

"preferential"" cAar:ast;eor of..(ti:l@o claseii-lgafii@>n are likely
to be intractable.

The concepts of "majority" and

"minority" necessarily reflect temporary judgments and
political arrangements.

As

:Jl observed

above, the white

"majority" itself is composed of various minority groups,

I

each of which can lay claim to a history of prior

_,-~

discriminatory ) t the hands of the state and private
individuals.

Ill

Pl"rcsumali 1 Yc:w l¥ot all of these groups
:=....

~
~

receive favorable treatment, and corresponding judicial
tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race and
nationality, for then the only "majority" left

~
~

be a

..........- - r _ ,

new minority of White Anglo-Saxon Protestants.

?l4 .. c-

~

Woe cau sereeive no principled basis for deciding which
groups will merit "heightened judicial solicitude" and
which will not.

PresYm51il¥•

~ourts

=

would be asked to

evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups.

.

~~k

injury exceedp' some i-Rst i

1

Those whose societal

~

~tua.J..

~

level of tolerability would

..

then be entitled to bAe eRasemeRt; ef preferential
classifications at the expense of individuals belonging to
other groups.

Those classifications would be free from

exacting •fitiet judicial scrutiny.

As these preferences

began to have their desired effect, and the consequences of
P?St discrimination were undone, new judicial rankings

..

~-,·~~

.

13 .

~
would be necessary.

The kind of sociological and political
~

analysis necessary to produce such rankings simply does not

~·

lie within the judicial
416 U.S. 312, 337-340

DeFunis v. Odegaard,

(1~74)

(Douglas, J., dissenting).

~

There are problems of justice connected with the
J\

idea of preference itself.

First, it may not always be

clear that a so-called preference is in fact benign.
Courts may be asked to validate burdens imposed upon
individual members of particular groups in order to advance
the group's general interest.

See United Jewish

Organizations, supra ) at 1013-1014 (Brennan, J., concurring
in part).

Nothing in the Constitution supports the notion

that individuals may be asked to ~uffer otherwise
impermissible burdens for the greater good of their ethnic
groups.

Second, preferential programs may only reinforce

common stereotypes holding that certain groups are unable
to achieve success without special protection based on a
factor having no relationship to actual individual worth.
See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 7at 343 (Douglas, J.,
dissenting).

Third, there is no warrant in the

Constitution for forcing innocent persons

i ~espondent's

position to bear the burdens of redressing grievances not
of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal
Protection Clause to these transitory considerations,

14.
we would be holding, as a constitutional principle, that

.., .... ~-.~....t •. , .A...
judicial scrutiny of classifications touching on ethnic
'\.

....

background may vary with the ebb and flow of political
forces.

Disparate constitutional treatment of ~

classifications ail saaQd on the same
etRAic

~~FswRa_

raeial aRd

~actor,

well may serve to exacerbate racial and

ethnic antagonisms rather than alleviate them.
Jewish Org. v. Carey,
(1977)

u.s.

United

, 97 S. Ct. 996, 1014

(Brennan, J., concurring).

Also, the mutability of

a constitutional principle based upon shifting political
and social judgments undermines the chances for consistent
application of the Constitution from one generation to the
next, a critical feature of its coherent interpretation.

u.s.

Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., 157
(1895) (White, J., dissenting).

429, 650-651

In expounding the

Constitution, the Court's role is to discern "principles
sufficiently absolute to give them roots throughout the
community and continuity over significant periods of time,
and the pragmatic political judgments of a particular time
and place."

A. Cox, The Role of the
A.:7'"' ""C:=:=

?

S~reme
.

-

-

Court in
- .-.. -

--- ..

~

icft.D_ _Gover~m
.,.~~r
.
-..... 114 (1976) •
~

If it is the individual who is entitled to
judicial protection against classifications touching upon
his racial or ethnic background because such distinctions
impinge upon personal rights, rather than the individual

16.

.I tL ~ ;f ;.t.,.._~ a.~he school desegregation casesA i~ ~Aie~ court;

/u.tl. ..

~
.A

formulated or approved remedies for adjudicated

findings of constitutional violation, e.g., Swann v.
~

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1
(1971); Green v. County School Board, 391 U.S. 430

,,
'

(1968) ~

the
vindication of constitutional

can be

no suspicion of a political judgment
injury, the extent of the
remedy, for all are judicially

~

the existence of

, and the Proper scope of the
det~rmined

-

\

I

under

constitutional mandate. - Classifications fashioned as
remedi~s

for constitutional violations could be deemed
,.

"strictly scrutinized" and of "compelling" importance in
Qrr-~-~
that sensllf Here, no judicial determination of

"

constitutional violation QMises as a predicate for the

a..
formulation of remedial classification/ .
~

Hence, to

.

~~~~ ~cu..L.,:cl.eC£~~~J_,.,~ ..,_.
analogize tt!oe '"'M&e"Soii~e'8@i8R j p u g l u ed brira to a remedy in a
J\

desegregation case and suggest that it

~.;(.

~~ therefore

~

judicially "approved" is to transform a remedy,

1\

~

~

"

J

fashioned to correct a wrong, into a right in and of
itself.
427

u.s.

See Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler,
424 (1976).

The employment discrimination cases ~r'iJ"alsoA
inapposite.

For example, in Franks v. Bowman

17.
Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1975), we approved a
retroactive award of seniority to a class of Negro truck
drivers who had been the victims of past discrimination.
While this relief imposed some burdens on other employees,
it was held necessary "'to make [the victims] whole for
injuries suffered on account of unlawful employment
discrimination f\n
v. Moody, 422

I~.,

at 771, quoting Albemarle Paper Co.

u.s. 405, 418 (1975).

The courts of appeal

have fashioned quotas and other racial preferences as
remedies for constitutional or statutory violations
resulting

in

:t::.:t-:-A.t l~~~~
:

>
' race-based injuries to members of

the classes held entitled to the preference.

~.~.,

Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission, 482
F.2d 1333

CA~

(~8 ~£.

1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d

CAC?'

315, modified
on ___rehearin<J
en bane,
452 F.2d 327 (&eh Cir .
.. \llill._
..
.....
___....,
0:0
.......
~·

1972).

Such preferencestrhav~ l!lso( been upheld where an

impartial legislative or administrative body charged with
the responsibility made determinations of past
discrimination and needed remedies.

~-~·'Contractors

Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor,
442 F.2d 159

-

CAJ
eir.), cert. deniE?2,, 404

(~

.............,

J1/
u.s. 854 (1971);

Associated General Contractors of Massachusets, Inc. v.

tAl

Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st "1r. 1973), cert. denied, 416

u.s.

957 (1974); cf. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384

(1966).

u.s.

641

Where the preferential classification is not

""'

18.

tailored as a remedy for a proven constitutional or
statutory violation, proper analysis requires the
.

app 1 1cation of strict scrutiny.

12

~ ~ a,J~fl-···· . . .t ~~~ 4
.Peti~iORQX'

aer;iues lj _t tle S!1ppot1i F!le'M the fact

that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed
. ~~~ ...-~·/J~·~

..1
t o compensa t e women f orA~'
..
~
lSCr1m1nat1on,
are not

~';;~~~~~r:
u.s.

, 97 s.ct. 1192, 1194 (1977).

Neither are

classifications that disadvantage women, sel

~-~·,

Craig v.

Boren, 427 U.S. 190, 211 n.* (1976) (Powell, J. concurring);
Frontiero v. Richardson, 411

u.s.

677,

(1973) (Powell, J., concurring).

691~2

, the parallel

1oner wishes to draw lacks force.

If

is not "suspect" when it harms the target group, it is
difficult to see why it should become so when that group i

~ Cfl~~~~~ . .

4/i!Jk.·..(...~ er~.. ~ (.c..f. ~~H...c...~
·

N<>U<>IZa"J\gender-based distinctions are less

~)
1

likely to create the analytical and practical problems
~

.........

present in p r e f e r e n t i a l s premised on racial or
ethnic criteria.

With respect to gender there are only two

possible classifications.

The incidence of the burdens

imposed by preferential classifications is clear.

There

are no rival groups who can claim that they, too, are
entitled to preferential treatment.

Class-wide questions

as to the group suffering previous injury and groups which

-

I

19.

~~
-~-

be burdened are relatively simple for
See,~-~·'

courts.
212-217

(1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S. 636, 645

(1975).

CQg•iaQ:ratio:c of tbg

~ ~.,t. ~
J\

Califano v. Golfarb, 430 U.S. 199,

~roele m s

conneet!ed wittrcr-

Ill 1-4~ ... <--

s g:ra:i..a9-e+l.t. t ho:i e same questions in the context of racial
)l.r&UAA .t:F ~ ..-&4• ~
and ethnic preferences, supra,\ demo:c•tel"il8@8 ttlitale cop r t s

~-·../J..
w.;i l l

•
~
.........
~~ J..-~··"""'--' H.....-

.be....na&.b:kt-to ~l i gq pol it i ails

~,.Q9ment8

~ c~ .~..._,. ~- ~-..._... •

t!et!chia~

J

Q#-M-44 ........

ao() n

,.,.,._ ~· -t 4--4"«•,.,;/-~

rn- a-"'!!f'tltri'!"M k :!it i ea... At esemp t e t 8 11 a~ a r ate
~ J. • ••-.c,... ~ ... 44--~..c... ~ elc~ ~.-..L -1-e ~
t he~ 1!-t~-

oempeei(lll!

~s

wiU~onfOWRa

jadie~l

i~nu:i.4.y

t:-

• .

~-~e--'sffn,_ inju..,.....~ <f~rc;.{·

r.
•

LJ
'~'
sr..ue::

~~~.,l.o~

~mpoSiJlo9 blJtQQRS 'fiill

ee -1:-a&k-i-Rg. ··· Th.Q....inf·1oe!Mftat~
--z::r----j.rl- ~,h.~ 'fo1 ~ '1 ~

f)eteRid:al of. racia.!bo- arrd ethl'T't't:

c1.as~ica~,

t~

is

~~e~~~".t.r~'
tly less tractable.
""' 1

.c. J

5

Qit 14 4 g C¥

44 4

Hence, racial and
H

,'h.. ._._. V'-4-:....V.......Q
an odium

Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563
(1974), in support of the proposition that discrimination

favoring racial or ethnic minorities has received judicial

~~~

approval without the inquiry ordinarily accorded t!e o£ ~
~

"suspect" classifications.In Lau, we held that the failure
of the San Francisco school system to provide remedial
English instruction for some 1800 students of oriental
ancestry who spoke no English lr'Hilat.•gav&r amounted to a
violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42

20.
U.S.C.

2000d, and the regulations promulgated thereunder .

§

·
lleaW: ~lr.; oilatteMJ; l&ft

.aRe

We lf&re ~ II BW ) ~

Those regulations required tM- awaiia8ili6? .WZ remedial
instruction where inability to understand English excludes
children of foreign ancestry from participation in
educational programs.

I~d.,

at 568.

Because we found that

the students in Lau were denied a meaningful opportunity to

/

- ~ -- -~

------

participate in the educationaLr:..," ibid., we remanded

for the fashioning of a remedial order.

~
Lau

~l'RieJ:ote~ Pe~iti.QNIJL

The dec is ion wae :p. emoW;ee
the HEW

k

9A P7'lf!P

f~11]:i\lezi,,;ans - /est:4

4~~~~~
fo..L~I'l
.

ui1sb little support ~

Y+QJ.a.t.:i 9R gf 'Pi.-i:le III 1!!nd

solely on the statute, which

had been construed by the responsible administrative agency
to reach methods of school administration "which have the
effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination," 414

u.s.,

at

.

w stated:

5~ ...~e

"Under these state-imposed

standards there is no equality of treatment merely by
providing students with the same facilities, textbooks,
teachers and curriculum; for students who do not understand
English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education."
e lll'p 1 C!}RI9A1i

Ilfltd., at 566.

'P~--e;

15a-- i&

QiiJ'e''SlnWrAi:tioc iiRQ <iWACJ!ti w i

Re 5- MA'ioi lie

QJZS@I!'

&a e

'iiiil eS

PI~,
pre 'T'W '~~~ui•r

tha• -e~

i>ad the "preference" approved

~

"

did not result in the denial of the relevant

benefit - "meaningful participation in the educational

program" - to anyone else.

No other student was deprived

by that preference of the ability to participate in San
ndeed, because the others

Franciso's school system.

they were assumed to be
The preference was necessary to prevent the denial of a
like benefit to the Chinese-speaking children.
In this case, there has been no determination by

o..--1-~
the legislature or

~

administrative agency

r ee~eRs~ ble

1'\
f Cif

FQl-ic.iQ(I_.,J;i n i.-1 rat;Jh'e8

-iS\f S

that the University

maintained a discriminatory condition requiring remedial
efforts.

Moreover, the operation of J'titioner's special

admissions program is quite different from the program in
Lau.

It prefers the designated minority groups only at the

expense of other individuals who are totally foreclosed
from competition for the 16 special admissions seats in
every medical school class.

Because of that foreclosure,

~·)'I-•¥J~c~R.
some individuals are excluded from enjoyment of

a~benefit

admission to the medical school - they would otherwise
receive.

When a classification denies an individual

opportunities or benefits enjoyed by others solely because
of his race or ethnic background, it must be regarded as
suspect.

u.s.

~.~.,McLaurin

'"

v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339

637' 641-42 (1950).
13/

Finally,~etitioner

contends that our

recent decision in United Jewish Organizations of

-

22.
Williamsburgh v. Carey,

u.s.

, 97 s.ct. 996 (1977),

~

indicates

~

A

willingness to approve racial classifications

designed to benefit certain minorities, without
denominating the classifications as "suspect."

IR 'UAit ted

~_.;~
JeN i s h a tgap4z.al;i.cns., T he State of New York re~rew its

reapportionment plan Mt eris r to meet
~ ~1\am

~

Department of Justice under

Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 U.S.C.
voting districts were redrawn

~a

§

objections of the

i

~eeeie n

5 of the

1973c. Specifically,

&rga r to enhance the

electoral power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have
been the victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original
reapportionment plan.

Although the revised reapportionment

plan to some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was
no showing that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution
of any individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of
any racial or ethnic group in the legislature as a whole.
97 S .Ct . at 1008-1009; i•d ·t at 1016-1017 (Stewart, J.,

1

concurring).

United Jewish Organizations, like Lau, is

viewed properly as a case in which the remedy for an
administrative finding of discrimination encompassed
measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's
ability to participate without excluding individuals
belonging to any other group from enjoyment of the relevant
opportunity - meaningful participation in the electoral
process.
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N-1

0/

s

Petitioner ap('ear& to define'\ "quota" as a

requirement which must be met but can never be exceeded,
regardless of the quality of the minority applicants.
Petitioner declares that there is no "floor";

completely

unqualified students will not be admitted simply to meet a
"quota.

Neither is there a "ceiling" on the total number

of minority students admitted, since an unlimited number
could be admitted through the general admissions process.
On this basis, the special admissions program does not meet
I

~etitioner's

definition of a quota.

.

~

R&&~eReeR~~&~~B e~ th•t-rhe court below foundand ; 'etitioner does not deny - that white applicants could

..,.." ,u..;eJ. ~ ~
not compete for the 16 placesAallette8
admissions program.

"/

)

18 Cal. 3d 1 at 44.

t~

the special

:B~~
TAi~

re~~·atioA

of

~~==::e~.R~e--;:::~e~:-::.:ition
.

4

~

~.
o.f a qnot..a •

~
t#lv

2.

Moreover, the University's special admissions

program involves a purposeful use of racial criteria.

This

is not a situation in which the classification on its face
is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact.

In that situation, plaintiff must establish an

intent to discriminate.

Village of Arlington Heights v.

N-2

~

Metropolitan Housting Devel. Corp., 429 u.s. 252, 264A65
(1977); Washington v. Davis, 426 u.s. 229, 242 (1976); see
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 u.s. 356 (1886).

Here, the

~/4....~
classification is not neutral on its face; the eAeige to
restrict competition by whites is evident As4..€
3.

~ ~ 4•4 ~

Until 1970, there is no reference in our

decisions to the element{ of "discreteness and
insularity."

Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 295 n. 14

(1970) (stewart, J., concurring in part and dissenting in

/

part).

It has been relied upon in a holding of the Court

only in one class of cases, those involving aliens.

I·'

Gr~ham

v. Richardson, 403 u.s. 365, 372 (1971).

E.g.,

Prior

citations to ioe&Sn<lllre 4 generally concerned the "preferred"
&

position of First Amendment freedoms.

See, e.g., Everson

-------

v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1, 62 n. 61 (1947)
(Rutledge, J., dissenting).
U.S. 77,

90 -9~

4.

But see Kovacs v. Cooper, 336

(1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).

Tussman

I

&

tenBroek,

..2'-Q:

EjU_?l .£Fcz..t$ctjon

~

w.,.:;w;2

~e~~s L

37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 381 (1949).
~eric~;!:io~

5.

M. Jones,

177-246

6.

J. Higham, Strangers in the Land (1955); G.

(1960).

Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community (1917); P. Roberts,
..

-· oc:c

-- -- ·•

The New
Immigration
66-73, 86-91, 248-261 (1912); E.
•....__ .. ,...
,. >
..........

,#!

~

N-3
Fenton, ~an:_: a~!l~~:>ns: ..• A.Case St].14i' 561-562 (1975).

7.

~embers of various religious and ethnic groups,
primarily but not exclusively of eastern, and
middle and southern European ancestry, such as
Jews, Catholics, Italians, Greeks and Slavic
groups continued to be excluded from executive,
middle-management and other job levels because of
discriminaton based upon their religion and/or
national origin."

. v~:.· ~

:1~

<(i~41

C.. F.R. § 60-50.l(b).
( l f a. E.q., P. ~ Roberts, The New Immigration 75

~

(1912); G. Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community 270-71
~

(1917).

See also
9.

n~ J 7

7 supra.

R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory

(1956); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the Constitutionalit3
-<
.X-.--

'

of Preferential Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev.
1, 27; c!. Stewart, The Reformation of American

.

I'
Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 16831f5
1

Cnn.

64-67

~

(1975) and sources cited therein.
10.

-

Petitioner cites three court of appeals cases
......

-::

allegedly deviating from this general rule in school
desegregation cases:

Offermann v. Nitkowski,. 378 F.2d 22

CA1
I

(ed Cir\

1967); Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F.2d 452

A'(
(4o4!l: eir. 1966); Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale,
348 F.2d 261

CA I

(~st

Clr. 1965).

Of these, Wanner involved a

school system held to have been de_jure segregated and
under injunctive orders prohibiting further segregation;

~

racial districting was necessary.
~

357 F.2d at 454.

3

Cf.

N-4

.

United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. Carey, ___
U.S.

, 97 S.Ct. 996 (1977).

In Barksdale and Offermann,

courts did approve voluntary districting designed to
eliminate de facto segregation.

In neither, however, was

there any showing that the school board planned extensive
pupil transportation that might threaten liberty or privacy
interests.

See Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413

u.s.

189, 240-250 (1973) (Powell, J. , concurring in part and

~~~4Lc~-~
dissenting in

pa~t)

.

MQ:re

~~.M

impef~ilAely,

t.lo!e eet'lcators' a

~ ._e-414 IIIII ...(_,.-,_~~...,..l._.,~.,.s,..c.<,..LJ

decieieR tba.t i nt.egrat:-eg &oohQeJ:-s-enhalice- ef\e

p~. .
eet'lC&tie-nalz

l

.

o--

-e.xp~el"f'Se, J

8-.QAe--

~

LUdeuLS

.tbe\LJeg~IMftery

may

I

z,-

Malo~. !{"
)-c

See, Swann v. Charlotte-Me"Ck ~bu,rg-Board of Education, 402

'

. -·

J

U.S. 1, 16 (1971); Part IV., C below.
"'

.

11.

Every decision upholding the requirement of

preferential hiring under the authority of Executive Order
11246 has emphasized the existence of previous
discrimination by the parties involved as a predicate for
the imposition of a preferential remedy.
Association,

su~;

Contractors

Southern Illinois Builders

Ogilvie, 471 F.2d 680

Ass ~~v.

CA1

('1th M t. 1972); Joyce v. McCrane,
)

320 F.Supp. 1284 ~.N.J. 1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga
Community College District, 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N.E. 2d 907,

_?~J!:... d_;e~ 39 6 U.S. lOOt : (1970) .

See also Rosetti

CAl

Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408 F.2d 1039, 1041 (7th-e ±:r-.
1975);

Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts,

Inc.
denied, 416

u.s.

~ -U'-1

957

Af'/J,

(1974); Northeast Const. Co. v.

0, C,

-,

Romney,l\485 F.2d 752, 754, 761 (ltu8: 8i.._ 1973).

~

.

12 .

. v1ew
.
Th 1s
wou ld no t a

ff ectAaum1n1s
~~
t rat1ve
.

actions, such as consent decrees under Title
EEOC v. AT&T, 556 F.2d 167, 180

(~

tA'
8if'•

I

VII,~,~.,

1977), or approval

of reapportionment plans under §5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42

u.s.c.

§ 1973c.

In such cases, there has been

detailed legislative consideration of the various indicia
of previous constitutional or statutory

violations,~·~·,

South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 308-310 (1966)
(§5) , and particular administrative bodies have been
charged with monitoring various activities in order to
detect such violations and oversee appropriate remedies.
Furthermore, we are not here presented with an
occasion to review legislation by Congress pursuant to its
powers under §2 of the Thirteenth Amendment and §5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment to remedy the effects of prior
societal discrimination.

Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S.

641 (1966); Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409
(1968).

We have previously recognized the special

competence of the legislature to make findings with respect

~~~#rc~
to the effects of past discrimination and its discretionary

1\

~ ~ •. ,J•• '€_,

authority to take'\ measures, be eeFF98'! 6'Ae1i

l:e~agJl.

13. Petitioner cites our decision in Morton v.

N-6

Mancari, 417

~ate
~

u.s.

535 (1974),

for the proposition that the

may prefer members of traditionallY disadvantaged

groups.

In Mancari, we approved a hiring preference for

qualified Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We

observed in that case, however, that the legal status of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of the Department of the
Interior is sui generis.

~.,at

554.

Indeed, we found

that the preference was not racial at all, but "an

employment criterion reasonablY designed to further the
cause of Indian self-government and to make the BIA more
responsive to groups [,] . . • whose lives are govered by
the BIA in a unique fashion."

-

Ibid.

Petitioner's special admissions program is
racial classification.

a~

It earmarks a certain number of

seats in each medical school class for persons of
designated racial and ethnic characteristics and excludes

-

others.

..

For this reason it is suspect and must be

judged

by the standard of analysis uniformly applied to racial
•)_

classifications. ~
IV
We have held that in "order to justify the use of
a suspect classification, a State must show that its
purpose or interest is both constitutionally permissible
and substantial, and that its use of the classification is
'necessary . . . to the accomplishment' of its purpose or
the safeguarding of its interest".

In re Griffiths, 413

U.S. 717, 722-723 (1973) (footnotes omitted);
~irginia,

Lovi~

388 U.S. 1, 11 (1967); McLaughlin v.

U.S. 184, 196 (1964).

v.

~l~rida,

379

The special admissions program

purports to serve the purposes of:

(i)

"reducing the

historic deficit ~f traditionally disfavdred minorities in

medical schools and the medical profession," Br,Aor
Petitioner at 32;

1

discrimination;

14

(ii) countering the effects of societal
(iii) obtaining the educational

benefits that flow from an ethnically diverse student body;
and (iv) increasing the number of physicians who will
decide to practice in communities currently

.•

15
underserved.

We must decide which, if any, of

these purposes is substantial enough to support the use of
a suspect classification.
A

If petitioner's purpose is to assure within its
student body some specified percentage of a particular
group merely because of its race or ethnic origin, such a
preferential purpose must be rejected not as insubstantial
but as constitutionally impermissible.

Preferring members

of any one group for no reason other than race or ethnic
origin is discrimination for its own sake.
Constitution forbids.

This the

E.g., McLaughlin v. Florida, 397

U.S. 184 (1964); Brown v. Board of Education, supra, 483,
495

(1954) .
B

-

The state certainly has a legitimate and
?

substantial interest in ameliorating, or eliminating where
feasible, the disabling effects of past discrimination.
The line of school desegregation cases, commencing with
Browg, attests to the importance of this state goal and the
commitment of the judiciary to affirm all lawful means

towards its attainment.

In the school cases, the

gtat~~~/

required by court order to redress the wrongs worked by
specific and identifiable racial discrimination.

But the

J

I ,

25.

more focused than the remedying of the effects
of "societal

I

We have never approved.,.. bowoug:r; "'e....a classification
that aids persons perceived as members of relatively
victimized groups at the expense of other innocent
individuals in the absence of adjudicated, legislative, or
administrative findings of
violations.

u.s.
383

See,

~-~·,

constitutional or statutory

United Jewish Organizations,

, 97 St. Ct. at 1005; South Carolina v.

u.s.

308 (1966).

-

~atzenbacg,

After such findings have been made,

the governmental interest in preferring members of the

I

.5 It'\ C-6'

injured groups at the expense of others is

substantia~~

the legal rights of the victims must be vindicated.

,._. ., --~·-4......., the
e-*•" ~
extent of the
PM

t"li'E!J.IRI!!Inae,

injury and the consequent

remedy will have been judicially or legislatively

~' ~
aaQ

7' ' • " ~,

defined ~

..-...c.~

usually remains subject to continuing oversight to

~

assure that

b~8

·,r
re~&~y will
..,

work the least harm possible to
I

other innocent persons competing for the benefit.

Without

such findings of constitutional or statutory violations, it

26.
cannot be said that the government has any greater interest
in helping one individual than in refraining from harming
another.
A public university is not in a position to make
such findings.

Its mission is education, not the

formulation of legislative policy or the adjudication of
particular claims of illegality.

For the reasons stated in

Part III of this opinion, isolated segments of our vast
governmental structures are ill equipped to make such
decisions, at least in the absence of legislative mandates
and legislatively determined criteria.
Sun Wong, 426
:....

~ ~hus,

u.s.

Cf. Hampton v. Mow

J'L;
88 (1976).

Compare n~ ~ supra.
0

the purpose of helping certain persons whom the

faculty of the Davis Medical School perceived as victims of
"societal discrimination" does not support the consequent
casting of burdens upon persons

.../

like~espondent,

.,&.,,

no responsibility for whatever harm the beneficiaries of
the special admissions program are presumed to have
I

suffered.

To hold otherwise would be to convert a remedy

for violations of legal rights into a privilege that
rinstitutions · throughout the nation can grant at their
\

\

\

pleasute.l That is a step we have never approved.

Cf.

Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424
(1976).

.L.,

who ear'y

27.

c
Petitioner identifies, as another purpose of its
program, improving the delivery of health care services to

-----communities currently underserved.~
!i! ere

~ilitating

rzsp 1

the health care of its citizens.

d

~

.

a.t qSSUmlng

A

that bh:t:.;- iBI!a::Ptl!et,( is sufficiently compelling to support
the use of a suspect classification, there is virtually no
evidence in the record indicating that petitioner's special
admissions program is either needed or geared to promote
~oal

~~~te/f

that i:41Ptcrcet.

The court below addressed this failure

~

~

demonstratq any

si~nifioant

r9lation between the

aese~~

CEJeal: aHe t:.he-cl:lallensed cla••ification:

;( ~he

University concedes it cannot assure that
minority doctors who entered under the program,
all of whom express an "interest" in participating
in a disadvantaged community, will actually do
so. It may be correct to assume that some of them
will carry out this intention, and that it is more
likely they will practice in minority communities
than the average white doctor. (See Sandalow,
Racial Preferences in Higher Education: Political
Responsib1l1ty and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 U.
Chi. L. Rev. 653, 688). Nevertheless, there are
more precise and reliable ways to identify
applicants who are genuinely interested in the .
medical problems of minorities than by race. An
applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated
his conern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a
community is his primary professional goal would
be more likely to contribute to alleviation of the
medical shortage than one who is chosen entirely
on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short,
there is [sic] no empirical data to demonstrate
that any one race is more sel~ssly socially f ~ 1
oriented or by contrast that another is more ~
selflishly acquisitive.~ 18 Cal. 3d 1 at 56.

~
~

;r

•,

-.

29.

r/

" . . • It is the business of a university to
provide that atmosphere which is most conducive to
speculation, experiment and creation. It is an
atmosphere in which there prevail 'the four
essential freedoms' of a university- to determine
for itself on academic grounds who may teach, what
may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to study. The Open Universities in
South Africa." Sweezy v. New Hampshir.e., 351 U.S.
234, 263 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurrin~.
Our national commitment to the safeguarding of
these freedoms within university

communit~es

in Keyshian v. Board of Regents, 385

~·

...,,

.

•l:li""'C.'"'l ~""

u.s.

was emphasized

589, 603 (1967):

. .~~.O.Ut· .Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding

~bademic freedom which is of transcendent value to
all of us and not merely to the teachers
~ concerned.
That freedom is therefore a special
~
concern of the First Amendment . . . . The Nation's
future depends upon leaders trained through wide
exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which
discovers truth 'out of a multitude of tongues,
rather than through any kind of authoritative
selection.' United States v. Ass~iated Press, 52
F. Supp. 362, 372." Ke~ishian v. Board of
~

Re~nts,

385

u.s.

589,

03 (1967).

The atmosphere of "speculation, experiment and creation" so essential to the quality of higher education - is widely
believed to be promoted by a student body diverse in many
respects.

As we noted in Keyshian, K

is not too much to

say that the "n9tion's future depends upon leaders trained
through wide exposure" to the ideas and mores of students
as diverse as this nation of many peoples.
It may be argued that there is greater force to
these views at the undergraduate level than in a medical
school where the training is centered primarily on
professional competency.

But even at the graduate

~eAoeJ o

levelJ our tradition and experience lend support to the view

30.

that the contribution of diversity is
substantial.
population.

roee~ftiHea as~

Physicians serve our heterogeneous
An otherwise qualified medical student with a

particular background - whether it be ethnic, geographic,
C,t.~l+'-4rAI AJv~~+tJ..je.
cultnrall, aduantagea ~or disadvantage~ - may bring

outlooks and ideas to a professional school of
medicine that enrich the

~::~~of

its student body and

better equip its graduates to render with understanding
their vital service to humanity.
onl~

one element in a range of factors a university
.,

properly may consider in attaining the goal of a
heterogeneous student body.

h~e, ~though

-

a university

must have wide discretion in making·tne sensitive
judgments as to who should be admitted, const i tutional
limitations protecting individual rights may not be
disregarded.

Specifically, in this case, respondent urges

- and the courts below have held - that petitioner's dual
admissions program is a racial classification that
impermissibly infringes his rights under the Fourteenth
Amenament.
program is

As the interest of diversity served by the
~•imly

substantial, the question

~

remains

+e- whether the program's racial classification is necessary
to promote this interest.

1

at 721-22.
I\

In re

Griffiths,~ra

We turn now to that question.

413

u.s.,

31.

v
We may assume that the reservation of a specified
number of seats in each class for individuals from the
preferred ethnic groups

~

would contribute to the attainment

of ethnic diversity in the student body.

But petitioner's

argument that this is the only effective means of serving
the interest of diversity is seriously flawed.

In a most

fundamental sense the argument misconce i ves the nature of
1

I

the state i nter est.

It i s not

~n

interest in

~~~ r\~

!1'1!!:leet.iuE4 eth nic diversit:_,i n which a specified percentage
~

of _the student

bo~y

is in effect •guaranteed to be AQeARie ..

~ ~1',1),~¥v) 4/t -ffi.
.
f-a• oQfjoQo by 6ke l:!Ptivereit:::pt:5Jae the remaining percentage

"' , .

t!J:

\ ct:l3~"Cja...4iu V~-t
tfj,~
t
{
eem):"esee ot, undifferentiated 'vtftte e & .
The deal~ diversity
; /- that wb i gh'-

see ~

furthers a substantial state

t./ ...

interest ~

encompasses a far broader base of qualifications and
characteristics of which racial or ethnic origin is only a
single element.

I

Petitioner's special admissions program,

focused solely on ethnic diversity, would hinder rather
than further attainment of genuine diversity.
Nor would the state interest in genuine diversity
be served by expanding petitioner's two-track system into a
multi-track program with a prescribed number of seats set
aside for each identifiable category of applicants.
Indeed, it is inconceivable that a university would thus

I

1

a

'I

32.
pursue the logic of

etitioner's two-track program to the

illogical end of insulating each category of applicants
with certain desired qualifications from competition with
all other applicants.
Other universities have not found it necessary to
adopt any such system, whether two or multi-tracked.

An

illuminating example of an admissions system designed to
achieve meaningful diversity in the broad sense of this
term is found in the Harvard College program:

~ ~In

recent years Harvard College has expanded the
concept of diversity to include students from
disadvantaged economic, racial and ethnic groups.
Harvard College now recruits not only Californians
or Louisianans but also blacks and Chicanos and
other minority students.

* * * * •
~ In practice, this new definition of diversity
has meant that race has been a factor in some
admission decisions. When the Committee on
Admissions reviews the large middle group of
applicants who are ~admissible'~and deemed capable
of doing good work in their courses, the race of
an appli~ae+e may tip the balance in his favor
just as geographic origin or a life spent on a
farm may tip the balance in other candidates'
cases. A farm boy from Idaho can bring something
to Harvard College that a Bostonian cannot offer.
Similarly, a black student can usually bring
something that a white person cannot offer.~
(Appendix, Amicus Brief filed on behalf of
Harvard, Columbia, Pennsylvania 1 and Stanford). See
Appendix hereto.

/ hut the

Harvard College program specifically eschews

quotas:

....

-

.

J
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~~n

Harvard college admissions the Committee has
not set target-quotas for the number of blacks, or
of musicians, football players, physicists or
Californians to be admitted in a given years . . .
But that awareness [of the necessity of including
more than a token number of black students] does
not means that the Committee sets the minimum
number of blacks or of people from west of the
Mississippi who are to be admitted. It means only
that in choosing among thousands of applicants who
are not only "admissible" academically but have
other strong quali\ties, the Committee, with a
number of criteria in mind, pays some attention to
distribution among many types and categories of
students.~ (Appendix Harvard, et al, Amicus Brief).
In an admissions program like that described

above~

race or ethnic background may be deemed a "plus" in a
particular applicant's file, but it does not insulate him
or her from a fair comparison with all other candidates for
' ~c.. .(,/, 0
'particular black applicant may be
A
')("WIH1~J ~(' d~
;<0~
vi!!lf!!il ila il potential contribut'K to diversity without the

the available seats.

~

A

factor of race being decisive when compared, for example,

f-"'~tf-

at-

with /lt,a n applicant identified as an Italian-American
the latter is thought to

ex"' •ae~qualities
.b •+
P.••

promote beneficial educational pluralism.

~

wT e o ~

more likely to
Such qualities

could include unique personal talents or service
'}

experience, leadership potential, maturity, demonstrated
compassion, a history of overcoming disadvantage, ability
to communicate with the poor or other qualifications deemed
at the time to be relevant.

In short, an admissions

program operated in this way is flexible enough to consider
all pertinent elements of diversity and to place them on
the same footing for consideration, although not

34.
necessarily receiving the same weight.

16

Indeed, the

weight attributed to a particular quality may vary from
year to year depending upon the "mix" both of the student
body and the applicants for the incoming class.

The

applicant who loses out on the last available seat to an
applicant receiving a "plus" on the basis of an ethnic
background will not have been foreclosed from consideration
simply because he was not the right color or had the wrong
surname.

It would mean only that his combined

qualifications, which may have included similar
non-objective factors, did not outweigh those of the other
applicant.

His qualifications,

however~

would have been

weighed fairly and competitively and he would have no
legitimate basis to complain of unequal treatment.
It has been suggested that the Harvard- type
program is simply a subtle and more sophisticated - but no
less effective - means of according racial preference than
the Davis program.

The latter, however, is claimed to be a

more candid means of attaining a desired goal.

Whatever

may be said as to the sophistication levels of the programs
of these two great universities, this would be irrelevant
to the present inquiry.

A facial intent to discriminate is

evident in petitioner's preference program, and not denied
in this case.

No such facial infirmity exists in an

35.
admissions program where race or ethnic background is
simply one element - to be weighed fairly against other
elements - in the selection process.

A court would not

assume that a university, professing to employ a facially
nondiscriminatory admissions policy, would operate it as a
cover for the functional equivalent of a quota system.
,,,. '

In

short, good faith would be presumed in the absence of a

··~ . ' . , !

showing to the contrary in the manner permitted by our
cases.

See, e.g., Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan

Housing Development Corp., 429

u.s.

252 (1977); Washington

v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976); Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S.
202 (1965).
VI
In summary, it is evident that the Davis special
admission program goes well beyond any state action
involving a racial classification ever countenanced by this
Court.

It tells applicants who are not Negro,

Asia~or

"Chicano" that they are totally excluded from a specific
percentage of the seats in an entering class.

No matter

6/v~.-/;'ldi>~e. I
how strong their qualifications, .qnalif timt..,. and
extracurricular, including

th~ir

own potential for

contribution to educational diversity, they are never
afforded the chance to compete with applicants from the
preferred groups for special admission seats.

At the same

rvo I

.-

--

Mancari, 417

IV

u.s.

I

v

L'll-u

r~-

535 (1974),

for the propositi n that the

state may prefer members of traditionally
group

~ancari,

In

we approved

We

the Bureau of In
observed in

case, however,

the Bureau of Indi p Affai

Interior is sui

(BIA) of the Department of the

9ener~!bid.

that the

at the legal status of

at 554.

Indeed, we found

e was not racial at all, but "an
the

employment
self-government an
re

to groups [,]

. .

the BIA in a unique fashion."

t)/.

to make the BIA more

. whose
Ibid.

A number of distinct sub-goals have been

advanced as falling with the rubric of "compensation for
past discrimination."

For example, it is said that

preferences for Negro applicants may compensate for harm
done them personally, or

•

e~onomi~evels

serve to place them at

they might have attained but for

discrimination against their forebears.

Greenawalt,

Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign" Racial Preference in Law

c;:-

School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559, 581-586 (1975).
Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it serves
as a form of reparation
group as a whole.
I

~y

the "majority" to a victimized

B. Bittker, The Case for Black

'

Reparations (1973) .

That justification for ethnic

preference has been subjected to much criticism.

~.~.,

N-14
De~unis

v. Odegaard, 446

u.s.

337-340 (1974) (Douglas, J.,

dissenting) (footnotes omitted).

See Developments in the

Law- Equal Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065, 1119-20
(1969).

(\J« c11~)

,..

2j(. The first Mr. Justice White admonished his
brethren as to this danger in one of this Court's three
"self-inflicted wounds,"

c.

Hughes, The Supreme Court of
•

the United States 50 (1928):

~
~-

~he conservation and orderly development of our
constitution rests on our acceptance of the
results of the past and their use as lights to
guide our steps in the future. Teach the lesson
that settled principles may be overthrown at any
time, and confusion and turmoil must ultimately
result.
In the discharge of its function of
interpreting the Constitution, this court
exercises an august power.
It sits removed from
the contentions of political parties and the
animosities of factions.
It seems to me that the
accomplishment of its lofty mission can only be
secured by the stability of its teachings and the
sanctity which surrounds them.
If the permanancy
of its conclusions is to depend upon the personal
opinions of those who, from time to time, may make
up its membership, it will inevitably become a
theatre of political strife, and its ~ ction will
__ C
be without coherence or consisten~~?ollock v.
( ~ers Loan & Trust Co., 157 u.s. 429, 650-651
~----------~ 5) (White, J., diSSenting).
~

- -

See also 0. Holmes, The Common Law 127 (1881); Sandalow,
Racial Preferences in Higher Education:

Political

Responsibility and the Judicial Role, 42

u.

653, 675

Chi. L. Rev.

(1975).

2~ .

R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory

(1956); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the Constitutionality
of Preferential Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev.
1, 27;

Qf·

Stewart, The Reformation of American

Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 1683-85 & nn. 64-67
(1975) and sources cited therein.

N-15
28.

Petitioner cites three court of appeals cases

allegedly deviating from this general rule in school
desegregation cases:

Offermann v. Nitkowski,. 378 F.2d 22

(ed Cir. 1967); Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F.2d 452
(4th Cir. 1966); Springfield School Committee v. -Barksdale,
- ---348 F.2d 261 (1st Cir. 1965).

Of these, Wanner involved a

school system held to have been de jure segregated and
under injunctive orders prohibiting further segregation;
racial districting was necessary.

357 F.2d at 454.

Cf.

United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. Carey.

u.s.

, 97 S.Ct. 996 (1977).

In Barksdale and Offermann,

courts did approve voluntary districting designed to
eliminate de facto segregation.

In neither, however, was

there any showing that the school board planned extensive
pupil transportation that might threaten liberty or privacy
interests.

See Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 U.S.

189, 240-250

(1973) (Powell, J., concurring in part and

dissenting in part).

TAN 29-30.

More importantly, the

educators' decision that integrated schools enhance the
students' educational experience is one they legitimately
may make.

See Swann v.

Education, 402
below) .

u.s.

Charlotte-Mecklenb~Board

of

1, 16 (1971); TAN 40-41 (Part IV., C

N-16
29.

Cf. Dixon, The Supreme Court and Equality:

Legislative Classifications, Desegregation, and Reverse
Discrimination, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 494, 542, 560-562 (1977).
/

F.2d 257

I

314

30.

~.~.,Patterson

v. American Tobacco Co., 535

(4th Cir.), 9ert. denied, 429 U.S. 920, 97 St. Ct.

(1976)

(Title VII); Rios v. Enterprise Ass'n

Steamfitters Local 638, 501 F.2d 622 (2d Cir. 1974);

(Title

VII); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d 315 (8th Cir. 1971),
cert. denied, 406
950

(1972)

(§

u.s.

950 (1972), cert denied, 406 U.S.

1983); Contractors Ass'n of Eastein

Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor, 402 F.2d 159 (3d Cir.),

I

I

cert denied, 404 U.S. 854 (1971) (Executive Order 11246, 30

\

Fed. Reg. 12319, as amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303, 34 Fed.
Reg. 12985; Associated General Contractors of

I

I

I

I

Massachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st Cir.

I

1973), cert. denied, 416

u.s.

957

(1974).

In each of these

I

I

I

I

cases, there was an impartial judicial, legislative or

I

administrative findjng as to past discrimination in the
particular industry affected, and as to the extent of the
remedy required to correct it.
3~.

4 31 F . 2 d 12 54

u.s.

The principal exception is Porcelli v. Titus,
( 3d C i r . 19 7 0 ) (per cur i am) , c e r t . denied , 4 0 2

944 (1971).

In Porcelli, the Newark, New Jersey,

Board of Education abolished a system of oral and

I
/

I

N-17
written tests for promotion to principal and vice
principal.

It substituted ad hoc recommendations of the

school superintendent, who to some extent relied on race in
making his recommendations.

The Third Circuit approved

the purpose of integrating school administrations and
refused to find any Fourteenth Amendment violation.
The lack of analysis in Porcelli makes it

difficult to

d~

the court's ratio decidendi.

Its

primary reliance was on Brown v. Board of Education, 349
U.S. 294

(1955), in which there had been a holding of

de_iure segregation.

The court may have been upholding the

purely educational decision to present students with a
racially diverse faculty.

See 431 F.2d at 1257 (semble).

At this juncture, we cannot speculate as to the holding of
To the extent that it conflicts with our
~

disapproved)~

3j .

Contractors Association was the first court

of appeals decision to uphold administratively required
preferential hiring under Executive Order 11246, 30 Fed.
Reg. 12319, as amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303 (1967), Fed.
Reg. 12985 (1969), and the implementing regulations
thereunder, 44 C.F.R. §60-1
Secretary of Labor.

et~.,

promulgated by the

Those regulations require contractors

with more than 50 employees and a government contract

N-18
valued at $50,000 or more to develop an affirmative action
plan for each of its establishments, including goals and
timetables for the hiring of persons belonging to
"underutilized" minority groups.

41 C.F.R. §§60-2, 60-60.9.

While the legality of neither the Executive Order
itselJ see generally Note, The Philadelphia Plan:
in the Dynamics of Executive Power, 39

u.

A Study

Chi. L. Rev. 723

(1972), nor the Secretary's regulations is before us, we
note that every decision upholding the requirement of
(£)

u• fJ.

' }

I _/

has emphasized the existence of previous discrimination by
the parties involved as a predicate for the imposition of a
preferential remedy.

Contractors Association, supra;

Southern Illinois Builders Ass'n v. Ogilvie, 471 F.2d 680
(7th Cir. 1972); Joyce v. McCrane, 320 F.Supp. 1284 (D.N.J.
1970); Weiner v. Cuyahoga Community College District, 19
Ohio 2d 35, 249 N.E. 2d 907, cert. denied, 396 U.S. 10004
(1970).

See also Rosetti Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408 F.2d

1039, 1041 (7th Cir. 1975);

Associated General Contractors

of Massachusetts, Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st Cir.
1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 957 (1974); Northeast Const.
v. Romney, 485 F.2d 752, 754, 761 (D.C.
require
hasfs

N-19
¥ithopt a

fiRQiR~

recei y eq ;jpdi ci aJ

e£ disct lmlnation, then, they have neG;'

approu~rnpare, ~·.9.·,

Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States,
S.Ct. 1843, 1873-1875

a

f?

International

u.s.

' 97

(1977); Patterson v. American Tobacco

Co., 535 F.2d 257, 274-275 (4th Cir1, cert. denied, 429
I

I
I

I

1
I

I

J

U.S. 920

(1976); Boston Chapter, _NAACP, Inc. v. Beecher,

504 F.2d 1017, 1027-1028 (1st Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 421

u.s.

910

(1975); Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil

Service Commission, 482 F.2d 1333, 1341 (2d Cir. 1973);
Pennsylvania v. O'Neill, 473 F.2d 1029 (3d Cir. 1973);
I

\

Weber v. Kaiser Aluminum & Chern. Corp., 415 F. Supp. 761
(E.D. La. 1976).

3~

This holding does not affect administrative

actions, such as consent decrees under Title VII,

~,_g_.,

EEOC v. AT&T, 556 F.2d 167, 180 (3d Cir. 1977), or

~f1(

~ reapportionme~§5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c.

In such cases, there has been

detailed legislative consideration of the various indicia
of previous constitutional or statutory violations,
South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383

u.s.

301, 308-310

~·.9.·'

(1966)

(§5), and particular administrative bodies have been
charged with monitoring various activities in order to
detect such violations and oversee appropriate remedies.
Compare note 40, infra.

N-20
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Mancari, 417

Petitioner cites our decis i on in Morto~ v.

u.s.

535

(1974), •• snpport for the

proposition that the state may prefer members of
traditionally disadvantaged groups.

In Mancari, we

approved a hiring prefe r ence for qualified Indians in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. We observed in that case,
(.BI,fv-eP~~ of l~d'"" A-H14rr-J (f,1A) oP fJ;,~~o b(.,~r~~~
however, that the legal status of BIA
Ibid. at 554.

i ~-sui
i\

0

generis.

f~~:.o~
;s

Indeed, we found that the preference was not

racial at all, but "an employment criterion reasonably
designed to further the cause of Indian self-government and
to make the BIA more responsive to groups [,]

. . . whose

lives are govered by the BIA in a unique fashion."

Ibid.

Section 5 provides as follows:

I
I

~

Whenever . . • a State or political subdivision
with respect to which the prohibitions set forth
in section 1973b(a) of this title based upon
determinations made under the second sentence of
section 1973b(b) of this title are in effect shall
enact or seek to administer any voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting, or
standind, practice, pr procedure with respect to
voting different from that in force or effect on
November 1, 1968, . . . such State or subdivision
may institute an action in the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia for a
declaratory judgment that such qualification,
prerequisite, standard, practice, or procedure
does not have the purpose and will not have the
effect of anying or abridging the right to vote on
account of race or color, and unless and until the
court enters such judgment no person shall be
denied the right to vote for failure to comply
with such qualification, prerequisite, standard,
practice or procedure: Provided, That such
qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice or
procedure may be enforced without such proceeding
if the qualification, prerequisite, standard,
practice or procedure has been submitted by the
chief legal officer or other appropriate official
of such State or subdivision to the Attorney
General and the Attorney General has not
interposed an objection within sixty days after
such submissions, except that neither the Attorney
General's failure to object nor a declaratory
judgment entered under this section shall bar a

subsequent action to enJOin enforcement of such
qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice or
procedure. Any action under this section shall be
heard and determined by a court of three judges in
accordance with the provisions of section 2284 of
Title 28 and any appeal shall lie to the Supreme
Court.
A legislative reapportionment is a "standard,
practice or procedure with respect to voting
different from that in force or effect on November
1, 1968", within the meaning of §5. See pp.
1005-1006, infra.
--

,

I

~5.

~

Moreover, in the voting context it is

impossible totally to divorce classification - districting
and reapportionment - from political and therefore racial
considerations.

--

752-753

(1973); White v. Regester, 412

3f.

I
/

See Gaffney v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735,

u.s.

755

(1973).

The state interest component of strict

scrutiny has been denominated in various ways.
Dunn v. Blumstein, 405

u.s.

See,~-~·,

330, 343 (1972) ("important,"

"substantial"); Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 375
(1971) ("compelling"); Loving v. Virginia, 388
(1967)

u.s.

("overriding"); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379

196 (1964) ("overriding").

1, 11

u.s.

184,

No particular significance

attaches to these "variations in diction."

In re

Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722 n. 9 (1973).

t(.

A number of distinct sub-goals may fall under

the rubric of "compensation for past discrimination."

For

example, preferring Negro applicants may compensate for
harm done them personally, or it may serve to place them at
social levels they might have attained but for
discrimination against their forebears.

Greenawalt,

Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign" Racial Prefetence in Law
School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559, 581-586 (1975).
Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it serves
as a form of reparation by the "majority" to a victimized
group as a whole.

B. Bittker, The Case for Black

Reparations (1973).

That justification for ethnic

preference has been subjected to much criticism.
Greenwalt,

~upra

~.~.,

at 581; Posner, The DeFunis Case and The

Constitutionality Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct.
Rev. 1, 16-17 & n. 33.

Finally, it could be argued that

ethnic preferences "compensate" the group by providing
examples of success wh om other members of the group will
emulate~

thereby advancing the group's

interes~

Redish,

Preferential Law School Admissions and the Equal Protection
Clause:

An Analysis of the Competing Arguments, 22

U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 343, 391 (1974).

For purposes of our

analysis, the sub-goals need not be considered separately.

3, .

A fifth goal, which the university does not

et't"ht~ 1-+c:.
would be the attempt to . arrive at a fair appraisal

~sen-t,

of each individual's academic promise

-~

an appraisal

supposedly rendered impossible without recourse to racial
or ethnic considerations, owing to some cultural bias in
Gth&r qualifyiR9 factors such as grades and test scores.
To the extent that race and ethnic background are

considered only to cure inaccuracies in predicting academic
promise, there really is no "preference" at all.

Nothing

in this record, however, suggests that MCAT scores, grade
point averages, or any of the other factors considered by
the Davis Medical School were culturally biased .

.

I~

Furthermore, if race or ethnic background

~used

solely

to arrive at an unbiased prediction of an individual's
promise, the reservation of fixed numbers of special
admissions seats in each class would be
case-by case i

nqn

inexplicabl ~

i ry wonl d bg the oAly le§ ical

~my

t.O

~reseed,

Any university, of course, may utilize the
criteria that in its judgment best evaluate candidates in
an unbiased fashion.

In addition to curing inaccuracies

caused by culturally biased tests, a university might wish
to allow for low scores and grades that understate the
potential of an applicant who had to overcome a severe
disadvantage - economic deprivation, physical handicap, or
ethnic prejudice.

But when such allowance is limited to

members of particular ethnic groups, as in the Davis
special admissions program, it is obvious that the
university is not seeking merely to devise an unbiased
predictor of success.

Instead, it is using a racial or
~

ethnic preference in an attempt to further one of the
noted in the text.

g~ls

1>1

~ ·

See,

~-~·,

Vulcan Society v. Civil Service

Commissioners, 490 F.2d 387, 398 (2d Cir. 1973)

(approving

quota "only because no other method was available for
afforming appropriate relief"); Bridgeport Guardians, Inc.
v. Civil Service Commission, 482 F.2d 1333, 1341 (2d Cir.
1973)

(disapproving imposition of quota where impact upon

other employees too harsh and likely to exacerbate racial
attitudes); Pennsylvania v. O'Neill, 473 F.2d 1029, 1031
(3d Cir. 1973) (disapproving quota in promotion procedures
where no evidence of record supported findings as to extent
of injury to be remedied); Castro v. Beecher, 459 F.2d 725,
737 (4th Cir. 1972)

(terming compensatory ethnic remedy

"crude" and one to be applied "with sensitivity and
restraint"); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d 328 (approving
compensatory racial remedy that accommodates conflicting
rights).

1£' fs
~·

Equality:

...-::J

--~

See also, Dixon, The Supreme Court and

Legislative Classification, Desegregation, and

Reverse Discrimination, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 494, 542,
560-562

(1977); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the

Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Racial
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 18-19.

1!1 Q~c. ,. 3 5"].
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The only evidence in the record with respect

to such shortages is a newspaper article.

R. 473.

41 . Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education, Selective Admissions in Higher Education 8-9
(1977) [hereinafter cited as Carnegie Councill.
Offermann v. Nitkowski, 478 F.2d 22 (2d Cir.

See also

1967)~

Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale, 348 F.2d 261
(1st Cir.

1965)~

Griswold, Some Observations on the DeFunis

~

Case, 75 Colum\. L. Rev. 512 (1975).
4~.

Manning, The Pursuit of Fairness in

Admissions to Higher Education, in Carnegie Council, supra
note 43, at 34-35.
44.

In both 1973 and 1974, more Asian students

were admitted through regular admissions procedures at
Davis than ·through the special
1973, 5 versus 3 in 1974)

program~

(13 versus 2 in

In the previous three years, a

total of 23 Asians had been admitted via regular
admissions, seven through the special program.
132-134.

R.

Their inclusion as one of the special program's

preferred groups is somewhat puzzling even in light of the

Petitioner's professed

goa~demonstrat~the

irrational

results that can flow from "voluntary" efforts to aid
groups some perceive as "disadvantaged."

4~

One commentator, Manning,

supr~ note 43a, at

57, has observed that such a policy resembles the operation
of two segregated schools.

0
0

# - 3o

<?£..

'19·
~·

In Swain, this Court held a prosecutor's discretionary

use of peremptory challenges to exclude all Negroes from a
particular jury in a particular case was immune to equal
protection challenge, even assuming that the prosecutor's
purpose was to exclude

them~

because of their race.

The Court reasoned that a venireman's race or ethnic
background may be probative of relative bias in the
particular case.

Ibid. at 220-221.

On this basis, the

Court indulged in a presumption "that the prosecutor is
using the state's challenge to obtain a fair and impartial
jury to try the case before the court.

The presumption is

not overcome and the prosecutor therefore subjected to
examination by allegations that in the case at hand all
Negroes were removed because they were Negroes."
222.

Ibid. at

The Court warned, however, that a different case

might be presented by a showing of systematic exclusion of
Negroes, unrelated to trial purposes:

/'1- 3)
N

Universities, like the prosecutor in

Swai~,

may

make individualized decisions, in which ethnic background
plays a part, under a presumption of legality and
legitimate educational purpose.

presumption of legality might be overcome, creating the
necessity of proving legitimate educational purpose.

~9
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Harvard Co1lcge Admissions Program

l.t

For the past 30 years Harvard College has received each
year applications for admission that greatly exceed the number of places in the freshman class. The number of applicants who are deemed to be not" qualified" is comparatively
small. The vast majority of applicants demonstrate through
test scores, high school records and teachers' recommendations that they have the academic ability to do adequate work
at Harvard, and perhaps to do it with distinction. Faced
with the dilemma of choosing among a large number of
"qualified" candidates, the Committee on Admissions could
use the single criterion of scholarly excellence and attempt
to determine who among the candidates were likely to perform best academically. But for the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has never adopted this approach. The
belief has been that if scholarly excellence were the sole or
even predominant criterion, Harvard College would lose a
great deal of its vitality and intellectual excellence and that
the quality of the educational experience offered to all students would suffer. Final Report of W. J. Bender, Chairman
of the Admission and ScholaTShip Committee and Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid, pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge,
1960). Consequently, after selecting those students whose
intellectual potential will seem extraordinary to the faculty
~perhaps 150 or so out of an entering class of over 1,100the Committee seeks-

CfY'

variety in making its choices. This bas seemed important ... in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
the effectiveness of the educational experience [in
Harvard College] ... The effectiveness of our students'
educational expe1·ience has seemed to the Committee to
be affected as importantly by a wide va1·iety of interests,
talents, backgrounds and ca1·eer goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our libraries, laboratories and housing arrangements. (Dean of Admissions Fred L. Glimp, Final

6

J4-

3

;n Harvard College admissions the Committee has not
set target-quotas for the number of blacks, or of musicians,
football players, physicists or Californians to be admitted
in a given year\ t the same time the Committee is aware
that if Harvard College .is to provide a truly heterogenous
environment that reflects the rich diversity of the United
States, it cannot be provided without some attention to
numbers. It would not make sense, for example, to have
10 or 20 students out of 1,100 whose homes are west of
the Mississippi. Comparably, 10 or 20 black students could
not begin to bring to their classmates and to each other the
variety of points of view, backgrounds and experiences of
blacks in the United States. Their small numbers might
also create a sense of isolation among the black students
themselves and thus make it more difficult for them to develop and achieve their potential. Consequently, :vhen maki.ng its decisions, the Committee on Admissions is aware
that there is some relationship between numbers and achieving the benefits to be derived from a diverse student body,
and between numbers and providi1tg a reasonable environment for those students admittec}y But that awareness does
not mean that the Committee sets a minimum number of
blacks or of people from west of the Mississippi who are
to be admitted. It means only tbat in choosing among
thousands of applicants who are not only "admissible"
academically but lJave other strong qualities, the Committee, with a number of criteria in mind, pays some attention to di tribution among many types and categories of
'
students.

The further refinements sometimes required help to
illustrate the kind of significance attached to race. The
Admissions Committee, with only a few places left to fill,
might find itself forced to choose between A, the child of
a successful black physician in an academic community with
promise of superior academic performance, and B, a black
who grew up in an inner-city ghetto of semi-literate parents

/2
V

ft-
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wh0se academic achievement was lower but who had demonstrated energy and leadership as well as an apparentlyabiding interest in black power. If a good number of black
students much like A but few like B bad already been
admitted, the Committee might prefer B; and vice versa.
If C, a white student with extraordinary artistic talent,
were also seeking one of the remaining places, his unique
quality might give him an edge over both A and B. Thus,
the critical criteria are often individual qualities or experience not dependent upon race but sometimes associated
with it.

I

I
Several amici suggest that Bakke lacks
standing, arguing that he never showed that his injury exclusion from the medical school - will be redressed by a
favorable decision,

and that the Petitioner "fabricated"

jurisdiction by conceding its inability to meet its bur de n
of proof. Petitioner does not object to Bakke's standing,
but inasmuch as this charge concerns our jurisdiction under
Article

~VG -4-o
take note of

·,.{ ""' I;
it ~

I

II

..ft,~-f V\ 6'h?.

First, there appears to be no reason to question the
Petitioner's concession.

Once the burden of proof was

shifted to Petitioner, the fact that 20 applicants were
placed on the 1974 waiting list, while Bakke was not, lost
much significance.

The Petitioner would have had to show

that at least 16 of them had made no other arrangement and
would have accepted admission had the special admissions
slots been thrown open.
been

Such a showing well might have

Petitioner's concession that it could

problematic~

not make the required showing was not an attempt to
stipulate to a conclusion of law or to disguise actual
facts of record.

See Swift & Co. v. Hocking Valley_ Ry.

Co. , 2 4 3 u. S . 2 81 (1917) .
Second, even if Bakke had been unable to prove
that he would have been admitted in the absence of the
special program, it would not follow that he lacked
standing.

The constitutional element of standing is

plaintiff's demonstration of any injury to himself that is
likely to be redressed by favorable decision of his claim.
Warth v. Seldin, 422

u.s.

490, 498 (1975).

The trial court

found such an injury, apart from failure to be admitted,

.froVW\ btHt~ ~1:. I•
Bakke 1\t o compete

e<. tlvd (,

in the University's

decision~

to

J?QM"~~t

for all 100 places in the class, simply because of his
race.

1'

He prayed for and r e ceived an o r de r that he be

reconsidered without regard to race.

Hence th e

(R. 323)

constitutional requirements of Article III clearly were
met.

The question of Respondent's admission vel

merely one of relief.

no~

is

See also Uzzell v. Friday, 547 F.2d

801 (4th Cir. 1977).
N0r is it fatal to Bakke's standing that he was
not a

"disadvantaged~

applicant.

Despite the prog r am's

purported emphasis on disadvantage, it was obviously a

·

e coh

minority enrollment program with
<.

,

~

~·~

~

~ ~QCORoa

disadvantage /

J

j element.

White disadvantaged students were never
~(J

Lf.!_ c::.ag 3
considered under the spe'cial program- 4-a

IJII.'•'J ~f'SI'

/v1 eJrettvc:r.

:. . ' _· . : · -'

acknowledges that its goal in devising the program was to
~ ~ 4tdJ A Yt r~t.j L~ ~ -f.t.t.d e,.'#',S

increase minority enrollment ) ~ ·t t o eV\r-"\\

special program, of whom 73 were white.

In 1974, there was

628 special applications of whom 172 were white.
133-134).

F-

1'1-\ C("e

(R.

/

Even assuming that half pf the "minority"

/

applicants were not even

/

qualified - and no

acceptable qualifications for

description of the
special applicants i

~ly

provided - there were sufficient

numbers of "mi,nor i ty" applicants to insure that whites
all practical purposes were excluded from competition fo
16 special

~dmission s

seats

~

4Petitioner does not deny that race-related
decisions by faculties and administrations of state
universities are judicially reviewable.

See,

Missouri ex rel Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337

~·9.·,

(1938);

Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (1948); Sweatt v.
Painter, 339 U.S. 629

(1950); McLaurin v. Oklahoma State

Regents, 339 U.S. 637

(1950).

For his part, Respondent

does not argue that all racial classifications are per se
invalid.
position.

That, too, would appear to be an untenable
See,

~.9_.,

Hirabayashi v. United States, 320

U.S. 81 (1943); Korematsu v. United States, 323

u.s.

214

(1944); Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333, 334 (1968) (Black,
Harlan, & Stewart, JJ., concurring); United Jewish Orgs. v.
Carey,

u.s.

, 97 S. Ct. 996 (1977).

The parties do clash,

how~ver,

over the degree of

scrutiny to be applied to the special admissions program.
Petitioner argues that the court below erred in applying

(..}'. ~

..ser-e_ scrutiny

under the Equal Protection Clause.

That

level of review, asserts Petitioner, ought to be reserved
for classifications disadvantaging "discrete and insular
minorities."

See

United States v. Carolene Products Co.,

304 U.S. 144, 152 n. 4 (1938).

Respondent, on the other

{.

hand, insists that striee scrutiny was properly applied by

court below.

He contends that the California court

correctly rejected the notion that the degree of judici a l
scrutiny accorded a particular racial classification hing e s
upon plaintiff's membership in a discrete and insular
minority and duly recognized that the "rights established
[by the Fourteenth Amendment] are personal rights."
Shell~

v. Kraemer, 334

u.s.

1, 22 (1948).

En route to this crucial battle over the prope r
scope of judicial revew, the parties fight a sharp
preliminary action over the proper characterization of the
special admissions program.

Petitioner prefers to see it

as establishing a "goal" of minority representation in the
medical school. Respondent, echoing the courts below,
~ Jj
labels it a racial quota.

This semantic distinction is beside the point:
the special admissions program undeniably amounts to a
racial classification.

To the extent that there existed a

pool of at least minimally qualified minority applicants to
fill the 16 special admissions seats, white applicants
could compete only for 84 seats in the entering class,
rather than the 100 open to minority applicants.

Whether

this limitation is described as a quota or a goal, it is a
1

line drawn on the basis of race.

.2:1

III

The guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment extend
to all persons, regardless of color.

We have said that the

"rights created by the first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment are, by its terms, guaranteed to the individual.
They are personal rights."
22 (1948) .

Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 1,

The guarantee of equal protection cannot mean

one thing when applied to one individual and something else
when applied to a person of another color.

If both are not

entitled to the same protection, then it is not equal.
Nevertheless, Petitioner argues that the court
below erred in applying strict scrutiny to the special
admissions program because

whi~

males, such as Respondent,

are not a "discrete and insular minority" requiring

~.u.,.

r

~·/

extraordinary political process.

( ""

United States v. Carolene

Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152-153 n. 4 (1938).

This

rationale, however, has never governed our decisions
invalidating racial distinctions.
Board of Education, 347

u.s.

483

See, e.g., Brown v.
(1954).

Nor has this

Court held that discreteness and insularity constitute
necessary preconditions to close scrutiny of otherwise

_}_!~
sensitive classifications.

Se e , e.g., Skinner v.

Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942);
U.S. 89, 94-97 (1965).

Carri.~9n

v. Rash, 380

Indeed, classifications based on

~·

•

gender eltcit heightened scrutiny, e.g., Frontiero v.
Richardson, 411
concurring)

u.s.

677, 691-692

~re

a "minority" group.

(1965) (Powell, J.,

can be no contention that women are

Discreteness and insularity may be

among the proper criteria in deciding whether or not to add
new

soft~

M

categories.

classifications to the list of "suspect"
See, e.g., San Antonio Indep. School Dist. v.

Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 28 (1973) (wealth); Graham v.
Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 372 (1971) (aliens); Oregon v.
Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 295 n. 14 (1970) (Stewart, J.,
concurring in part and dissenting in part) (persons between
ages 18 and 21)

.~ial

classifications, however, are

s

+~~~~

odious without regard to

~

additional characteristic.
A

We declared as much in the first cases to recognize racial
distinctions as suspect:
"Distinctions between citizens solely because of
their ancestry are by their very nature odious to
a free people whose institutions are founded upon
the doctrone of equality." Hirabayashi, supra, at
100.

"
. [A]ll legal restrictions which curtail the
rights of a single racial group are immediately
suspect. That is not to say that all such
restrictions are unconstitutional. It is to say
that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny." Korematsu, supra, at 216.

At this juncture, we must recognize the validity of those
broad pronouncements.

We

eoAol~ae

~
and ethnic

~ ~c1al

-

distinctions of any sort are inherently suspect and thus
call for close judicial examination.

perception of racial and ethnic distinctions can be
traced to the interplay of our nation's constitutional and
demographic history.

th~

This Court's initial view of

Fourteenth Amendment was that its "one pervading purpose"
was "the freedom of the slave race, the security from
establishment of that freedom, and the protection of the
newly-made freeman and citizen from the oppressions of
those who had formerly exercised dominion over him."
Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. - (83 JI S-.E1_36, 67-72.

The

Equal Protection Clause, however, was "[v]irtually
strangled in its infancy by post-civil-war judicial

~»'1
reactionism."

It was relegated to decades of

relative desuetude, although the Due Process Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment, after a short germinal period,
~

flourished as a cornerst oAe in the Court's defense of

QO liberty of

contr~ct ~See, ~·~·,

Kansas, 123 U.S. 623, 661 (1887);

~llgeyer

Lousian~,

v.

-

Mugler v.
165

(1897); Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
In that cause, the Fourteenth Amendment's "one pervading
purpose,"

Slaughter-Ho~se

displaced.
(1896).

Cases, supra, at 71, was

See, e.g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163

It was only as the

P¥efa~eAiA~

u.s.

"' r-~

99~iRaRee

537

of

J'\

substantive due process came to a close, see,

~·~·,

Nebbia

v. New York, 291 U.S. 502 (1934); West Coast Hotel v.

Parrish, 300 U.S. 379 (1937), that the Equal Protection
Clause began to attain some measure of vitality,
.

Carolene Products, 304
-J

sec,~·~·,

. '';

u.s.

at

Skinner

152-5~4;

v.

/

Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942); Korematsu, supra.
By the time of the renaissance of equal
protection, it was no longer possible to peg the guarantees
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the struggle for equality of
one racial minority.

During the dormancy of the Equal

Protection Clause, the United States had become a nation of
minorities.

Each had to struggle - and to

.:I'I.:J)
some extent struggles still - to overcome the
prejudices not of a monolithic majority, but of a
"majority" composed of various minority groups whose only
0..

shared characteristic wa)\willingness to disadvantage other

$ _})
groups.

As the

~ation

filled with the stock of

many lands, the reach of the Equal Protection Clause was
gradually extended to all groups seeking protection from
official discrimination.

See Strauder, supra, at 308

(exclusion of "all naturalized Celtic Irishmen" from juries
would violate equal protection); Yick Wo v.

u.s.

356 (1886)

(Chinese); Truax v.

Raic~,

Hop~ins,

239

u.s.

(1915) (Austrian resident alien); Korematsu, .§_Upra
(Japanese);

Hernande~

v. !exas

( 19 54) (Me xi can-Americans) .

347

u.s.

475

Tne FOU't"'t-een·t-fl- ,.7\rlftendlfte1

118
33, 41

c= ~--1

/O
11<:

err~ it':';! I

~co.gni·6.rJJ RO epec.ral~I'<H~ "Tli:le~e provision ~
Court in Yick Wo)

v~.-Hee*_~ccl~

said the

U.S.

universal in their application, to all persons within the
territorial jurisdiction, without regard to any differences
of race, of color, or of nationality; and the equal
protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of
equal laws." {

Although many of the Framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment conceived of

its primary function as one of

bridging the vast distance between members of the former
slave race and the white "majority," Slaughter House Cases,
supra, the Amendment itself was framed in universal terms,
without reference to color or condition of prior
servitude.

As this Court recently remarked, in

interpreting the 1866 Civil Rights Act to extend to claims
of racial discrimination against white persons, "the 39th
Congress was intent upon establishing in federal law a
broader principle than would have been necessary to meet
the particular and immediate plight of the newly freed
Negro slaves."

McDonald v. Santa Fe Trail Transp. Co., 427

U.S. 273, 296 (1976).

And that legislat.ion was

specifically broadened in 1870 to ensure that "all
persons," not merely "citizens," would enjoy equal rights
under the law.

See

Ru~yon

v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160,

92-202 (1976) (White, J., dissenting).

It is not unlikely

that among the Framers were many who would have applaud e d a
reading of the Equal Protection Clause which states a
principle of universal application and is responsive to the
racial, ethnic and cultural diversity of the nation.
See, e.g., Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 1056
(1866) (remarks of Representative Niblack); id., 2891-2892
(remarks of Senator Corness); id., 40th Cong., 2d Sess 883
(1868) (remarks of Senator Howe) (Fourteenth Amendment
"protect[s] classes from class legislation").

See also

Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation
Decision, 69 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 60-63 (1955).
Over the past thirty years, this Court has been
embarked upon the crucial mission of interpreting the Equal
Protection Clause so as to guarantee "the protection of
equal laws," Yick Wo., supra, at 369, in a nation
confronting a legacy of slavery and racial discrimination.
See,~·~·,

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948); Brown v.

Board of Education, 347

u.s.

483 (1954); Gomillion v.

Lightfoot, .364 U.S. 339 (1960); Hills v. Gautreaux, 425
U.S. 284 (1976).

The milestone decisions in this area,

because they arose in response to the continued exclusion
of Negroes from the workings of American society, could be
characterized as involving discriminatior1 by the "majority"

white race against the Negro minority.

But they need not

be read as depending upon that characterization for their
results.

It suffices to say that "[o]ver the years; this

Court consistently repudiated (d)istinctions between
citizens solely because of their ancestry' as being 'odious
to a free people whose institutions are founded upon the
doctrine of equality.'"

Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. at 11

(1967), quoting Hirabayashi, supra, 320

u.s. at

100.

Petitioner urges us to adopt a cramped view of the
Equal Protection Clause and hold that discrimination
against members of the white "majority" can never by

~~,_;

The cloc)~~ot be turned back to 1868, Brown

suspect.

v. Board of Education, supra, at 492; accord
Virginia, supra, at 9.

LoviE~

v.

It is too late in the day to argue

that the Equal Protection Clause recognizes special wards
and that others are not entitled to the same degree of
protection.

"The Fourteenth Amendment is not directed

solely against discrimination due to a 'two-class theory'
that is, based upon differences between "white" and
Negro."

Hernandez, _,;upra, at 478

J

Once the bright line of

a "two-class theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment is
abandoned, the difficulties entailed in varying the level
of judicial review to the "preferential" character of the
classification are likely to be intractable.

The concepts

I ..J

of "majority" and "minority" necessarily reflect temporary
judgments and political arrangements.

As we observed

above, the white "majority" itself is composed of various
minority groups, each of which can lay claim to a history
of prior discriminatory at the hands of the state and

.

private individuals.

'

Presumably, not al l of these

groups will receive favorable treatment, and corresponding
judicial tolerance of distinctions drawn in terms of race
and nationality, for then the only "majority" left will be
a new minority of White Anglo-Saxon Protestants.
We can perceive no principled basis for deciding which
groups will merit "heightened judicial solicitude" and
which will not.

Presumably, courts would be asked to

evaluate the extent of the prejudice and consequent harm
suffered by various minority groups.

Those whose societal

injury exceeds some instinctual level of tolerability would
then be entitled to the enactment of preferential
classifications at the expense of individuals belonging to
other groups.

Those classifications would be free from

exacting strict judicial scrutiny.

As these preferences
C'Q"

~ c.-1 "'"'" t..es

began to have their desired effect, and the ef.£eeesAof past
discrimination were undone, new judicial rankings would be
necessary.

The kind of sociological and political

analysis necessary to produce such rankings simply does no t
_ .~ "A rr;tll/r v. tldc <144& '-Ht.. t(.s,
~

lie within the judicial competence. /

-

j

3:;7- J'f; {111~) (~/,~ 1":
d/.J r ~~jj.

1

~

addition to the inability of our courts to recognize
groups as "deserving" except by reference to the most
and chimerical judgments,
justice connected with the idea of preference itself.
First, it may not always be clear that a so-called
preference is in fact benign.

Courts may be asked to

validate burdens imposed upon individual members of
particular groups in order to advance the group's general
interest.
1013-1014

See United Jewish Organizations, supra at
(Brenn~n,

J., concurring in part).

Nothing in

the Constitution supports the notion that individuals may
be asked to suffer otherwise impermissible burdens for the
greater good of their ethnic groups.

Second, preferential

programs may only reinforce common stereotypes holding that
certain groups are unable to achieve success without
special protection based on a factor having no relationship
to actual individual worth. See DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416
(~/ ;JJ~~~,~) , --

u.s.

at

34~ ~

there is no warrant in the

Constitution for forcing innocent persons in Respondent's
position to bear the burdens of redressing grievances not
of their making.
Moreover, by hitching the meaning of the Equal
Protection Clause to these transitory con s iderations,

/G
only because of his membership in a particular group, then
constitutional standards may be applied consistently.
Political judgments regarding the necessity for the
particular classification may be weighed in the
constitutional balance, Korematsu, supra, but the
standard of justification will remain constant.

This is as

it should be, since those political judgments are the
product of rough compromises struck by contending groups

~JI
within the majoritarian process.

When they touch

upon an individual's ethnic background, he is entitled to
judicial determination that the burden he is asked to bear

serve a substantial governmental interest.

The

Constitution guarantees that right to every person
regardless of ethnic background.

Shelley v. Kraemer, 334

U.S. 1, 22 (1948); Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305

u.s.

337, 351 (1938).
B.
Petitioner contends that this Court on several

occasions has approved preferential classifications based
on race and ethnic background, without applying strict
scrutiny.

Most of the cases upon which Petitioner relies

are drawn from three areas:

school desegregation,

employment discrimination, and sex discrimination.

Each of

l

the cases cited by Petitioner, how e ver, pr e s e nted a
situation radically different from the facts o f this ca s e.
The school desegregation cases, in which courts
have formulated or approved remedies for adjudicated
findings of constitutional violation, e.g., Swann v.

u.s. 1

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education, 402
(1971); Green v.

Cou~ty

simply are inapposite.

School Board, 391 U.S. 430 (1968),
In such cases, racial

classifications are designed as remedies for the

-2-6""~
vindication of constitutional rights.

There can be

no suspicion of a political judgment as to the existence of
injury, the extent of the harm, and the proper scope o f th e
remedy, for all are judicially determined under
constitutional mandate.

Classifications fashioned as

remedies for constitutional violations could be deemed
"strictly scrutinized" and of "compelling" importance in
that sense. Here, no judicial determination of
constitutional violation exists as a predicate for the
formulation of remedial classifications.

Hence, to

analogize the classification involved here to a remedy in a
desegregation case and suggest that it is therefore

~~-*" W ~A..f. I$ "- )
judicially "approved" is to ~ remedy t; a right: in and

... ~

~

of itself.

f..

-,:rr-c..f:c "

*"' I~f

t'O

See Pasaden a City Board of Educ afi on

v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424 (1976).

7

tY
The employment discrimination cases are also
inapposite.

For example, in Franks v. Bowman

Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747 (1975), we approved a
retroactive award of seniority to a class of Negro truck
drivers who had been the victims of past discrimination.
While this relief imposed some burdens on other employees,
it was held necessary "'to make [the victims] whole for
injuries suffered on account of unlawful employment
discrimination'".

Ibid. at 771, quoting Albemarle Paper Co.

v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 418 (1975).

The courts of appeal

have fashioned quotas and other racial preferences as
remedies for constitutional or statutory violations
resulting

in defined, race-based injuries to members of

the classes held entitled to the preference.

~.~.,

Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. Civil Service Commission, 482
F.2d 1333 (2d Cir. 1973); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d
315, modified on rehearing en bane, 452 F.2d 327 (8th Cir.
~

1972) .

Such preferences have also been upheld

where an impartial legislative or administrative body
charged with the responsibility made determinations of past
discrimination and needed remedies.

~·~·,

Contractors

Association of Eastern Pennsylvania v. Secretary of Labor,
442 F.2d 159 (3d Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 854

~JJJ
(1971); Associated General Contractors of

Altschule~,

Massachusets, Inc. v.

490 F.2d 9 (lst Cir.

1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 957 (1974); cf.
Morgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1966).

Katz~nbach

v.

Where the pr ef erential

classification is not tailored as a remedy for a proven
constitutional or statutory violation, proper analysis

d . ~.
requires the application of strict scrutiny:_)See,
~-~.,Associated

Massachuse!ts~_Inc.

General Contractors of

v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9, 17 (1st Cir. 1973), cert.
denied, 416 U.S. 957

(1974).

Petitioner derives little support from the fact
that classifications touching upon sex, which are designed
to compensate women for past discrimination, are not
regarded as "suspect."
u.s.

!?.·~·,

Califano v. Webster,

, 97 s.ct. 1192, 1194 (1977).

Neither are

classifications that disadvantage women.

~ee ~-~·,

Craig v.

-:::;::...

Bo~n, 427 U.S. 190, 211 n.* (1976) (Powell,

J. concurring);

Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 691-92

jt,,. .5..1
(1973) (Powell, J., concurring).
wishes to draw

~Qrefore

\he parallel Petitioner

1\

lacks force.

If the distinction

is not "suspect" when it harms the target group, it is
difficult to see why it should become so when that group is
favored.
Moreover, gender-based distinctions are less
likely to create the analytical a nd practical problems

27.
present in preferential schemes premised on racial or
ethnic criteria. Y wi th respect to gender there are only
two possible classifications.

The incidence of the burdens

imposed by preferential classifications is clear.

There

are no rival groups who can claim that they, too, are
entitled to preferential treatment.

Class-wide questions

as to the group suffering previous injury and groups which
fairly can be burdened are relatively simple for reviewing
courts.

See,

~·~·,

Califano v. Golfarb, 430 U.S. 199,

212-217 (1977); Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S. 636, 645
(1975).

~consideration

of the problems connected with

sorting out those same questions in the context of racial
and ethnic preferences, supra, demonstrates that courts
will be unable to police political judgments touching on
those factors in a similar fashion.

Attempts to separate

competing claims will confound judicial ingenuity.
Consensus as to the existence of injury and the fairness of
imposing burdens will be lacking.

The inflammatory

potential of racial and ethnic classifications, then, is
significantly greater and the problem of judicial
competence significantly less

tractable~

Hence, racial and

~
ethnic distinctions are rightfully regarded with
not shared by gender classifications.

~.;.:..(

u:; -:: ·•.at;

J'.J-e,+

28.
Petitioner also cites Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563
(1974), in support of the proposition that di s crimination
favoring racial or ethnic minorities has received judici a l
approval without the inquiry ordinarily accorded to

~

"suspect" classifications.In Lau, we held that the failure
of the San Francisco school system to provide remedial
English instruction for some 1800 students of oriental
ancestry who spoke no English whatsoever amounted to a
violation of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C.

§

by

Secretat y aF the Department of Health, Education and

th~

2000

Welfare (HEW) .

and the regulations promulgated thereunder

Those regulations required the

availability of remedial instruction where inability to
understand English excludes children of foreign ancestry
from participation in
568.

a.e

$

educational program.

Ibid. at

A

Because we found that the students in Lau were denied

a meaningful oppo r tunity to participate in the educational
program," ibid., we remanded for the fashioning of a
remedial order.
Lau furnishes Petitioner with little support.
The decision was premised on a violation of Title
the HEW regulations.

t

and

Resting sol e ly on the statute, which

had been construed by the responsible administrative ag e ncy
to reach methods of school administration "which have th e

29.

effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination," 414
U.S., at 568, we stated:

"Under these state-imposed

standards there is no equality of treatment merely by
providing students with the same facilities, textbooks,
teachers and curriculum; for students who do not understand
English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education."

Ibid., at 566.

Thus, Lau is not unlike the

employment discrimination and executive order cases
previously discussed.

And the "preference" approved in

that case did not result in the denial of the relevant
benefit - "meaningful participation in the educational
program" - to anyone else.

No other student was deprived

by that preference of the ability to participate in San
Franciso's school system.

Indeed, because the others

understood English, they were assumed to be participating.
The preference was necessary to prevent the denial of a
like benefit to the Chinese-speaking children ..
~

_

__ Here there has been no determination by the

legislature or the administrative agency responsible for
policing civil rights laws that the University maintained a
discriminatory condition requiring remedial efforts.
Moreover, the operation of Petitioner's special admissions

'
program is quite different from the program in Lau.

It

prefers the designated minority groups only at the expense

30.
of other individuals who are totally foreclosed from
competition for the 16 special admissions seats in every
medical school class.

Because of that foreclosure, some

individuals are excluded from enjoyment of a benefit admission to the medical school - they would otherwise
receive.

When a classification denies an individual

opportunities or benefits enjoyed by others solely because
of his race or ethnic background, it must be regarded as
suspect.

~·~·,

u.s. 637, 641-42

McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, 339
(1950) ·~.

I

.- ...&'

Finally, Petitioner contends that our
recent decision in United Jewish Organizations of
Williamsburgh v. Carey,

u.s.

, 97 s.ct. 996 (1977),

indicates our willingness to approve racial classifications
designed to benefit certain minorities, without
denominating the classifications as "suspect."

In United

Jewish Organizations, the State of New York redrew its
reapportionment plan in order to meet the objections of the
United States Department of Justice under section 5 of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, 42 u.s.c.

§

1973c. Specifically,

voting districts were redrawn in order to enhance the
electoral power of certain "nonwhite" voters found to have
been the victim of unlawful "dilution" under the original
reapportionment plan.

Although the revised reapportionment

31.
plan to some extent was drawn along ethnic lines, there was
no showing that the plan resulted in the unlawful dilution
of any individual's vote or in the underrepresentation of
any racial or ethnic group in the legislature as a whole.
97 s.ct. at 1008-1009; ibid. at 1016-1017 (Stewart, J.,
concurring).

United Jewish Organizations, like Lau, is

viewed properly as a case in which the remedy for an
administrative finding of discrimination encompassed
measures to improve the previously disadvantaged group's
ability to participate wa:!'$ improve-d without excluding
individuals belonging to any other group from enjoyment of
the relevant opportunity - meaningful participation in the
electoral process.
Petitioner's special admissions program is a
racial classification.

It earmarks a certain number of

seats in each medical school class for persons of
designated racial and ethnic characteristics and excludes
others.

For this reason it is suspect and must be closely

scrutinized.
IV
We have held that in "order to justify the use of
a suspect classification, a State must show that its
purpose or interest is both constitutionally permissible
and substantial, and that its use of the classification is

32.
'necessary

. to the accomplishment' of its

purpose or the safeguarding of its interest".

In re

Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722-723 (1973) (footnotes
omitted) .

The special admissions program purports to serve

four purposes:

(1) "reducing the historic deficit of

traditionally disfavored minorities in medical schools and
the medical profession," Br. for Petitioner at 32; (2)

~d

countering the effects of societal discrimination;

(3) obtaining the educational benefits that flow from an
ar~4

ethnically diverse student body; ~ (4) increasing the

i-·H Q
physicians will decide to

" ~ 1.£1

practice in communities currently underserved.

We

must decide which, if any, of these purposes are
substantial enough to support the use of a suspect
classification.
A

To the extent that increasing the representation
of certain ethnic groups is considered a goal in and of
itself, it must be rejected not as insubstantial, but as
constitutionally impermissible.

Preferring members of one

ethnic group for no reason other than such membership is
discrimination for its own sake.
forbids.

~.~.,McLaughlin

That the Constitution

v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184 (1964);

Brown v. Board of Education, supra, 483, 495 (1954).

34.

perceived as members of relatively victimized groups at th e
expense of other innocent individuals in the absence of
adjudicated, legislative, or administrative findings of
constitutional or statutory violations.
Jewish Organizations,

u.s.

See,~·~·,

United

, 97 St. Ct. at 1005;

u.s.

South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383

308 (1966).

After

such findings have been made, the governmental interest in
preferring members of the injured

grou~s

others · is incontrovertibly substantial:
of the victims must be vindicated.

at the expense of
the legal rights

Furthermore, the extent

of the injury and the consequent remedy will have been
judicially or legislatively defined, so that the remedy
will work the least harm possible to other innocent persons
competing for the benefit.

~.JJJ

'

Without such findings

of constitutional or statutory violations, it cannot be
said that the government has any greater interest in
helping one individual than in refraining from harming
another.
A public university is not in a position to make
such findings.

is education, not the

formulation of broad social policy or the adjudication of
particular claims of illegality.

For the reasons stated in

Part III of this opinion, isolated segments of vast
governmental structures are ill equipped to make such

35.
decisions, at least in the absence of legislative mand a tes
and legislatively determined cr i teria.

Cf. Hampton v. Mow

_g_;·

Compare note ~ supra.

Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976).

ylil\0~

Thus, the purpose of helping certain persons the faculty of

-1-o .h c.

"

the Davis Medical School perceived . , victims of "societal

dct.s rt-o~
discrimination" is not Sllhstanti al QROYgb to support the
~

consequent casting of burdens upon persons like Respondent,
who carry no res pons ibi li ty for whatever ·vaguely de fiRed
harm the beneficiaries of the special admissions program
have suffered.

To hold otherwise would be to convert a

remedy for violations of legal rights into a right that
institutions throughout the nation can grant at their
pleasure.

That is a step we have never approved.

Cf.

Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 427 U.S. 424

~
(1976).

c
Improving the delivery of health care services to
communities currently underserved certainly is a
permissible goal.

If a state does detect severe shortag e s

~

of physicians in some communities, its interest i n

36.
upgrading the health care of its citizens might be t e rmed
substantial.

Even a s suming th e subs tantiality of this

interest, however, brief consideration of the special
admissions program is sufficient to indicate that the
program certainly is not necessary to promote the inter e s t ;
indeed, the program has not been shown to promote the
interest at all.
below• SQ2 pp

This relationship is discussed more fully

•a ·3 ~

It suffices to note here that the

patent lack of connection between the challenged programs
and the purported goal obviates any need for a decision as
to the goal's substantiality.
D

Attainment of diverse student bodies in
institutions of higher education is constitutionally
permissible.
by

Indeed,

circY~scribiR9

lt""l .. t:c:f

to the extent

,S !of .b.J ~ c:..+
academic freedom to select studentsJ only

I,.,C:.Mt",St0'1

"" 4 e4C

r1t:.«-JStlf~'f
"f
thQ r2qui r 2~ Q ~ts

to meet

nQCQ~~a r y

Fourteenth Amendment.
v.

First Amendment values are enhanced

See,

~·g~,

of the

Missouri ex rel. Gaines

Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938).

v. Board of Regents, 385

u.s.

.. aj rr.

589, 603 (1967):

Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding
academic fr e edom which is of t r an s cenden t va lue to
all of us and not me r e ly to th e te achers
concerne d. Tha t fre edom is th erefore a spe ci a l
concern of th e First Am e ndment . . . . The Nation's
future depend s upon leade r s traine d through wid e
exposure to that robu s t e xch a nge of ide a s wh i ch
discovers truth 'out o f a multitude of tongue s ,
[rather than t hr ou gh any kind o f a uthorit a tiv e
selection.' Uni te d St a t es v. As s ociat e d Pre s s , 52
F. Supp. 362 ~~-.---

37.
A university promotes the First Amendment values of a
"multitude of tounges" by obtaining a diverse student
body.

For that reason, the discretion to select the

students it thinks will contribute the most to the "robust
exchange" and the broadening of others' educational
horizons is one of the essential elements of academic
freedom.
" . . It is the business of a university to
provide that atmosphere which is most conducive to
speculation, experiment and creation. It is an
atmosphere in which there prevail "the four
essential freedoms" of a university - to determine
for itself on academic grounds who may teach, what
may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may
be admitted to ~ tudy.' The Open Universities in
South Africa."~

I
Sweez~

v. New Hamrshire, 354

~ (Frankfurter,

u.s.

234, 263

(195 ~

J., concurring). ---------

The importance of preserving the

universit~· ~

~+
right to define the elements ehey believeScrucial to the
creation of a vital and fertile atmosphere for study and
discovery and to obtain those elements in the way
~

thin~best,

can hardly be overstated.

I+

The

,+

~

universit~

(t

~

fashion~ our future; ~ shape~ the next generation's
leaders - in all fields of endeavor - in a forge of
controversy, speculation, probing, and reflection.

To fire

that forge, intellectual conflict and divergence of outlook
must provide the spark.

Deprive the

~

universit~

,+~

spark, and

~r
~

product may emerge untempered and

of that

(-

38.

brittle.

That could prove disastrous for a generation

forced to contend with a world in which
leisurely
contemplation and

an

increasing number

interference with academic freedom except to the extent
necessary to protect other constitutional rights, must be
scrupulously observed.
It is undeniable that students from different
parts of the country, those with special artistic talents,
and those with unusual work experience all contribute
something unique to the life of a university.

In like

manner, an individual of a particular ethnic background
brings experiences, outlooks, and ideas to a university
that cannot be duplicated by persons who do not share the
43

same background.

...

Ethnic diversity, then, is one

element in a range of factors a university could consider in
attempting to assure the presence of a provocative and
stimulating group of students. Because of the unique First
Amendment values connected both with the university's
A.S

decision

efl

+o
which factors best serve educational interests

"

and with the resulting diversity M::!!elf, a institution of
higher learning has a substantial interest in the selection

(.

39.
~

of a heterogeneous student body.

Ethnic dive rsity i ~ one

element of that heterogeneity.

v
The identification of a substantial governmental
interest will not justify resort to a suspect
classification, unless the classification is necessary to
promote that interest.
721-22.

In re Griffiths, supra, 413

u.s. at

Consideration of the challenged special admis s ions

program reveals that it is not necessary either to the
attainment of a diverse student body at the Davis Medical
School or to the improvement of health care in underserved
California communities.

A
Assuming that the improvement of health care
services in underserved areas is a sufficiently substantial
enough interest to support the use of a suspect
classification, there is virtually no evidence in the
record indicating that the special admissions program
needed to promote

*

tha ~interest.

is

The court below addressed

this failure to demonstrate any significant relation
between this goal and the challenged classification:

f

-

40.

The University concedes it cannot assure that
minority doctors who entered und er the program,
all of whom express an "interest" in practicing in
a disadvantag ed community, will actually do so.
It may be correct to assume that some of ~ h em will
carry out this intention, and that it is mo re
likely they will practice in minority communities
than the aver age white doctor. (See Sandalow,
Racial Prefereuces in Higher Educ at ion: Political
Responsibility and the Judicial Role (1975) 42 u.
Chi. L. Rev. 653, 688.) Nevertheless, there are
more precise and reliable ways to identify
applicants who are genuinely interested in the
medical problems of minorities than by race. An
applicant of whatever race who has demonstrated
his concern for disadvantaged minorities in the
past and who declares that practice in such a
community is his primary professional goal would
be more likely to contribute to alleviation of the
medical shortage than one who is chosen entirely
on the basis of race and disadvantage. In short,
there is [sic] no empirical data to demonstrate
that any one race is more selfessly socially
oriented or by contrast that another is more
selfishly acquisitive. 18 Cal. 3d at 56.

Petitioner simply has not carried its burden of
demonstrating that it must prefer members of a particular
ethnic group over other individuals in order to promote
better health care delivery to deprived citizens.

Indeed,

Petitioner has not even shown that its preferential
classification is likely to have a significant effect on
the problem.
B

To the extent that individuals from the preferred
ethnic groups would - by virtue of their lower grades and

,or ~"'b•~Ah•/11 ~A~JefY'f1JK:&e~~
MCAT scores - go

unrepresented ~ in

the medical

school, the reservation of a specified number of

41.
seats in each class for the exclusive benefit of such
individuals can be said to aid in the attainment of a more
diverse student body.

But it is not necessary to the

achievement of that goal.
721-22.

In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. at

It is inconceivable that when a university sets

out to attract students with other sorts of desirable
characteristics - musical ability, demonstrated leadership
capacity, unusual geographic origin, etc. - it must set
aside a prescribed number of seats for each characteristic
and insulate applicants with the desired qualification from

Jj}~

competition with all other candidates.

An eastern

college may prefer an Iowa farmboy over an otherwise
comparably qualified - indeed, over an otherwise superior applicant from an eastern city because the Iowan will bring
something novel to the college; the characteristics of the
eastern applicant may already be represented in
abundance.

In making this decision,

however, - ~

+~ ev-'

~ollQge

..s ,~ 9 \ '1 •~ ,. 0 t1c.G.J .t.. r
need nat estahli~b a separate admissions track for

"

('

Iowa~'s farmboys.
'-"

It can consider geography as one factor
I -o

weighing in the

w,." '~

~QaReaR'e

favor when he is compared against

all other applicants competing for all available

-4.,-=::seats.
The Davis special admissions program goes farther
than that.

It tells applic a nts who are not Negro, Asian,

or "Chicano" that they are totally excluded from a specific

42.

percentage of the seats in the class.

No matter how strong

their qualifications, quantitative and extracurricular,
including their own potential for contribution to
educational diversity, they never have the chance to
compete with applicants from the preferred groups for the
special admissions seats.

Applicants from the preferred

groups, however, have the opportunity to compete for every
seat in the class.
A rigid preference scheme is inconsistent with the
goal of securing a diverse student body.

A particular

school may wish to increase the representation of certain
minority groups, but the promotion of diversity would seem
to require an overall assessment of the qualities presented
by the entire applicant pool in light of the special needs
of the educational institution.

A black or native American

applicant may be regarded as a potential contributor to
diversity, but a focus on the characteristics of the
particular applicant may lead to the judgment that his or
her presence will not significantly advance overall
diversity.

Similarly, a member of the erstwhile "majority"

may exhibit qualities, e.g., a history of dvercoming
disadvantage, ability to communicate with the poor, etc.,
which are more likely to promote educational pluralism than
the backgrounds of some "minority" applicants.

43.
If ethnic background is to be considered as one eleme nt in
the composition of a div e rse student body, then it can be
treated as any other category of desirable
characteristics:

it is a "plus" in the applicant's file,

but it does not insulate him from comparison with all other
candidates for the available seats.

In this way, all

elements of diversity - geography, alumni ties, artistic
talents, unusual work experience, etc. - are placed on the
same footing, although not necessarily accorded the same
weight.

Provided that each seat in the class is

potentially open to all appliants, regardless of race, use
of these criteria does not offend the Equal Protection
Clause.
is an important right of
each applicant.

It means that the candidate who

loses out on the last available seat to an applicant
receiving a preference on the basis of ethnic background
was not foreclosed totally from consideration simply
~F
because he was not Athe right color or had the wrong

surname.

It means nly that his combined qualifications,

which may have included similarly non-objective factors,
did not outweigh those of the other candidate.

His

qualifications, however, received the same consideration,
and he had the opportunity to demonstrate his superiority,

44.
all things considered.

He was not limited to consideration

for fewer seats simply because of his ethnic background.
It simply is not necessary to impose that
additional burden.

Petitioner, as a public university,

must offer the same individualized consideration to all
applicants, regardless of ethnic background.
McCrary, 427 U.S. 160 (1976).

Cf. Runyon v.

This leaves Petitioner with

wide freedom to gauge on a case-by-case basis the
educational promise and relative qualifications of each
applicant. Cf. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. at 725.
~~proval of such a policy does not presage a

-

sub rosa return to the restrictive educational quotas of
the earlier half of this century.

See generally Kramer,

What Lowell Said, The American Hebrew 394 (1923);
Steinberg, How Jewish Quotas Began, Commentary 67
(September, 1971).

The ethnic preference considered here

would be one shown, in good faith, to members of a group
which otherwise would be
or totally unrepresented.

~

insignificantly represented

In this respect, it does not

differ from the preference a university attaches to any

.r fe.<A.III I
other

~

attribute - extraordinary musical talent,

"

unusual geographic origins - thought to enhance the
synergistic effects of educational diversity.

It is not a

preference accorded individuals belonging to groups already

45.
significantly represented as a means of limiting the
admission of "undesirable" candidates.

If a plaintiff can

show that a university actually is maintaining a sub rosa
exclusionary policy, a violation of equal protection would
be established.

This would be the case where a university

is not giving individualized consideration to each
application, but has set out to assign a specific number of
seats to members of a particular group, irrespective of the
desirable qualities exhibited by applicants belonging to
other groups.

Cf. Swain v. Alabama, 380

u.s.

202

-"'!r..E.Y
(1965);

United Jewish Organizations,

U.S.

97 S.Ct. at 1010 (opinion of White, J.), 1016 (Brennan, J.,
concurring in part), 1017 (Stewart, J., concurring in the
judgment).

Precisely what would have to be shown in order

I/
to establish a prima facie case need not be detailed l
IV

The rights created by the Fourteenth Amendment are
individual rights. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, 22
(1948).

When a state's distribution of benefits or

imposition of burdens hinges on the color of a person's
skin or on his ancestry, he is entitled to a showing that
the challenged classification is necessary to promote a
substantial state interest.

Petitioner has failed

#/

46.
to carry that heavy
Co.!Jrt of Galiforii1d fs

...
At firmed

-

·:Att?I JLLilJFX Harvard College Admissions Program

For the past 30 years Harvard Co1l ege has received each
year applicnt.ions for admission tlmt greatly exceed the nnmber of places in the frcsl1man class. The number of applicants who are deemed to be not "qualified" is comparatively
small. The ~:ast majority of applicants demonstrate through
test scores, high school records and teachers' recommendations that tJJcy haYe the academic ability to do adequate work
at Harvard, and perhaps to do it with di stinction. Faced
with the dilemma of choosing nmong a hnge number of
"qualified" candidates, tbe Committee on Admissions could
use the single criterion of scholarly exce11ence nnd attempt
to determine who among the candidates were likely to perform best academi ca l1y. But for the past 30 years the Committee on Admissions has never a<lopted tbis npproach. The
belief bas been that if scholarly excellence were the sole or
even predominant criterion, Harvard College would lose a
great deal of its vitality and intel1ectual excellence and that
the quality of the educational experience offered to all students would suffer. Final Report of \V. J. Bender, Chairman
of the Admiss ion and Scl10larship CommiUee and Denn of
Admissions and Financial Aid, pp. 20 et seq. (Cambridge,
1960). Consequently, after selecting those students wl10se
intellectual potential will seem extraordinary to the faculty
-perhaps 150 or so ont of an entering class of over 1,100tbe Committee seeks-

I
.t

.'

,I
I

•

variety in making its choices. This l1as seemed important ... in part because it adds a critical ingredient to
the eiTectiveness of the educational expe ri ence [in
Harvard College] ... The effectiv eness of our students'
educational experience has seemed to the Committee to
be affected as importantly by a wide variety of ,i nterests,
talents, backgrounds and cm·eer goals as it is by a fine
faculty and our librat·ies, labomtories and housing armngements. (Dean of Admissions lj'red L. Glimp, :F'inal
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Report to tlJC Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 65 Official
H.egister of JJ arvaru Universi iy 1:\ o. 25, 93, 104-105 ( l 968 )
(emphasis supplied).

I

The belief that diversity adds an essential ingredient to
the educational process bas long been a tenet of IT arvard
College admissions. Fifteen or twenty years ago, Lowever, diversity meant students from California, New York,
and Massaclmseits; city dwellers and farm boys; violinists,
painters and football players; biologists, historians and
classicists; potential stockbrokers, acndemics and politicians. The result was that very few ethnic or racial minorities attended IT arvard College. In recent years Harvard
College has expanded the concept of diversity to include
students from disadvantaged economic, racial and ethnic
groups. Harvard College now recruits not only Californians
or Louisianans but also blacks and Chicanos and other
minority students. Contemporary conditions in the United
States mean that if Harvard College is to continue to offer a
first-rate education to its students, minority representation
in the undergraduate body cannot be ignored by the Committee on Admissions.
In practice, this new definition of diversity has meant
that race has been a factor in some admission decisions.
·when the Committee on Admissions reviews the large middle
group of applicants who are "admissible" and deemed capable of doing good work in their courses, the race of an applicant may tip the balance in his favor just as geographic
origin or a life spent on a farm may tip the balance in other
candidates' cases. A farm boy from Idal10 can bring something to Harvard College tJ1at a Bostonian cannot offer.
Similarly, a blnck student can usually bring somct.hing that
a white person cannot offer. The quality of the concational
experience of all the students in Harvard College depends
in part on these differences in the background and outlook
that students bring with them.
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In Harvard Co1lege nclrnissions tl1e Committee lws not
set target-quotas for the number of bl::1eks, or of mu sicians,
football players, physicists or Califominns to be admitted
in a given year. At the same time the Committee is aware
that if Harvard Co1lege is to provide a trnly heterogenous
environment tbat refiects the rich diversity of the United
States, it cannot be provided without ::;orne attention to
numbers. It would not make sense, for example, to have
10 or 20 students out of 1,100 whose homes are west of
the Mississippi. ComparRbly, 10 or 20 black students could
not begin to bring to their classmates and to each other the
variety of points of view, bad:grounds and cxpcricnees of
blacks in the United States. rr11eir small m11nbers might
also create a sense of isolation among the black students
themselves and thus make it more difficult for tlJCm to develop and achieve their potential. Con sequently, when maki_ng its decisions, the Committee on Admissions is aware
that there is some relationship between numbers and achieving the benefits to be derived from a diverse student body,
and between numbers and providing a reasonable environment for 01ose students admitted. But that awareness docs
not mean that the Committee sets a minimum number of
blacks or of people from west of the Mississippi who are
to be admitted. It means only that in choosing among
thousands of applicants wl1o are not only "admissible"
academica1ly but have other strong q11alities, the Committee, with a number of criteria in mind, pays some attention to distribution among many types and categories of
students.

I

II
I

I

it
''

The further reflnements sometimes required help to
illustrate the kind of significance attached to race. The
Admissions Committee, with only a few places left to fill,
might find itself forced to choose between A, tbc child of
a successful black physician in an academic community with
promise of superior academic performance, and B, a black
who grew up in an inner-city ghetto of se111i-literate parc::1ts
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wh0se aearlemic achievement was lower hut who hnd demonstrated energy and leadership as well as an apparentlyabiding interest in black power. If a good number of black
students mnch like A but few like B bad alrcndy been
admitted, the Committee might prefer B; and vice versa.
If C, a white student with extraordir1ary artistic talent,
were also seeking one of the remaining places, his unique
quality might give him an edge over both A and B. 'i'lms,
the critical criteria are often indiviilual qualities or experience not dependent upon race but sometimes associated
with it.
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Petitioner appears to define "quota" as a
requirement which must be met but can never be exceeded,
regardless of the quality of the minority applicants.
Petitioner declares that there is no "floor" · eelow wh:i:-efr
.J

bhe ntlmber o f-s pecially admitted students will not be
'tt'Houed

~o

iBJd:

com~leeely

unqualified students will not be

admitted simply to meet a "quota.

Neither is there a

"ceiling" on the total number of minority students
admitted, since an unlimited number could be admitted
through the general admissions process.

On this basis, the

special admissions program does not meet Petitioner's
definition of a quota.
Respondent points out that the court below found and Petitioner does not deny - that white applicants could
not compete for the 16 places allotted to the special
admissions program.

18 Cal. 3d at 44.

This reservation of

places for minority applicants fits Respondent's definition
of a quota.

3:1

~

Moreover, the University's special admissions

program involves a purposeful use of racial criteria.

This

is not a situation in which the classification on its face
is racially neutral, but has a disproportionate racial
impact.

In that situation, plaintiff must establish

intent to discriminate.

Village of Arlington

He.!..9ht~

4tl\

~

v.

N-2__
Metropolitan

Housti~

Devel. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 264-65

(1977); Washington v. pavis, 426 U.S. 229, 242 (1976); see
Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118

u.s.

356 (1886).

Here, the

classification is not neutral on its face; the choice to
restrict competition by whites is evident.
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112, 295 n. 14 (1970) Stewart,

J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

It has

been relied upon in a holding of the Court only in one
class of cases, those involving aliens.
Richardson, 403

u.s.

365, 372 (1971).

E.g., Graham v.
Prior citations to

footnote 4 generally concerned the "preferred" position of
First Amendment freedoms.

See, e.g., Everson v.

Education, 330 U.S. 1, 62 n. 61 (1947)
dissenting).

But see

~ovacs

~card

of

(Rutledge, J.,

v. Cooper, 336 U.S. 77,

90-9~J

(1949) (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
17.

The term "racial discrimination" must

in a broad sense.
based on ethnic background,
~.g.,

characteristics.
347

u.s.

·~ ens
purely racial
Hirabayshi, 320

u.s.,

475, 477-78 (1954).

at 100;
See

Gunther, Constitutional Law 753 (9th eo. 1975).

Lf ~ ~~

Tussrnan & tenBroek, The

~ual

Protection of

the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341, 381 (1949).

~ ~~ Ibid.
200, 208

(1927)

at 341.

See Buck .v. Bell, 274

u.s.~

(describing equal protection as "the usual

last resort of constitutional arguments").

Of the two

prominent examples of equal protection scrutiny of racial
distinctions in the nineteenth century, only one involved
the Negro race.

Compare Strauder v. West Virginia, 100

U.S. 303 (1880)

(exclusion of Negroes from juries), with

Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118

u.s.

356 (1886) (denial to Chinese

of licenses to operate laundries in wooden buildings.) And
in Qtrauder, the Court opined that laws disadvantaging
"Celtic Irishmen" would violate equal protection.
at 308.

100 U.S.

The two major examples of the application of the

Equal Protection Clause to racial distinctions during the
ascendancy of substantive due process were Nixon v.
Herndon, 273 U.S. 536 (1927), and Nixon v. Condon, 286 U.S.
73 (1932).

Both involved direct statutory prohibitions on

the right of Negroes to vote in primary elections.

Cases

striking down racial distinctions when state action was not
so blatantly directed at rights guaranteed by the Civil War
amendments generally relied on substantive due process.
See,

281

~.9_.,

u.s.

Buchanan v.

704 (1930).

Warl~,

245 U.S. 60

(1917); !_!armon

Jones, American
(1960)

· J~ Between

Immigratio~

177-246

1820 and 1870, approximately

seven-and-a-half million immigrants arrived in the United
States, and more than 90% came from the British Isles, the
Low Countries, Scandanavia, and France.

P. Roberts, The

New Immigration 362 (1912); G. Stephenson, A History of
American Immigration 1820-1924, at 9 (1926) .

After 1870,

the ethnic composition of immigration began to change, and

the rate of entry increased

dram~ically.

forty years, nearly twenty-one/ mill ion

Over the next

immigran~s

arrived;

in the decade between 189l and 1900, more than half of
3,687,564 immigrants came from Southeastern Europe; from
1901 to 1910 nearly 66% of 8,795,386 were Southeastern
Europeans.

P. Roberts, supra.

In the period from 1881

1910, 1,562,000 Jews entered the country.
supra, at 73.

o

G. Stephenson

While in 1880 there had been 80,000 Jews in

New York City, there were one-and-a-quarter million by
1910.

N. Glazer & P. Moynihan,

138-139 (1963).

~eyond

the Melting Pot,

In 1907, 81% of all immigrants arrived

from Aus ria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Monteneg o,
Romania, Russia, Serbia, Spain, Syria, and Turk y.

I

~ra

at 9.

This wave of "new" immigrants prompted agi tat i In

for restrictions.

"The old immigrants were portrayed

~hardy pioneers who had helped develop the United

1

States and

L.

had become an integral part of the nation, while the new
immigrants were viewed as latecomers who had migrated to
cash in on American prosperity and had failed to assimilate
with the older population."

R. Divine, American

Immigration Policy 1924-1952, at 4-5 (1957).

This

agitation increased from 1890 until 1924, when President
\ Harding signed the first bill in American history
explicitly restricting European immigration.
See generally J. Higham,

jd ?-#.

J. Higham,

Ibid. at 2-5.

in the Land
Abbott, The Immigrant

and the Community (1917); P. Roberts, The New Immigration
66-73, 86-91, 248-261 (1912); E. Fenton, Immigrants and
Unions:

A Case Study 561-562 (1975).

~ 7.
Members of various religious and ethnic groups,
primarily but not exclusively of eastern, and
middle and southern European ancestry, such as
Jews, Catholics, Italians, Greeks and Slavic
groups continued to be excluded from executive,
middle-management and other job levels because of
discriminaton based upon their religion and/or
national origin."
41 C.F.R.

§

Y} ~·

60-50.1 (b).
E'. g., P. Roberts, The New Immigration 75

(1912); G. Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community 270-71
(1917).

See also note

=h
~supra.

•

DeFunis v. Odegaard, 4f6 U. . 337-340 (1974) (Douglas, J.
dissenting) (footnotes omitted).

See Developmen j

in the

Law- Equal Protection, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 1065 / 1119-20
(1969).

25. The first Mr. Justice

Whi~

Justice) admonished his brethren as t

(later Chief

/

this danger in one

of this Court's three "self-inflic ed wounds," C. Hughes,
The Supreme Court of the United States 50 (1928):
The conservationc nd orderly development of our
constitution rests n our acceptance of the
results of the pa~ and their use as lights to
guide our steps 'n the future. Teach the lesson
that settled pr: ciples may be overthrown at any
time, and conf ion and turmoil must ultimately
result. In t
discharge of its function of
interpreting he Constitution, this court
exercises an august power. It sits removed from ~
the content'ons of political parties and the
animositie of factions. It seems to me that the
accomplis ent of its lofty mission can only be
secured
the stability of its teachings and the
sanctity, which surrounds them. If the permanancy
of its onclusions is to depend upon the personal
opinio s of those who, from time to time, may make
up it membership, it will inevitably become a
thea re of political strife, and its action will
be 1thout coherence or consistency.
Pollock

armers Loan & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429, 650-651 f
dissenting).

(1895)

See also 0. Holmes, The

Law 127 (1881); Sandalow, Racial Preferences in
Education:

_J.) ;X'.

Political

Respons~bility

and the

R. Dahl, A Preface to Democratic Theory

(1956); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the Constitutionality_

of Preferential

T!eatment_~!_Minoritie s ,

1974 Sup. Ct. Rev.

1, 27; cf. Stewart, The __~~formation of American

Administrative Law, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 1683-85 & nn. 64-67
(1975) and sources cited therein.

7
Petitioner cites three court of appeals cases
allegedly deviating from this general rule in school
desegregation cases:

Offermann v.

~itkowski,.

378 F.2d 22

(ed Cir. 1967); Wanner v. County School Board, 357 F.2d 452
(4th Cir. 1966); Springfield School Committee v. Barksdale,
348 F.2d 261 (1st Cir. 1965).

Of these, Wanner involved a

school system held to have been de_iure segregated and
under injunctive orders prohibiting further segregation;
racial districting was necessary.

357 F.2d at 454.

Cf .

. United Jewish Organizations of Williamsburgh v. Carey.
U.S.

, 97 s.ct. 996 (1977).

In Barksdale and Offermann,

courts did approve voluntary districting designed to
eliminate

~facto

segregation.

In neither, however, was

there any showing that the school board planned extensive
pupil transportation that might threaten liberty or privacy
interests.

See Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 u.s.

189,240-250 (1973)(Powell, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part).

~AN

29·3~

More importantly, the

educators' decision that integrated schools enhance the
students' educational experience is one they legitimately
may make.

See Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of

Education_, 402 u.s. 1, 16 (1971);
belowi .

!l:J.:..~aJ!>I),I..l~~~

IV., C

/

-

preferential hiring under Executive Order 11246, 30 Fed.
Reg. 12319, as amended, 32 Fed. Reg. 14303 (1967), Fed.
Reg. 12985 (1969), and the implementing regulations
thereunder, 44 C.P.R. §60-1 et seq., promulgated by the
Secretary of Labor.

Those regulations require contractors

with more than 50 employees and a government contract
valued at $50,000 or more to develop an affirmative action
plan for each of its establishments, including goals and
timetables for the hiring of persons belonging to
"underutilized" minority groups.

41 C.P.R. §§60-2, 60-60.9.

While the legality of neither the Executive Order
itself, see generally Note, The PhiladelEhia Plan:
the Dynamics of Executive Power, 39 U. Chi
the Secretary's regulations is

L

A Study/
Rev

723

be~or~ .we~
us,

every decision upholding the requirement of

-;:::.

.....

preferential hiring under the authority of
# ~~

~Executive

'

existence of previous
discrimination by the parties involved as a predicate for
the imposition of a preferential remedy.

Contractors

Association, supra; Southern Illinois Builders Ass'n v.
Ogilvie, 471 F.2d 680 (7th Cir. 1972); Joyce v. McCrane,
320 F.Supp. 1284 (D.N.J. 1970); Weiner v.

Cu_y~hog~

Community College District, 19 Ohio 2d 35, 249 N.E. 2d 907,
cert. denied, 396

u.s.

10004 (1970).

See also Rosetti

I

17
Contr. Co. v. Brennan, 408 F.2d 1039, 1041 (7th Cir.
1975);

Associated General Contractors of Massachusetts,

Inc. v. Altschuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st Cir. 1973), cert.
denied, 416 U.S. 957 (1974); Northeast Const. Co. v.
Romney, 485 F.2d 752, 754, 761 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

actions, such as consent decrees under Title VII,

~,~.,

EEOC v. AT&T, 556 F.2d 167, 180 (3d Cir. 1977), ·or approval
of reapportionment plans under §5 of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c.

In such cases, there has been

detailed legislative consideration of the various indicia
of previous constitutional or statutory violations,

~.g.,

South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 308-310 (1966)
(§5), and particular administrative bodies have been
charged with monitoring various activities in order to
detect such violations and oversee appropriate remedies.
Compare note 40, infra.
Furthermore, we are not here presented with an
occasion to review legislation by Congress pursuant to its
powers under §2 of the Thirteenth Amendment and §5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment to remedy the effects of prior
societal discrimination.

Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S.

641 (1966); Jones v. Alfred H.
(1968).

M~~~

Co., 392 U.S. 409

We have previously recognized the special

N-20

competence of the legislature to make findings with respect
· to the effects of past discrimination and its discretionary
authority to take measures to correct that legacy.
generall:y Sa:nda!ow, supra nc e 2'6,

\-' ,3.

Set ~

at--e:=----

Petitioner cites our decision in Morton v.

Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974),

for the proposition that the

state may prefer members of traditionally disadvantaged
groups.

In Mancari, we approved a hiring preference for

qualified Indians in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We

observed in that case, however, that the legal status of

A

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of the Department of the
Interior is sui generis. , Ibid. at 554.

Indeed, we found

that the preference was not racial at all, but "an
employment criterion reasonably designed to further the
cause of Indian self-government and to make the BIA more
responsive to groups [,]

whose lives are govered by

the BIA in a unique fashion."

Ibid.

\ \

~

,/

-~

The state interest component of

scrutiny has been denominated in

st~ict

various~See, ~-~··

Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 343 (1972) ("important,"
I

\

I

I
I
I

"substantial"); Graham v. Richa,.rason, 403

u.s.

365, 375

I

I

(1971) ("compelling"); Lovi!!51. v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 11

-r

(1967)

\

("overriding"); McLaughlin v. Florida, 379 U.S. 184,

196 (1964) ("overriding").
/

No particular significance

attaches to these "variations in diction."

Gr ~s,
~

413

35.

u.s.

In re

717, 722 n. 9 (1973).

A number of distinct sub-goals may fall under

the rubric of "compensation for past discrimination."
example,

I

.p r c.Are"" ~-e .S

.fie r-

pFefer~i"g

Negro applicants may compensate for

For

1\

harm done them personally, or it may serve to place them at
social levels they might have attained but for
discrimination against their forebears.

Greenawalt,

·r

f
2
Judicial Scrutiny of "Benign" Racial Preference in Law
School Admissions, 75 Colum. L. Rev. 559, 581-586 (1975).
Another view of the "compensation" goal is that it serves
as a form of reparation by the "majority" to a victimized
group as a whole.

B. Bittker, The Case for Black

Reparations (1973) .

That justification for ethnic

preference has been subjected to much criticism.
Greenwalt,

supr~

~.g.,

at 581; Posner, The DeFunis Case and The

Constitutionality Treatment of Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct.
Rev. 1, 16-17 & n. 33.

Finally, it could be argued that

ethnic preferences "compensate" the group by providing
examples of success whom other members of the group will
emulate, thereby advancing the group's interest and
society's interest in encouraging new generations to
overcome, in a peaceful fashion, the barriers and
frustrations of the past ..

Redish, Preferential Law School

Admissions and the Equal Protection Clause:

An Analysis of

the Competing Arguments, 22 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 343, 391
(1974).

For purposes of our analysis, the sub-goals need

not be considered separately.

(
I~

A fifth goal, which the university does not

/

articulate, would be the attempt to arrive at a fair
appraisal of each individual's academic promise - an
appraisal supposedly rendered impossible without recourse

(/
~3

to racial or ethnic considerations, owing to some cultural
bias in nominally neutral predictive factors such as grad e s
and test scores.

To the extent that race and ethnic

background are
considered only to cure inaccuracies in predicting academic
promise, there really is no "preference" at all.

Nothing

in this record, however, suggests that MCAT scores, grade
point averages, or any of the other factors considered by
the Davis Medical School were culturally biased.
Furthermore, if race or ethnic background is used solely to
arrive at an unbiased prediction of an individual's
promise, the reservation of fixed numbers of special
admissions seats in each class would be inexplicable.
Any university, of course, may utilize the
~4.tt.S

criteria that in its judgment best
an unbiased fashion.

wre,..

evalMat~

candidates in

In addition to curing inaccuracies

caused by culturally biased tests, a university might wish
to allow for low scores and grades that understate the
potential of an applicant who had to overcome a severe
disadvantage - economic deprivation, physical handicap, or
ethnic prejudice.

But when such allowance is limited to

members of particular ethnic groups, as in the Davis
special admissions program, it is obvious that the
university is not seeking merely to devise an unbiased

·------

'.

predictor of success.

Instead, it is using a racial or

ethnic preference in an attempt to further one of the goals
noted in the text.

lb J?l'·

See 45 C.F.R.

§

80.5(j)

(regulations of the

Department of Health, Education and Welfare):

J-

See,~-~·,

Vulcan Society v. Civil Service_

Commissioners, 490 F.2d 387, 398 (2d Cir. 1973)

(~pproving

quota "only because no other method was available for
afforming appropriate relief"); Bridgeport Guardians, Inc.
v. Civil Service Commission, 482 F.2d 1333, 1341 (2d Cir.
1973)

(disapproving imposition of quota where impact upon

other employees too harsh and likely to exacerbate racial
attitudes); Pennsylvania v. O'Neill, 473 F.2d 1029, 1031
(3d Cir. 1973) (disapproving quota in promotion procedures
where no evidence of record supported findings as to extent
of injury to be remedied); Castro v. Beecher, 459 F.2d 725,
737 (4th Cir. 1972)

(terming compensatory ethnic remedy

"crude" and one to be applied "with sensitivity and
restraint"); Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.2d 328 (approving
compensatory racial remedy that accommodates conflicting
rights).
39.
Equality:

See also, Dixon, The Supreme Court and

Legislative Classification,

Desegre~ation,

and

Reverse Discrimination, 62 Cornell L. Rev. 494, 542,

I

I

(

560-562 (1977); Posner, The DeFunis Case and the
Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment of Racial
Minorities, 1974 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, 18-19.
40.

C

Petitioner protests

-

~o

ces

the "wo't:.$e- than irrational" result that only institutions
(

/

N-26
that have shown a propensity to abuse racial
classifications in the past will be permitted to use
criteria.

r~cial

This objection overlooks the fact that such

institutions will be applying racial classifications either
under the aegis of a court approving a remedy for
violations of legal rights, or as a response to

legislativ ~

criteria addressed to the existence of such violations.
See United Jewish Organizations, supra.

Institutions

guilty of past discrimination have no greater warrant
"volutarily" to prefer members of one race over those of
another than do institutions with no history of

-------- ~

discrimnation.

_jjV~

~

The only evidence in the record with respect

to such shortages is a newspaper article.

~~~Carnegie

R. 473.

Council on Policy Studies in Highe

~

Education, Selective Admissions in Higher Education 8-9
(1977} [hereinafter cited as Carnegie Council].

See also

Offermann v. Nitkowski, 478 F.2d 22 (2d Cir. 1967};
Springfield School Committee v.
(1st Cir. 1965}; Griswold,

~arksdale,

348 F.2d 261

Some~bservations

on the

~eFunis_

Case, 75 Columb. L. Rev. 512 (1975}.
43.

Manning, The Pursuit of Fairness in

I
Admissions to Higher Educatjon, in Carnegie Council, supra
ote 43, at 34-35.

(.
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44.

In both 1973 and 1974, more Asian students

were admitted through regular admissions procedures at
Davis than through the special programs
1973, 5 versus 3 in 1974)

In the previous three years, a

total of 23 Asians had been admitted via regular
admissions, seven through the special program.
132-134.

R.

Their inclusion as one of the special program's

\
preferred groups is somewhat puzzling even in light of the
Petitioner's professed goal amd demonstrate the irrational
results that can flow from "voluntary" efforts to aid
perceive as "disadvantaged."

~has

~

two segregated schools.

~

If;

observed that such a policy resembles the ope ration

j7

~a

(;r;-n) .

I

'

~

.

See, for example, the explanation of the

Harvard College Admissions program, Brief of Columbia
University et al as Amici Curiae at App. 1-4, which is set
I

out as an Appendix to
47.

thisAepiRiQ ~

Carnegie Council, supra

not e- 43~

at 1

( Manning, supra note 43a, at 48-62.

(}~ ~·

Manning,

~upra

note

58-59, has

described one possible procedure that permit consideration
of race, yet safeguard this right:

N-30

In Swain, this Court held a prosecutor's

~

discretionary use of peremptory challenges to exclude all
Negroes from a particular jury in a particular case was
immune to equal protection challenge, even asfouming that
the prosecutor's purpose was to exclude them only because
of their race.

The Court reasoned tha

a venireman's race

or ethnic background may be probative of relative bias in
the particular case.

Ibid. at 2 0-221.

On this basis, the

Court indulged in a presumpti n "that the prosecutor is
using the state's challenge to obtain a fair and impartial
jury to try the case b fore the court.
not overcome and t
examination by
Negroes wer
222.

The presumption is

therefore subjected to

legations that in the case at hand all

removed because they were Negroes."

Ibid. at

Court warned, however, that a different case
e presented by a showing of systematic exclusion of

Negroes, unrelated to trial purposes~

~~

___.

----

.c:;;;;;.
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.- .
We have cie~<lecr
that It JS permissible to insulate from inquiry the r n10 val
of Negroes fran~ a pa_rticular jury on the assunlJ 1011 that
_the prosecutor IS actn.lg on. acceptahle considifrations rc~ated to the case he JS trylllg, the pa r ticu!;J. dcfcndan t
mvolved and t~1e particular crime charged . But when
the P_rosec utor m a county, in case afte/'case, whatever
the Circurnstances, whatever the crime and whoeve r the
defendant or the victim may be, is respon si ble for the
~emoval of N~grocs who have been selected as qu aliflcd
JUrors by the JUry commissioners and who have survived
challe nges for cause, with there ult tha.t no Negroes ever
serve on pel it juries, the Foul' eenth Amendm ent claim
takes on adclccl significance. Cf. Yick Wo v. Hopkin s,
118 U. S. 356. In th ese J rcumstances, giving even the ~

tria~

widest leeway to the oteration of irrational but
related suspicions and niagonisms, it would appear that
the purposes of the eremptory chall enge are being perverted. If the State has not seen fit to leave a single
Negro on any jury in a criminal case, the presumption
protecting the prosecutor may well be overcome. Such
proof might s pport a reasonable inference that N egroes
are excluded rom juries for reasons wholly unrelated to
the outcome of the particular case on trial and that the
peremptory system is being used to deny the N egro the
same right and opportunity to participate in the administration of justice enjoyed by the white population.
Thcs9 ends the peremptory challenge is not designed_to
faci lt~te or justify..:?~- J . c~ r ~..23 -J..:t'f/'

------------

--f-I
~
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Universities, like the prosecutor in Swain, may
make individualized decisions, in which e thnic background
plays a part, under a presumption of
legitimate educational purpose.

l~gality

and

So . long as the university

proceeds on an individualized, case-by-case basis, there is
no warrant for judicial interference in the academic
process.

If an applicant can establish

that the

institution does not adhere to a policy of individual
comparisons, and can show that a systematic exclusion of
certain groups results, the presumption of l e gality might
be overcome, creating the necessity of proving legitimate
educational purpose.

-----

-------

